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Foreword from
the Chairman

João Maria Guimarães José de Mello

Chairman of the Board of Directors of Bondalti

The year 2020 has
undoubtedly brought
unexpected obstacles
to society and many
challenges at social,
economic and political
levels.
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Dear Stakeholders,
The year 2020 has undoubtedly brought unexpected
obstacles to society and many challenges at social, economic
and political levels. The Covid-19 pandemic challenged our
leaders’ capacity to react and adapt and put the physical and
mental health of every one of us to the test. However, many
achievements were accomplished, and many obstacles were
overcame, thanks to the effort, commitment and resilience
of all Bondalti People.
Against this background, we have done everything in
our power to be part of the solution of such international
emergency. By way of example, Bondalti products helped
in the cleaning and disinfection of public streets and areas
to prevent the spreading of Covid-19. As one of the largest
Iberian producers of sodium hypochlorite, a very efficient
disinfectant, Bondalti offered 90 tons, 5 tons of this product
to every district capital in Portugal, and donated product
to partners and institutions of Estarreja, helping to protect
those on the front-line of the fight against the pandemic.
In Spain, Bondalti offered sodium hypochlorite to various
municipal entities of Cantabria.
This pandemic posed many challenges to corporations,
especially in terms of the protection of people’s health
and safety. Aiming for the protection of our people while
maintaining the performance of our Organization, in March
2020 Bondalti deployed a strict Contingency Plan, subject
to continuous adjustments in line with instructions and
rules continuously issued by the Government and the
Health Authority. Additionally, the company strengthened

the availability of professional psychological help to our
employees and their immediate family, at a time when
the mental health of everyone was being put to the test,
whether because of the imposed lockdown or the loss of
relatives and friends.
The well-being and satisfaction of any member of our
teams are at the top of our agenda since our foundation.
To this end, Bondalti set forth and implemented various
measures to reconcile the professional, personal and family
life of all our people. As a result of this initiative, at the
beginning of 2020 we were certified as Family Responsible
Company by Fundación MásFamília, which in Portugal works
in partnership with ACEGE. This certification is part of an
international movement encouraging businesses to adopt
a corporate culture based on principles of mutual flexibility,
respect and commitment. We believe this certification is not
an end but rather a stimulus to our focus on continuous
improvement year after year.
In economical terms, despite the pandemic background, we
performed slightly better that in the previous year, achieving
EBITDA of €M 40.1 (vs. €M 38.4 in 2019) and operational
income of €M 21 (vs. €M 18.5). With expenditure on capital
investment on fixed assets totalling approximately €M 10
and reduction in financial debt by nearly €M 19, we posted
a Net financial debt/EBITDA ratio of 2,7x and improved our
gearing by 4 percentage points, confirming the solidity and
resilience of the Organization.
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Our expansion strategy is gaining large visibility, following completion of investment in the new plant in Torrelavega,
as well as the recent acquisition of 68.49% of Enkrott’s share capital. Bondalti reaffirms its ambitious and innovating
nature by entering into a new line of business, specifically the acquisition of a major shareholding in a leading
water management and treatment company in Portugal, operating also in Spain and Angola, and having a global
presence via its international partners. Enkrott means a further step towards growth and internationalisation,
but it also reflects our commitment to building a more sustainable future, through the efficient supply and access
to drinking water, one of the seventeen United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

The degree of uncertainty regarding the evolution of the
pandemic in 2021 is still very high, although we are confident
about the gradual recovery of the economy and the
resilience of our people.

Our values, Innovation and Responsible Care, make us continuously aware of current trends in terms of
technology, environmental responsibility and the market. In this context, green hydrogen is considered a key
element for the decarbonisation process of various business sectors of our economy, towards carbon neutrality.
Accordingly, driven by its potential we drew a plan to integrate the production of green hydrogen in the industrial
unit of Estarreja, where we are developing several projects in this field, thus positioning Bondalti at the core of
the green hydrogen value chain, through the production of photovoltaic energy, consumption of renewable
energy, production of green hydrogen and ammonia and subsequent integration of these raw materials into
the production of aniline.
Climate action is gaining relevance in our business approach and we believe that the chemical industry will
play a relevant role towards an increasingly greener and circular economy. In the chlor-alkalis process, which
develops key chemicals for water treatment and the recycling of several materials, we produce chemicals with
properties capable of giving a second life to a great variety of products, such as paper, electronic circuit boards,
plastic bottles, and many other. In the aniline and by-products chain, our products are crucial to ensure energy
efficiency and high thermal insulation in sectors such as civil construction and the production of cold equipment.
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Specifically, in 2020, we established a set of environmental and internal goals to promote the sustainability of our
surrounding communities and the planet, amongst which we point out carbon neutrality in energy consumption
by 2030.
Our efforts to generate positive impact at environmental and social levels based on good practices were
rewarded with a Platinum Medal awarded by EcoVadis, which annually assesses Bondalti performance regarding
sustainability. We obtained the best score so far, with 78 points out of 100, 32 points above the average in our
sector, now ranking at the top 1% of international companies assessed by EcoVadis. Such performance shows
the efforts of our Organisation, which integrates sustainable development in its DNA.
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According to the Law and the Articles of Association, the Board of Directors submits herewith to the appraisal of stakeholders
the Integrated Report and financial statements, which fully and transparently describe the Company’s activity in 2020.
This Report sets out Bondalti’s responsibilities towards all its stakeholders, in particular by following the principle of
AA1000AP (2018) of Accountability: Inclusion, Materiality, Response and Impact.
This report was prepared according to the methodologies of the following references:
• Integrated Reporting of the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC)
• GRI Standards do Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) in accordance with the Core option
• Article 66 of the Portuguese Trading Companies Code (CSC)
•	Article 130 of the Corporate Income Tax Code (CIRC) and Ministerial Order 92-A/2011 of 28 February
Taking into account their materiality and relevance regarding Bondalti’s activity, the following group of GRI Standard
indicators report to:
• General Indicators: Bondalti Capital, S.A. (consolidated information)
• Economic indicators: Bondalti Capital, S.A. (consolidated information)
• Environmental indicators: Bondalti Chemicals, S.A. and Bondalti Cantábria, S.A.
• Social indicators:
- Health and Safety / Development and Training - Bondalti Capital, S.A. (except Enkrott companies)
- Responsibility for the Product - Bondalti Chemicals, S.A. e Bondalti Cantábria, S.A.
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All financial information forming part of this Report was audited by EY, as stated in the Legal Certification of Accounts and
Report and Opinion of the Statutory Audit Board, attached hereto. Remaining information and GRI Standards indicators
were audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers & Associados - Sociedade de Revisores Oficiais de Contas, Lda., as expressed
in the attached Audit Report.
Sources of complementary information are as follows:
• Separate reports and accounts of Bondalti companies
• Websites: https://www.bondalti.com/, https://sustentabilidade.bondalti.com/pt/
Any clarification request may be sent by email to bondalti@bondalti.com.
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Bondalti

Bondalti
MISSION

VISION

To create an innovative and sustainable chemistry
capable of contributing to a better world.

To be a renowned chemical partner on the global
market, known for long-lasting relationships based on
a range of high-quality innovative solutions, ensuring
superior safety and environmental standards, creating
value for employees, shareholders, clients, suppliers
and the community.
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VALUES

Innovation

Competence

On a par with continuous
improvement, Bondalti
seeks disruptive
approaches to the
sectors where it operates

With over one hundred
years of industrial
history and experience
Bondalti has gathered
a highly competent
team in the fields
of management,
operation, maintenance,
construction and
revamping of industrial
units

Human
development

Responsable
care

Bondalti invests in
people as a pillar for
competitiveness and
performance

At Bondalti, endeavouring
to maintain high quality,
safety and environmental
protection standards
is a daily job, viewing to
add value to surrounding
communities
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COMPANIES

PRODUCTS AND VALUE CHAIN

Bondalti Capital, S.A., which is 100% held by José de Mello Capital, S.A., is a holding company and corporate
centre of a group of entities mainly active in the chemical industry.

Bondalti’s activity over its long years of existence has been focused almost exclusively on the production of
industrial chemicals. However, recently it entered in the water treatment business.

In the chemical field, Bondalti’s production activity is carried out through Bondalti Chemicals, S.A., in the value
chains of chlor-alkalis and aniline and its by-products, and through Bondalti Cantábria, S.A, in the chlor-alkalis
value chain. Elnosa - Electroquímica del Noroeste, S.A., which ceased production in December 2017, trades in
non-electro-chemical products and markets the products produced by both industrial units.
Innovnano present activity is the valuation and marketing of the Intellectual Property developed over the
years when its activity was focused on the research, development and production of nanostructured ceramics.
In the last quarter of 2020 Bondalti acquired a majority stake in Enkrott - Gestão e Tratamento de Águas,
S.A., a leading Portuguese company specialised in water treatment for human consumption and for industrial
purposes.
INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS

BONDALTI ENTITIES AND RESPECTIVE ACTIVITY SECTORS

ORGANIC CHEMICALS

Aniline and by-products

Bondalti Capital
Bondalti SGPS

100%

68.49%

Dolopand

Bondalti Chemicals

Innovnano**

100%

100%

100%

Miralcalis
Equity holders

80%

Real estate
Nanomaterials
Industrial Chemicals

Elnosa**

Enktott

Enktott Espanha

100%

Enktott África

80%

100%
Enktott Madeira

Renoeste*

** Discontinued activity
**	Discontinued industrial activity

Nutriquim*
AQP

66.5%

100%

Water Treatment

100%
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Chlor-alkalis

Bondalti holds a competitive position in the chemicals supply market, with focus on the production of Chloralkalis (PCA) products, in the segment of inorganic chemicals, and Aniline and by-products (PAD), in the
segment of organic chemicals. In addition to being the largest Iberian chlorine producer, in terms of installed
capacity, Bondalti is one of the largest world producers of aniline and leads open market sales in Europe.

20%
Bondalti Cantábria 80%

INORGANIC CHEMICALS

Bondalti industrial production units are located in Estarreja (Portugal) and Torrelavega (Spain). The main raw
materials used in production process are benzene, salt, ammonia, hydrogen, electricity and water.
Bondalti supplies chlorine, soda and aniline via pipeline and in an integrated way to its main partner-customer
located at the Estarreja Chemical Complex (ECC) that uses them to produce its own products directed mainly
to the export market. Additionally, Bondalti supplies organic products to various international clients, in
countries such as Belgium, Spain, USA, The Netherlands and France. The main destination of its inorganic
products is the Iberian market.

Enktott Cabo Verde* 50%

49.9% (does not consolidate in Bondalti Capital)
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MAIN PRODUCTS AND APPLICATIONS OF THE INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS UNIT

In order to ensure the use of the best management practices across its value chain, Bondalti
adhered to the Charter of Principles of BCSD Portugal aimed at achieving sustainable
development in Portugal. Adhesion to the Charter requires the underwriters’ commitment
to the best management practices and focus on the creation of value for all stakeholders.
It should be noted that Bondalti Chemicals has implemented an Integrated Management
System (IMS), covering the following systems for which it is certified since several years:
•
•
•
•
•

ISO 9001:2015 - Quality Management System
ISO 14001:2015 - Environmental Management System
ISO 45001:2018 - Occupational Health and Safety Management System
NP 4457:2007 - Research, Development & Innovation Management System
ISO 50001:2018 - Energy Management System (undergoing certification process)

Aniline and
By-Products (organic)

Chlor-Alkalis
(Inorganic)

Main products

Main uses

Nitric Acid

Chemical industry, fertilizers, dyes and pigments

Sulphanilic Acid

Rubber and pharmaceutical industries, dyes and pigments

Aniline

Manufacturing MDI, rubber industry, dyes and pigments, special
fibres

Nitrobenzene

Manufacturing aniline, rubber, chemical and pharmaceutical
industries

Hydrochloric Acid

Chemical and metallurgical industries, manufacturing PVC, hygiene
and cleaning products

Chlorine

Manufacturing PVC, polyurethane, water treatment

Sodium Hypochlorite

Water treatment, hygiene and cleaning products, textile bleaching

Caustic Soda

Chemical, textile, cellulose, food, detergent and soap industries
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Bondalti Cantábria is currently completing the implementation of the standards mentioned above (except for
the Research, Development & Innovation standard) and expects to obtain certification to these integrated
standards in the first half of 2021.
The industrial chemicals produced by Bondalti and distributed across various geographies are necessary to
satisfy people’s basic needs and serve a wide range of industries and purposes. Although they do not always
have direct application, Bondalti products play a crucial role in people’s well-being as well as a relevant role
in other areas, in particular in the production of organic products, such as polyurethane (MDI), which are
excellent thermal insulators used in civil construction and cold equipment, flexible foams, coating, adhesives
and sealants; and also in the manufacture of pharmaceutical products. Inorganic products produced by
Bondalti are crucial in several areas, such as the treatment and purification of water for human consumption
and other purposes; disinfection and cleaning; production of textiles, paper pulp and aluminium.
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It is also worth noting that in addition
to the relevant and crucial roles played
by chemicals in everyday life, the
chemical industry is a noteworthy
provider of solutions to allow achieving
the environmental goals defined at
world level, particularly in the EU.
In areas such as decarbonisation and climate transition, the chemical
industry will be a key player in the production and storage of green
energy, recycling and recovery of waste, availability of products promoting
energy efficiency and the adoption of forms of sustainable mobility,
and also the capture and storage of carbon dioxide. In order to achieve
these goals, the chemical industry, and Bondalti in particular, will be part
of the solution, given the value created with the products placed at the
service of society, and also considering all the projects they will develop
for the sake of the environment and climate change.

LOCATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS ACTIVITIES

Pontevedra

Torrelavega
Estarreja
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Aveiro
Industrial
Chemicals:
production
units

Oeiras

Industrial
Chemicals:
logistics
centres

Head Office

Barreiro
Organics

Inorganics
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ELECTRICITY
SALT
HYDROGEN

ESTARREJA

TORRELAVEGA

Industrial Site

Chlor-alkalis
All
products

NATURAL GAS

All
products

Hydrogen

CUSTOMERS
- Polyurethanes
- Water Treatment
- Textiles
- Detergents
- Paste and Paper
- Distribution
- Other Chemicals

Chlorine
Soda
Aniline
MNB

BENZENE

Aniline
MNB

CUSTOMERS
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Hydrochloric
gas

- Polyurethanes

Aniline
Legend:
Legend:
ANILINEANILINE
AND BY-PRODUCTS
AND BY-PRODUCTSCHLOR-ALKALIS
CHLOR-ALKALIS

AMMONIA

AVEIRO
HARBOR

Benzene

Aniline
MNB
Legend:
ANILINE AND BY-PRODUCTS
CUSTOMERS

TRAIN TRAIN

CHLOR-ALKALIS

TRUCK TRUCK

- Polyurethanes
- Ruber
- Drugs
- Distribution
- Other Chemicals
TRAIN

BENZENE

TRUCK

SHIP

PIPELINE

PLANT

AUTOMOBILE
INDUSTRY

CONSTRUCTION

SHIP SHIP PIPELINE
PIPELINE

WATER
TREATMENT

TEXTILE
INDUSTRY
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Entering this new business area paves the way to business growth and reflects Bondalti’s commitment with
building a more sustainable future and achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) associated with
efficient access to drinking water.

WATER TREATMENT
ENGINEERING PROJECTS

MAINTENANCE AND TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

In 2020 Bondalti took a relevant step towards the achievement of its strategic ambition and entered into
a new business area, water treatment, through Enkrott, a company where it acquired a major stake.

15

Enkrott is specialised in the development, manufacture and operation of global water treatment solutions,
particularly drinking water and water for industrial purposes. Operating since 1961, Enkrott produces and
exports water treatment technologies and equipment to all regions of the world, from Portugal to Australia,
leading the market in Portugal and Angola.
Focused on the quality of its products and the satisfaction of its clients, Enkrott has a Quality Management
System implemented, certified according to ISO 9001:2015.
The development of engineering solutions and exclusive, innovating and universal equipment is the core
of Enkrott’s activity, but the Company also covers the areas of project management, planning, production,
assembly and maintenance. Enkrott works in close partnership with its clients viewing to develop adequate
solutions with greater added value and lesser environmental impact and collaborates in European projects
and with Universities to create tailor-made solutions to meet each demand.
Enkrott operations cover different market segments, such as public water supply, industry, health, labs, buildings
and special facilities, among others. The company provides differentiated services, banking on preventive
and curative maintenances, through multidisciplinary teams and a structure of dedicated managers, offering
continuous and efficient support to each client.
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LOCATION OF WATER TREATMENT ACTIVITIES

Matosinhos
Barcelona
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Sintra

Luanda
Sintra

Algarve

Water
treatment:
plants

Water
treatment:
delegations

Head
Office

Funchal
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PRODUCTION

In July 2020, the second acid washer in the nitrobenzene unit started operating, allowing for an increase in
productive capacity. Maximum monthly historical production was surpassed in August and December.

In 2020 production was affected by the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on main consumer markets of Bondalti
products. The health situation also affected all areas of the organisation, including its industrial units, which
positively and promptly responded to the many challenges, creating the necessary conditions to ensure an
active industrial output throughout the year.

As far as sales are concerned, the company recovered a major MNB client, which on a par with expansion in
production capacity, will allow record MNB sales. Aniline sales recorded major drops in traditional markets
during the second and third quarters of the year. However, this was offset by other markets such as India
and the USA. In the fourth quarter, demand for MDI soared, the same happening with aniline.

Production of Aniline and By-products

Production of Chlor-Alkalis

PAD IN ESTARREJA (t)
302 939

PCA IN ESTARREJA (t)
293 947

296 415
269 998

263 619

247 337

237 961

218 226

207 331

196 487

186 467

102 822

180 197

178 350

227 034
221 104
100 251

2018

Aniline

2019

Nitric acid

217 294

239 883
206 113

216 441
171 968

125 666

148 958

119 767

103 817

106 711
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2017

2017

279 157

2020

Mononitrobenzene

Chlorine (gas)

2018

Caustic soda

2019

Hydrochloric acid

2020

Sodium hypochlorite

At the PCA in Estarreja, specifically at the NaCl and HCl electrolyses, the production of chlorine gas dropped
by 11% over the previous year. The hydrochloric acid plant produced less 30% over 2019 and hydrochloric acid
production in the absorption and synthesis units fell by 5%. It should be noted that specific consumption of
key raw materials, specifically salt and energy, remained low, in line with budget estimates.

Although global production of aniline and its by-products increased vis-à-vis the previous year, the first half
of 2020 was marked by a sharp decrease in sales in May and June due to the pandemic. It is worth pointing
out that 2019 was a year of scheduled overhaul, with production for the year already reflecting this situation.
The increase in production over 2019 were as follows: +1% of aniline, +2% of mononitrobenzene (MNB) and
+5% of nitric acid.
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Vis-à-vis 2019, which was a year of programmed overhaul, production levels at the PCA in Estarreja fell
globally, however, Bondalti increased its total production of chlor-alkalis, with the start-up of the new unit in
Torrelavega, Cantabria.

resulting on the non-reopening of 85% of swimming-pools during summer. The drop in sales of hydrochloric
acid was associated to a sharp fall in the European automotive industry, namely in Spain, where the product
is still used in galvanic and pickling processes.

TOTAL PRODUCTION - CHLOR-ALKALIS (t)

Despite the adverse effects of the pandemic crisis in terms of public health and economic activity, Bondalti
managed to keep production flowing, thanks to the effort, responsibility and resilience of its people, supported
by a contingency plan and systematic testing at the different facilities.

871 123

808 875

764 323

651 211

214 599

808 875

651 211

2017

2018

764 323

2019

656 524

PRODUCTION AT BONDALTI (t)
750 735

651 211

724 275

808 875
652 323

764 323

670 824 656 524

214 599

2020
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Bondalti Chemicals

Bondalti Cantábria

2017

2018

PAD Estarreja

In addition to the challenges posed to manage the Covid-19 pandemic, the year was marked by various
operating challenges at the new unit of Torrelavega. During the first year of operations, various technological
and operational adjustments and improvements were required, but the unit managed to achieve a relatively
stable output and respond to market demand.
Regarding sodium sales in Iberia, imports from the north and centre of Europe, combined with drops in demand,
have led to a decrease in prices. In the fourth quarter of 2020, higher demand for MDI and PVC fuelled more
sodium into the market, bolstering the trend towards lower prices. In what concerns hypochlorite, it is worth
noting the rediscovery of bleach as cheaper and more effective biocide, triggering new consumer habits
associated with this product. Explaining the negative trend recorded in demand for hypochlorite is the drop
in tourism due to the pandemic, leading to the close down of hotels and swimming-pools, on a par with the
implementation of new rules issued by the Spanish Health Ministry requiring new cleaning and hygiene controls,

2019

PCA Etarreja

2020

PCA Torrelavega

During 2020 the planning methodology in integrated production was enhanced with an increased level of
information reporting, allowing Management to closely follow monthly real, estimated and planned activity.
Additionally, a new project was started, called Cleopatra 4.0, in partnership with INEGI (Institute of Science and
Innovation in Mechanical and Industrial Engineering), viewing the implementation of a new planning system
integrating the different business areas of all industrial sites, in order to optimise production, marketing,
procurement, logistic and maintenance operations in a holistic way.
In 2020 production planning at Bondalti Cantábria was integrated in the current planning model of the PCA
area.
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A total of 1 674 thousand tons of chemicals (raw materials and end products) were handled in 2020, from or to
Bondalti – Bondalti Chemicals, Bondalti Cantábria and Elnosa. The shipping of Bondalti’s final products is made
by pipeline to clients in the ECC and at Torrelavega facilities; by sea, for large volumes and long distances;
by road in case of short distances; or by multi modal transport in case of low volumes and long distances. In
2020, 99.76% of shipments carried out by Bondalti were compliant and were not the subject of complaint by
customers.

TOWARDS EXCELLENCE IN OPERATIONS

Bondalti follows the best safety and responsible care practices in the handling of products and raw materials,
as well as in the selection of service providers.

The Programme’s main goals are the mapping, acceleration and promotion of initiatives across several areas
with a view to improve effectiveness and efficiency in operations and optimise capital efficiency, based
on projects and actions selection and a strict assessment of the impact and necessary resources for the
implementation of the proposed initiatives.

TRANSPORT OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FROM/TO BONDALTI

The specific goals of this Programme are aligned with and supported by two pillars: effectiveness and
efficiency of the strategic operational plan, aiming to reach 99% of availability of facilities, reduce stoppages
by 50%, reduce general shut-downs by 25%, improve specific consumption and optimal operation, identify
and implement growth pockets via increase in production capacity, amongst other goals, based on defined
responsible and deadlines.

1%
3%
26%
1%
3%
22%
22%
52%

20%

The Effectiveness and Efficiency Programme in Bondalti operations was created at the end of 2020. On a par
with three other programmes, this Programme resulted from a strategic initiative aimed at bolstering and
accelerating crucial topics.

Furthermore, a guiding charter, roadmap and framework were established bringing together key people from
the various divisions of Bondalti, to ensure the commitment of the entire Organisation with the Effectiveness
and Efficiency Programme.

19

A number of 75 initiatives has already been recorded, in areas such as improvement of assets and infrastructures,
improvements in processes, organization and methods.
Summing up, the Effectiveness and Efficiency Programme should play a crucial role in business growth and
competitiveness, supported on Bondalti’s commitment with sustainability.

51%

2019
Multimodal

Railway

Pipeline

Maritime

Road

2020
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STRATEGY AND MATERIALITY
Following a multidisciplinary reflection process, Bondalti defined its corporate strategy taking into consideration
its mission, vision and values, as well as its market activity and positioning. Bondalti is guided by sustainable
goals in every aspect of its activity, reassessing its strategy regularly for an adequate management of risks
and to maximise opportunities.

In an integrated process with the revision of its corporate strategy, Bondalti regularly reassesses its material
and relevant topics, based on an internal reflecting process, based on an in-depth analysis of macro trends
and benchmarks, and on the results of the two-year survey to key stakeholders.

MATERIALITY MATRIX

Bondalti holds a core of activities that have positively performed, generating value to
stakeholders. Continuous improvement, focused on increasing efficiency at all levels
and in every business area, on a par with investment of key partnerships with clients
and suppliers, industry peers, academic organizations and the society in general are
at the core of Bondalti’s strategic guidelines.

TO GROW WITHIN AND BEYOND THE CORE
Bondalti will continue to focus on business innovation. In the sectors where Bondalti
currently operates there are growing opportunities, where critical capacities already
shown by Bondalti will be applied. The company will further exploit adjacent and
disruptive areas using the knowledge accumulated over the years, viewing to contribute
to a better world.

Importance of the topic for stakeholders

STRENGTHENING THE CORE

Economic performance

Client satisfaction

Emissions

Energy management

20

Process innovation

Occupational health and safety

Ethics/Transparency/Anti-corruption

Corporate governance

Development and training
of employees

PROMOTING SUSTAINABILITY WITHIN AND BEYOND BONDALTI
To create value to Bondalti’s people, clients and suppliers as well as to the community,
putting sustainable management and improvement of productive processes at the
heart of Bondalti’s strategy. Follow macro trends, particularly where they apply to the
sectors where Bondalti operates.

Importance of the topic for Bondalti
Material topics

Relevant topics
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The analysis of Bondalti’s materiality and its strategic alignment are reflected in a mapping of the impact
of the Organization on the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. This process views to follow
Bondalti’s contribution to the fulfilment of SDG, through the analysis of key indicators directly associated
with the different goals.

Invest in measures aimed at reusing water, monitoring water
efficiency and effluent emission
Some of the products are essential in water treatment
methodologies

Invest in circular economy initiatives, fostering
a responsible and more competitive business growth,
with lower impact on social and natural capital

Develop a range of energy efficiency measures and
invest in continuously monitoring its emissions
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Increase renewable energy consumption in the global
energy matrix

A relevant company in the Portuguese
industrial landscape, which invests on
RDI activities to achieve operational
efficiency and technological and functional
modernization

Focus on the sustainable business
development and expansion, focused on
operational efficiency and human capital
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CREATING VALUE
EFFORT

Financial
Capital

• €M 129.4 in Cost of Goods Sold
• €M 60.1 in Supplies and Services
•

Intellectual
Capital

Natural
Capital

€M 22.3 in Personnel Expenses

• 14 ideas submitted by Employees
• €M 3.3 in RDI costs and investment
• 19% of Employees allocated to RDI activities

• 447 kt of raw materials used
• 1 984 k m

3

•

water consumed

2 409 kGJ energy consumed

RESULTS

GENERATED VALUE

• €M 243.0 in Turnover
• €M 40.1 in EBITDA

• Creation of sustainable value

• €M 14.5 in Net Profit

• Growth of the organisation

• €M 14.5 in Net Profit
• €M 1.35 cumulative return on implemented ideas

• Development of innovation capacity

• 52 RDI initiatives and/or projects

• Production operational efficiency

• 24 RDI partnerships

• Development of scientific knowledge

• Current Portfolio of 9 Patents protected in several geographies

• Higher visibility and recognition

• 1 542 kt of Bondalti products
• 937 k m

3

of effluents

• 18 834 t of waste
• 106 kt CO2 eq. emitted
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• Production operational efficiency
• Reduction of environmental impact
• Protection of biodiversity and eco systems
• Development of skills

Human
Capital

• 399 Employees in Portugal, 49 in Spain, 85 in Angola

• 2 Occupational non serious accidents with sick leave

• €k 505 in Employee benefits

• 3.61 Occupational accident with sick leave rate

• 14 363 training hours

• 0.25 Accident severity rate

•R
 econciliation between personal
and professional life

• Protection of Employees
• Safe working environment

• 234 Suppliers consulted in a Satisfaction Survey

Social
Capital

• 381 k€ invested in the Community
• S everal hypochlorite donations to combat the health
emergency

• Confidence in products and services
• 78 out 100 in EcoVadis sustainability survey

• Increase in Client satisfaction

• 102 Client claims

• Increase in safety and efficiency

• 1 00% of Suppliers are aware of Bondalti’s responsible practices

• Increase in recognition
• Development of Local Community
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BONDALTI IN THE FIGHT AGAINST THE PANDEMIC
During the unpredictable year of 2020 Bondalti did what it could to help its surrounding communities to cope with the
hard times brought by the Covid-19 pandemic.
•

Bondalti ensures the supply of key cleaning and disinfection products

	
During the current health emergency, cleaning and disinfection measures gain particular relevance. Against this
background, Bondalti adopted a set of measures to ensure continuous supply of crucial products in the fight against
the pandemic, such as sodium hypochlorite. This disinfectant produced and supplied by Bondalti was a powerful ally
in the current public health crisis. In its diluted form, it is commonly known as bleach, which is used in cities across the
world to disinfect public streets and other surfaces.
•

24

Bondalti makes 90 tons of sodium hypochlorite available to district capitals

	Aware of the exceptional moment we are going through and in order to do its share in the fight against the pandemic,
Bondalti offered 5 tons of sodium hypochlorite to every district capital of Portugal, in a total of 90 tons. This measure
helped cleaning and disinfection operations throughout the country. In Spain, Bondalti offered sodium hypochlorite to
at least 13 municipal entities of Cantabria.
•

Bondalti offers sodium hypochlorite to the National Guards’ SOS and Protection unit

	
During the month of April, the Organisation donated sodium hypochlorite to the National Guards’ SOS and Protection
unit. This military unit is at the front-line of the fight against the virus, and the offer will help in the disinfection of facilities
and equipment, making their activities safer.
•

Bondalti and remaining PACOPAR companies in the fight against the pandemic
In the light of the fight against the pandemic, Bondalti, jointly with the remaining chemical companies forming the
Community Advisory Panel of the Responsible Care Program (PACOPAR), donated €38 500 to the Municipality of
Estarreja to help in expenses associated with the control of public health, mainly the Municipality’s Covid-19 Testing
Plan.
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A FAMILY-RESPONSIBLE COMPANY
Reconciling its employees’ professional, personal and family life is a relevant issue
for Bondalti. The recent certification as “Family Responsible Company (EFR)”, an
initiative of Fundación MásFamília, in partnership with ACEGE (Christian Association of
Entrepreneurs and Managers) in Portugal, reflects Bondalti’s concerns on this theme.
The “Family Responsible Company” certification views the international recognition of
good labour practices, and also guides the way to continuous improvement in the field,
through the development of human capital, whilst enhancing corporate productivity and competitiveness. This
certification recognises the organisations involved in creating a new working culture, based on mutual respect,
commitment and flexibility.

BONDALTI INVESTS ON HYDROGEN
Based on its strategy for the future, Bondalti is developing several projects to integrate the production of green
hydrogen in its chemical production unit of Estarreja. The projects assume the materialisation of a number of
financial conditions, technological evolution, involvement of partners and the development of the European and
domestic green hydrogen market. The reach of the hydrogen value chain stands out, going from the production
of photovoltaic energy, consumption of renewable energy, production of green hydrogen to be directly sold to
the market and for the production of green ammonia, and the integration of these raw materials in the aniline
production chain. As far as green ammonia is concerned, this project further aims at replacing imports by
national production, positioning Portugal as net exporter of the product, thereby increasing national exports
and reducing imports.
“Our entry into the hydrogen chain is a clear sign of the company’s growth strategy, visible in

the recent investments to modernize the Estarreja unit and in the construction of a new plant
in Torrelavega, which now positions the company as an Iberian leader in chlorine production.”
João de Mello, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Bondalti

reaffirms its commitment to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, namely in what concerns the
efficient use, supply and access to clean water (SDG 6)

“ When carried out in the current economic context of great adversity, this acquisition
demonstrates Bondalti’s commitment to its strategy, confirms its resilience and financial
sustainability, and represents an unequivocal commitment to national engineering capabilities
and its potential for growth and reinforcement both nationally and as an exporter.”
João de Mello, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Bondalti

BONDALTI IS DISTINGUISHED INTERNATIONALLY
 ondalti was awarded a prize by the European Institute of Purchasing Management (EIPM) within the scope
B
of the Peter Kraljic Awards 2020, in the “Master of Business Continuity” category. These awards distinguish
procurement areas and departments worldwide for their good practices, considering them as models to be
followed. Bondalti’s area of Supply Chain was recognised for its capacity to take action and adopt the best
practices in unique and challenging times marked by the Covid-19 pandemic. The partnership and cooperation
relations established between Bondalti and its supply chain allowed taking preventive actions and ensure stocks
with suppliers.
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BONDALTI WINS PLATINUM MEDAL IN ECOVADIS
Bondalti was awarded a Platinum Medal by EcoVadis for its good sustainable practices,
achieving its best ranking so far of 78 out of 100. EcoVadis assessed the Organisation for
its management practices and performance in the Environment, Labour and Human Rights,
Ethics and Sustainable Procurement areas. Bondalti ranked among the Top 1% of assessed
companies, with 32 points above the average of companies in its sector. This performance
reveals the effort and commitment of the Organisation to generate positive social and
environmental impacts, towards sustainable development.

BONDALTI ENTERS THE WATER TREATMENT SEGMENT BY ACQUIRING
68.49% OF ENKROTT
Bondalti took a step further towards growth by entering into the market of water treatment solutions. Through
the acquisition of a majority stake in Enkrott, Bondalti is expanding into a new business area, complementary
to the industrial chemicals business. Enkrott leads the domestic market in the development, manufacture,
and operation of a wide range of global innovating and added value solutions in the field of water treatment
technology. Bondalti’s bet on a business sector aligned with major global sustainable development trends
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MACRO-ECONOMIC TRENDS
2020 was marked by the Covid-19 pandemic, which had considerable impacts worldwide, particularly in March and April,
although the effects of reduced economic activity continued to be felt throughout the year and well into 2021.
The lockdown measures imposed by almost every country across the world resulted in the largest drop in global activity
since the Great Depression of the 30s. In Portugal, GDP recorded a historical fall of 7.6%, with a marked decrease in exports
of goods and services and an unprecedented drop in revenues from tourism. Within the Euro Zone, GDP is likely to have
shrunk by 6.8%. In Germany, the largest economy in the Euro Zone, GDP fell by 5%, whilst other Southern countries such
as Spain or Italy, where tourism bears a similar weight as in Portugal, recorded drops above European average.
Given the nature of the financial shock, the Portuguese Government responded with a series of measures to support
the economy and employment, such as moratorium on bank loans for households and corporations, financial support to
employers to secure jobs, State-guaranteed credit lines to small and medium companies and deferrals of tax payments.

27

The unemployment rate in Portugal in 2020 stood at 6.8%, rising by 0.3 basis points over 2019, well below estimates,
thanks to the measures to support employment, which were kept throughout 2020 and continued in 2021. Maintaining
the uncertainty of how this indicator will evolve when the Government stimulus will end.
The consumer price index recorded a nil annual change, influenced by the negative evolution of energy prices, following
a slight rise of 0.3% at the end of 2019.
Interest rates of sovereign bonds remained low, in line with extremely expansionist monetary policies. Portugal’s 10-year
sovereign bonds recorded a sharp drop in the second half of the year, reaching for the first time ever a negative value of
-0.12% in an auction carried out at the very beginning of 2021.
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The evolution of commodity prices throughout the year was affected by the volatility caused by the pandemic.
Oil prices, which started the year at US$ 67/barrel, suffered from the sharp drop-in demand stemming from
the first lockdown in March and April, reaching even negative values in the United States, something which
was unimaginable, as operators were massively liquidating positions due to shortage of storage space. Prices
recovered slightly in the third quarter, closing the year at US$ 52/barrel.

Results for the year were affected by the pandemic, remaining in line with the previous year, when the results
had in turn be affected by the general stoppage for maintenance purposes.

The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the Portuguese economy in 2021 is still uncertain. The more optimistic
projections of European Governments, including the Portuguese, of sustained recovery throughout the year, are
being revised downwards, with an increase in the fiscal deficit. Although the vaccination campaign has already
started, the new wave of infections at the end of 2020/beginning of 2021 led to longer than expected lockdowns,
pushing a “return to normality” into 2022.

Regarding Innovnano, which is now only active in the valuation of its Industrial Property, the company recorded
positive results of €M 0.5 in 2020.

Operating expenses worsened by €M 1.9 as a result of the start-up of production in Cantabria (€M 2.3) but were
offset by savings obtained with the close down of Innovnano’s production activity (€M 0.7).

It should be pointed out that in 2019 Bondalti’s results comprised around €M 2 of non-recurrent income from
the sale of real estate property not allocated to industrial activity.

EVOLUTION OF THE BUSINESS

MARGIN’S GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
3%

Unit

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

3%

Turnover (T)

M€

266

323

337

279

243

7%

Operational cash flow (EBITDA)

M€

36.8

48.3

49.9

38.4

40.1

Operational income (EBIT)

M€

17.5

25.0

31.7

18.5

20.9

Operational income / T

%

6.6

7.7

9.4

6.6

8.6

Net financial costs

M€

7.5

7.1

8.5

6.4

3.1

4%

Income before taxes

M€

9.9

17.9

23.1

12.1

17.9

7%

Net income*

M€

6.3

15.7

17.9

10.2

14.5

16%

Equity

M€

58

74

90

95

106

28%

Net assets

M€

302

310

311

337

326

46%

Investments

M€

10

7

25

40

10

Financial debt

M€

181

163

140

165

146

Net financial debt

M€

157

131

102

122

107

Financial debt / EBITDA

Number of x

4.9

3.4

2.8

4.3

3.7

Net financial debt / EBITDA

Number of x

4.3

2.8

2.0

3.2

2.7

%

19.2

23.8

28.8

28

32

Gearing

12%

33%

28

In 2020, in relative terms, the
weight of the domestic market on
Bondalti’s margin decreased again,
as the company strengthened its
margin in the US market, and in
sales for indirect export.

2019
2020

41%

* attributable to equity holders of the parent company

Others

USA

Belgium

Spain

Indirect

Portugal
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Goal 8.2. | Indicator 8.2.1.

INVESTMENTS

Bondalti operates in a high added value industry
where the annual growth rate of real GDP per
employed in 2020 was 2.8x above the national
average

In 2020 Bondalti invested nearly €M 10, 70% of which in Estarreja and
30% in Torrelavega.

FINANCIAL STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION
Despite the pandemic situation in 2020, Bondalti’s cash management
remained solid and resilient, as in previous years. Cash receipts from
clients and payments to suppliers did not suffer relevant impact, and
the Company did not adhere to the credit moratorium provided by the
Government to help companies most affected by the pandemic.
Following the refinancing of the whole financial debt in 2019, by means
of a long-term syndicate loan contracted with 8 banks, in 2020 Bondalti
reduced its financial costs as well its gross and net debt.
The negotiation and/or contracting of short-term credit lines in Portugal
and Spain allowed to increase the contracted amount and reduce
associated financial expenses.
Financial indicators showed a marked improvement, with the Gearing
ratio increasing to 32.4% (28.0% in 2019), whilst the Net financial debt /
EBITDA ratio fell to 2.7 (3.2 in 2019), on the back of the decrease in net
debt and a slight rise in EBITDA over the previous year.
Exposure to the risk associated with the price of benzene, one of the
most important raw materials in Bondalti’s operations, was mitigated
by hedging contracts with suppliers. Additionally, in order to reduce
exposure to market risks, the Company contracted operations to hedge
the price of other raw materials.

Legal Reserve
Dividends
Retained earnings

In Estarreja, where capital expenditure totalled €M 7 in 2020, it is worth
noting the continued investment in the new salt primary processing unit
(€M 2); replacement of some key elements in NaCl and HCl electrolyses (€M
1.8) and increase in installed capacity at the nitrobenzene plant (€M 0.3).

EFFECTIVE VS. 2020 OUTLOOK

€ 32 069.04
€ 6 000 000.00
€ 8 511 127.03

EVENTS OCCURRED AFTER BALANCE SHEET DATE
On March 6, 2021, the General Meeting deliberated to distribute an amount
of € 6 000 000 comprised in “Retained Earnings” to is shareholder.

As mentioned above, the year under review was marked by the pandemic,
which affected demand as well as raw material price, and trade in general.

2021 OUTLOOK

Accordingly, activity stood below pre-pandemic projections, with aniline
and chlorine (gas) production reaching respectively 180 kt and 130 kt.

According to the macro economic trends described above, 2021 will still be
marked by the pandemic situation. A recovery to pre-Covid economy is
only likely to happen by 2022/2023 (depending on the relevant geography).

The drop in prices on a par with the change in the price balance on the
chlor-alkalis market in Iberia led to a decrease in EBIT as against estimates
by nearly €M 8 (against pre-Covid projections), partially offset by the
entrance of the new water treatment business into Bondalti’s realm, this
area having contributed with EBIT of €M 2 not considered in projections.

Against such background, it is estimated that Bondalti will recover in
2021 over 2020, both in terms of production of organic and inorganic
products in both its industrial units, but also in terms of economic and
financial indicators.

Investments were also lower than initially estimated (€M 10 vs. estimated
€M 12), as a result of delays in delivery by key suppliers of equipment
for the new salt processing plant.

PROPOSED APPROPRIATION OF RESULTS
The Board of Directors proposes to appropriate the net profit for the
year in the amount of € 14 543 196.07 as follows:
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Consolidated operating income is projected to outperform those achieved
in 2020, though still curtailed by the contracted background deriving
from the pandemic, particularly in the inorganic segment.
Gearing is expected to remain above 30% both at Bondalti Chemicals
and at consolidated level at Bondalti Capital.
Investments in 2021 are projected to be slightly above 2020’s levels.
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Bondalti believes that being part of the transition towards a carbon-neutral society is not merely an option but an urgency,
whilst representing a challenge to overcome and an opportunity to build a better future. With this aim on its agenda,
Bondalti is committed to play a proactive role towards climate neutrality, and in 2020 it developed its Climate Transition
Programme, whereby it accepts the challenge of transformation aligned with the long term strategy defined by the EU
towards a carbon-neutral and environmentally friendly economy.
The global goals of the Programme are aligned with environmental mega trends of the chemical industry and they were
established in accordance with the national and international framework, based on the following four strategic pillars:
• Maximise
	
• the use of more sustainable energy and raw materials
• the implementation of principles of circularity
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• Minimise
• carbon intensity in operations and logistics
• production of waste and water consumption
• Mitigate
•	environmental impacts, developing CO2 offsetting and environmental protection projects generating return for the
surrounding communities
• Mobilise
•	employees and the community towards the Climate Transition process
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When drawing the Programme, Bondalti defined short-, medium- and long-term goals and objectives, covering
every area in the Organisation capable of contributing to climate neutrality.

Energy and
energy efficiency

Circular Economy

Air emissions

Raw materials

Water consumption and
management of effluents

Environmental
protection

ENERGY AND EMISSIONS
As far as energy consumption is concerned, the PCA sector mainly uses electric power for production purposes,
whereas the PAD sector mainly uses natural gas. Energy management is a crucial subject given the typology
of production activity at Bondalti, involving detailed planning and monitoring. There are several projects and
initiatives in progress viewing the continuous optimisation of energy efficiency in processes and operations.
In 2020 Bondalti Chemicals consumed 321 GWh of electric power and 123 GWh of natural gas. Following contract
renegotiations and optimisations it was possible to reduce average unit cost in relation to 2019. Energy consumption
fell by 10% in 2020 due to the reduction in PCA activity, following the start-up of operations at Bondalti Cantábria.
Consumption of natural gas remained stable vis-à-vis the previous year, recording a mere increase of 1%. Note,
however, a reduction by 5 152 GJ of natural gas obtained with energy efficiency projects.
In what concerns energy intensity, i.e. the amount of energy needed to produce a ton of product, in Estarreja,
as far as the PAD is concerned, this ratio remained stable in relation to the previous year, but increased slightly
regarding the PCA, due a slowdown in production pace as the pandemic led to a decrease in demand for these
products.

1 358 481

1 290 326

1 121 923

Waste

Responsible care
395 453

Community

Moreover, Bondalti Chemicals is member of EuroChlor since its creation in 1989, and in 2013 the Company signed
up to the directives of the Euro Chlor Safety Commitment, which aim guiding the chlor-alkalis industry towards
a sustainable future. Additionally, information about Bondalti Chemicals PCA activity is an integral part of the
Annual Sustainability Report of Euro Chlor.
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ELECTRIC POWER AND NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION IN ESTARREJA (GJ)

2017

420 986

2018

Electric power

1 155 193

393 678

2019

399 596

2020

Natural gas
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ENERGY INTENSITY IN ESTARREJA (GJ/ t produto)
1.553

1.552

1.552

1.587

1.081

1.159

1.189

1.170

0.671

0.720

0.763

0.762

2018

2017

2019

2020
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In 2020 with a total of 91 570 t CO2 eq., of which 29% of direct emissions and 71% of indirect emissions, Bondalti Chemicals
has significantly reduced its emissions over the previous years. Considering that in 2019 production was interrupted
for more than one month due to the programmed stoppage for maintenance purposes, figures as compared to 2018
show a decrease by 5 kt CO2 eq. in direct emissions and 98 kt CO2 eq. in indirect emissions. Regarding direct emissions,
this decrease is mainly attributed to the Nitric Acid plant, which started operating under a different methodology, where
gases enter the processing zone at higher temperature, reducing specific N2O emissions. As for indirect emissions,
the significant drop in these emissions is associated with a decrease in electric power consumption and reduction
of the emission factor linked with the production of renewable energy within the overall energy mix. Additionally, in
2020 carbon efficiency improved standing at 0.069 t CO2 eq. per ton produced, falling by 46% over 2018.
At Torrelavega indirect emissions totalled 14 853 t CO2 eq., revealing a carbon intensity of 0.069 t CO2 eq.
DIRECT AND INDIRECT GHG EMISSIONS IN ESTARREJA (t CO2 eq.)

Setor PCA

Setor PAD

Total
194 251

At Bondalti Cantábria electric power consumption stood at 64.6 GWh. Consumption and unit costs were worse
than estimated due to technical and technological adjustments required in this first year of operations. Production
at this unit required a total energy consumption of 255 529 GJ, with electric power accounting for 91% of this
total and steam accounting for the remaining 9%, resulting in an energy intensity of 1.191 GJ/t product.

135 492
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129 865
91 570

84%
76%

Goal 7.2. | Indicator 7.2.1.

Goal 7.3 | Indicator 7.3.1.

In 2020, the weight of energy stemming
from renewable sources on the overall
energy mix was 55%

Bondalti remains committed to enhance
energy efficiency in processes

79%

24%

2017

16%

2018

71%

21%

2019

29%

2020

2020 was also marked by Bondalti’s active participation in the consumer pilot project on the regulation reserve market.
In terms of environmental responsibility, the emissions theme is quite relevant as far as Bondalti is concerned, since
direct emissions of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) produced by Bondalti result mainly from the use of natural gas to
produce steam in boilers and to incinerate waste. Indirect emissions result from the use of electric power, with a major
contribution from the PCA sector. Consequently, in line with what happens at energy management level, Bondalti
also manages its emissions continuously and is committed to reducing them.

Total Direct
Emissions (Scope 1)

Total Indirect
Emissions (Scope 2)

Total Emissions
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CARBON INTENSITY IN ESTARREJA (t CO2 eq./ t PRODUTO)

OTHER AIR EMISSIONS IN ESTARREJA (t)

0.127
0.097

47.3

42.7

43.5
40.7

0.092
0.069

6.7
2017

2018

2019

5.6

2020

1.5

0.5

2017

7.1

5.4

1.3

7.4

0.6

2018

4.4

2.2

4.8

0.5

2019

2.5

4.4

0.6

2020

Goal 9.4. | Indicator 9.4.1.
Optimisation and sustainable management of Bondalti’s industrial processes to make them
more effective and efficient, thus contributing to mitigate CO2 emissions

NO2

SO2

Particles

CO

TOC
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Goal 11.6. | Indicator 11.6.2.

In what concerns fugitive emissions of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) at Estarreja in 2020 the repair rate was
6.8%. Monitoring only started in June (usually in March) and suffered from the impact of Covid-19 preventive measures
taken by the Organisation, where maintenance teams had to be reduced by half.
GHG produced by Bondalti concern mainly carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide. Adding to the above, regarding industrial
activity at Estarreja, the other air emissions produced with lesser weight concern nitrogen dioxide, sulphur dioxide
or carbon monoxide. In 2020 SO2 emissions fell by 33% over 2018, due to a decrease in these emissions from the
incinerator following the deployment of the second acid washer at the MNB plant.

Bondalti monitors all its emissions, especially those with impact on air quality, adopting,
whenever possible, adequate measures to reduce them and mitigate their impact

Standing as leading company towards carbon neutrality in line with its Climate Transition Programme, Bondalti has
ambitious goals for the “Energy and energy efficiency” and “Air emissions” themes:
• Operate with 100% renewable energy by 2030
• Reach carbon-neutral intensity by 2030
• Increase energy efficiency in operations and infrastructures
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WATER, EFFLUENTS AND WASTE

Bondalti also develops projects viewing the reuse of water in industrial processes, thus promoting circularity
and the optimisation of this resource.

Water is an essential resource to life on earth; its preservation based on an efficient management is, therefore,
mandatory.
Nearly 100% of the water used in industrial processes at Estarreja is collected from river Antuã. In 2020
water consumption totalled 1 717 400 m3, less 200 thousand m3 compared to 2018 (year with no programmed
overhaul), as a result of the slowdown in activity. Regarding water intensity, i.e. the amount of water used by
ton of product, in 2020, values were in line with previous years. At Torrelavega, water consumption totalled
approximately 267 thousand m3, corresponding to a water intensity of 1.24 m3/ t product.

Goal 6.1. | Indicator 6.1.1.
The water supplied to the majority of Portuguese homes is treated with chlorine produced
by Bondalti
Goal 6.3 | Indicator 6.3.1.
All effluents generated by Bondalti are safely treated
Goal 6.4 | Indicator 6.4.1.

WATER INTENSITY IN ESTARREJA (m3/ t PRODUCT)
1.61

Bondalti reuses the water in industrial processes, ensuring an increasingly efficient use of
this resource and ensuring the sustainability of sources

1.58

1.56

1.59

1.25

1.24

1.29

0.99

0.96

0.97

0.99

2017

2018

2019

2020

1.32

Setor PAD

Setor PCA
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Total

In addition to gas emissions, Bondalti also takes charge of its liquid effluents, which decreased by 140 thousand
m3 over 2018 at Estarreja (2020: 661 307 m3). It should be noted that all these effluents are sent to a municipal
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP), in full compliance with the law.
Activities in Torrelavega produce brine as effluent, with 275 thousand m3 of discharges recorded in 2020. Brine
is primarily treated at Bondalti Cantábria facilities prior to being sent to the water treatment plant of Solvay.
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Bondalti’s industrial operations produce hazardous and non-hazardous waste, the reduction and recovery of
which are regularly analysed to ensure the most adequate and responsible management.
In 2020 approximately 18.6 kt of waste were produced at Estarreja, less 1.3 kt over the previous year without
industrial stoppage. Approximately 99.6% of the waste produced is considered hazardous and most of it is
incinerated. Note that a certain type of waste, which used to be sent to a landfill, started being identified with
a recycling code, permitting its co-incineration. As far as non-hazardous waste is concerned 76% is recycled.
The amount of this waste generated in 2020 fell by 225 t over 2018, as a result of the slowdown in production
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic.

Within the framework of its Climate Transition Programme, regarding themes: “Water consumption and effluent
management”, “Waste” and “Circular economy”, Bondalti established the following goals:
• Increase water re-using rate in operations
• Minimise the generation of effluents
• Reduce the production of waste and increase their recovery
• Enhance circularity in processes and products

At Bondalti Cantábria the amount of waste produced totalled 269 t, of which 35% were considered hazardous
and sent off to be eliminated, whilst the remaining 65% were deemed non-hazardous and sent to recycling
(90%).
Bondalti Chemicals (t)

2017

2018

2019

2020

Re-used

9

0

0

0

Recycled

9

63

534

337

18 239

18 798

16 054

17 772

610

627

725

353

Recycled

188

308

338

78

Landfill

89

20

0

25

19 144

19 816

17 651

18 565

Hazardous waste

Incinerated
Landfill

36

Non-hazardous waste

Total produced waste

Goal 12.4. | Indicator 12.4.2.
Bondalti sends practically all the waste it generates to be treated. In 2020 the percentage
of hazardous waste sent for treatment was 98%
Goal 12.5 | Indicator 12.5.1.
In 2020 the percentage of waste recycled by Bondalti was 3%
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BIODIVERSITY
Life and its diversity are unique. As far as anyone knows, life is exclusive to Planet Earth. Ensuring its
conservation is everyone’s responsibility, a legacy for future generations. As an environmentally responsible
company Bondalti made a commitment to protect the balance of ecosystems, within its capabilities. To this
end it is involved in two major and meritorious projects: the rescue, recovery and return to nature of dolphins,
seals, marine turtles and sea birds cast ashore; recovery of habitat for the endangered Iberian Lynx and Iberian
Imperial Eagle in the south of Portugal. In these two biodiversity projects Bondalti is working with Ecomare
(Recovery Centre for Marine Animals) and ANPC (National Association of Rural Owners), respectively.
In the first case, in December 2016 Bondalti signed a partnership protocol with the University of Aveiro, to
provide continuous support to Ecomare, through the donation of hypochlorite, a product produced by Bondalti
and required to preserve the quality of the water in tanks sheltering the animals rescued by Ecomare. In 2020
these donations totalled nearly € 140.
In October 2017 Bondalti and ANPC established a partnership protocol for the active management of natural
resources in the region of the Guadiana valley. Iberian Lynx and Iberian Imperial Eagles are top predators of
Mediterranean ecosystems, functioning as excellent bio indicators of the quality of rural and natural areas.
Their presence confirms the existence of adequate management and conditions for a variety of other species
on which these top predators depend. The Protocol was established for a period of 3 years, during which, in
addition to other tasks, Bondalti contributed with € 120 000/year. The protocol was renewed for another 3
years in October 2020, with Bondalti engaging to strengthen its support with an additional sum of € 400 000.

Goal 15.9. | Indicator 15.9.1.
Bondalti promotes and supports several projects viewing the preservation and recovery of
biodiversity

Within the scope of its Climate Transition Programme Bondalti banks on “Environmental protection”, undertaking
to ensure that its operations cause minimum impact on local ecosystems and to support biodiversity projects.
Regarding the “Raw materials” issue, the company aims to integrate raw materials with lesser carbon content
and from sustainable sources, such as Green Hydrogen.
On the “Responsible Care” theme, the aim of integrating sustainability principles in Bondalti’s decision-making
processes and encourage employees to be agents of Climate Transition should be pointed out. On the
“Community” theme, Bondalti views to involve the local community in the climate transition process.
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In addition to its engagement with the two biodiversity projects described above, next year Bondalti will also
be involved in a research project with the University of Aveiro, viewing the study of the habitat and movements
of spoonbills, a migratory river species. The data will be collected using GPS transmitters placed on the back
of the birds and will help studying their population, as well as to help in the conservation of wetlands and
biodiversity that these fragile wild habitats host.
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People are the most relevant stakeholder in Bondalti’s Organisation. As they constitute its most valuable asset and
therefore, it’s Bondalti’s prime concern to ensure their safety, health and well-being. In line with its corporate values,
Bondalti believes that its sustainability is intrinsically linked to the level of involvement, commitment, performance and
satisfaction of its people.
Accordingly, Bondalti must reaffirm the importance of the Human Resources Strategic Axes, aligned with the corporate
strategy and the EFR Plan.
•	
Cohesion and Well-being: strengthen the identity and culture of Bondalti, maintaining full respect for people, recognising
their contribution to the goals achieved and involving them in the road ahead;
•	
Rejuvenation: promote the rejuvenation of Bondalti’s human capital, ensuring a successful building of knowledge and
the sharing of intergenerational experience;
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•	
Corporate Management: Ensure the global management of employees, implementing models and policies combining
the transversality deriving from Bondalti’s strategy and values with the specificity of the business geographies;
•	
Continuous Development: enhance leadership and teams, developing critical skills to achieve the goals set forth for
the business.
2020 started with a positive note provided by Bondalti certification as Family Responsible Company, a certification promoted
by Fundación MásFamília, which aims at encouraging organisations to get involved in the creation of a new working culture
capable of reconciling professional, personal and family life. EFR certification is an ongoing process, monitored through
a set of indicators associated with the 53 reconciling measures provided. The follow up of EFR indicators is essential to
assess the fulfilment of goals set forth for 2021, namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhance the implementation of teleworking
Promote the flexibility of working hours
Strengthen leadership and management directives in the sphere of reconciliation
Implement a Career Plan
Increase support to specific needs of employees’ households
Adjust EFR measures to the needs of employees
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• Implement the employee Portal
•	Pay tribute to employees with over 5-years seniority and permanent contract with the company
• Widen the offer of the School Kit up to 13-year old children (inclusive)

EMPLOYEES AT 31 DECEMBER 2020
244

2020 was inevitably marked by the Covid-19 pandemic. From the early start of the pandemic in March 2020,
Bondalti adopted a set of measures with two major goals; protect people’s health and ensure ongoing operation.
56

In this light, Bondalti’s Executive Committee decided to adopt a set of preventive measures to protect employees
and prevent the spreading of the virus, in accordance with the guidelines of the Portuguese Health Authorities
(DGS). Additionally, Bondalti defined a Contingency Plan and disclosed Covid-19-related information as well as
the stock of the situation in that regard, on a regular basis.
In 2020 the acquisition of a major shareholding in Enkrott and subsidiaries led to major changes in Bondalti’s
workforce. However, considering that the process took place in the last four months of the year, their integration
is still at an early stage, therefore, information in this report relating to the management of Enkrott personnel
is not presented on a consolidated basis.

85

87
39
3

8

8

1

Bondalti Bondalti
Renoeste Nutriquim
Capital Chemicals

2

Enkrott

Enkrott
Madeira

Bondalti
Cantábria

Elnosa

Enkrott
Espanha

Enkrott
África

Women

29

35

1

0

29

3

5

3

1

16

Men

27

209

2

1

58

5

34

5

1

69

Total

56

244

3

1

87

8

39

8

2

85

At 31 December 2020 Bondalti had 351 full time employees covered by collective bargaining agreements and/
or extension directives, of which 98% held contracts with undetermined duration. As of the same date Enkrott
recorded 182 employees, 73% of whom men and 27% women.
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EMPLOYEES AT 31 DECEMBER 2020 BY GEOGRAPHY

Goal 8.3. | Indicator 8.3.1.

182

At Bondalti all employees are covered by official working contracts

95

Goal 8.7 | Indicator 8.7.1.
In line with the respect for Human Rights Bondalti does not accept employees under 18
years old, whereas minimum educational requirement for admission is having completed
secondary school

351

304
2

85

47

Goal 8.8 | Indicator 8.8.2.
All Bondalti employees are covered by collective bargaining agreement

Portugal

Spain

Angola

Total

Enkrott

95

2

85

182

Bondalti

304

47

0

351
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SAFETY AND HEALTH AT WORK

EMPLOYEES BY GENDER
BONDALTI (EXCEPT ENKROTT COMPANIES)
390

353

355

351

The continuous improvement of Occupational Health and Safety is a top concern at Bondalti, where ensuring
the health and safety of employees is considered mandatory.

19%

21%

20%

21%

81%

79%

80%

79%

2017

2018

2019

Man

2020

Women

EMPLOYEES BY AGE GROUP
BONDALTI (EXCEPT ENKROTT COMPANIES)
390

353

52%

2017

355

50%

38%

39%

11%

11%

2018

Up to 30 years

351

43%

44%

46%

14%

14%

2019

30 to 50 years

40%

2020 was an exceptional year in terms of occupation health and safety because of the Covid-19 pandemic,
which brutally struck the whole world. At Bondalti several measures were taken to protect employees, mitigate
the risk of infection within the community and ensure the proper running of operations. Amongst the various
measures implemented we point out the following: back-up production and maintenance teams kept outside
the industrial facilities, and only called in cases of utmost necessity; signalling across the facilities; body
temperature control at the entrance of facilities; recurrent testing of operators and maintenance teams, and
any other, whenever necessary to track and break possible transmission chains inside the company (978 tests
made up to 31 December 2020); adoption of teleworking where possible; adequacy of the work so as to reduce
the circulation of people in the facilities (particularly of people external to the Organisation contracted for
certain works); coordination with carriers to ensure the timely delivery of products to customers; adoption of
raw material management policies to ensure ongoing operations; etc. In terms of mitigation measures against
the impacts of the pandemic, it should be further point out the regular follow up by the Human Resources
team of all employees, the reinforcement of mental health assistance (on a remote basis, whenever faceto-face contact was not allowed), or the availability of the nursing and medical staff of Bondalti when the
National Health Service (NHS) was unable to assist in cases of chronic sickness. These measures ensured
that no major incident or break in supply occurred over the year.
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In what concerns wider range measures already implemented at Bondalti, such as life insurance coverage for
all employees up to 65 years of age, or health insurance for employees and immediate family or immediate
and necessary assistance to family (relatives in the ascending or descending line, and spouses) up to 15 days/
year, nutrition and psychological medical advice, curative medicine initiatives, offer of birth kit and payment
of school-related expenses for children of employees, protocols with gyms, among other things, represented
an investment of nearly €k 505 in the health and well-being of employees.
In the area of primary healthcare, Bondalti has its own curative medicine doctor to follow all employees in
harmony with the National Health Service, and makes available Psychology, Nutrition, Physiotherapy and
Podiatry advice, whether as indicated by the occupational doctor or on the employee’s own initiative. In the
industrial complexes of Estarreja and Torrelavega employees have access to nursing care on working days
to provide curative or preventive care.

2020

Above 50 years
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Within the scope of occupational health and safety Bondalti Chemicals has its own Occupational Health and
Safety Management System in force, certified by ISO 45001:2018. This system implemented in Estarreja at
Bondalti Chemicals (PAD, PCA and Aveiro Park) covers all employees and activities. Bondalti Cantábria has also
Occupational Health and Safety Management System in force, which is in the process of certification according
to the same standard. The implementation of this management system is crucial for the identification of
hazards, risk analysis and identification of incidents, allowing the deployment of corrective and operational
control measures, whilst ensuring compliance with the relevant legal requirements concerning the safety
and health of people.
Continuous training addressed to Bondalti employees in subjects such as health prevention, mitigation of risk
behaviours and occupational health is always present. Additionally, Bondalti Chemicals has a Safety Day specific
plan organised by the Safety, Health and Environment area in collaboration with the Human Resources area.
In 2020, due to the pandemic, in-person sessions occurred in January and February only, on the subjects of
“Testing of intercoms and loudspeakers and fire and gas leak command buttons”, “Exposure to Hazardous
Chemicals (Safety Standards) + Storage and Cleaning”, “Noise Protection” and “Internal Emergency Plan
Training”. During the rest of the year remote sessions were carried out such as the 4x4 Training for trainees
and “ATEX Awareness-Raising”. At Bondalti Cantábria, during 2020, a training plan was laid down covering all
employees and including safety and health issues.

Bondalti

2017

2018

2019

2020

Deaths

0

0

0

0

Occupational accidents with sick leave

3

3

5

2

Rate of non-worked hours

4%

5%

5%

18%

Absenteeism rate

2%

3%

3%

3%

Occupational accident with sick leave rate

6.42

5.25

8.29

3.61

Occupational serious accident with sick leave rate

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Accident severity rate

0.06

0.58

0.45

0.25

Goal 8.8. | Indicator 8.8.1.
The frequency rate of occupational accidents with sick leave at Bondalti stood at 3.61 in
2020 (Men 4.45; Women 0.00), revealing a significant decrease over the previous year

As far as prevention is concerned, Bondalti ensures the regular monitoring of occupational risks, such as
chemical and physical agents (vibration, noise, lighting, thermal comfort, ionizing radiation, indoor air quality,
etc.). Risk assessment of workstations is made on a regular basis, giving rise to mitigation plans where
necessary. Viewing continuous improvement, Bondalti is constantly researching solutions in terms of Personal
Protection Equipment (PPE), adjusting them to the needs of the workers. Whenever possible, the company
tests different brands or formats of PPE, so that employees can assess their comfort.

DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

As a result of the good practices implemented at safety and health management level, in 2020 as in previous
years, no fatal accident nor serious industrial accident was recorded and there was no record of any employee
requesting to be eligible for occupational disease status. In what concerns occupational accidents with sick leave,
in 2020 a total of 2 occupational accidents was recorded, without any seriousness, one of which happened “in
itinere”. All occupational accidents happening at Bondalti are investigated and their causes identified, giving
rise to the necessary corrective measures.

Development and training are relevant themes at Bondalti, and the company banks heavily on the continuous
improvement and development of its employees. Training is considered the best tool for the personal
development of employees, being provided “on the job” or through internal/external initiatives, attended whether
in-person or on a remote basis. Worthy of note is the 4Learn platform, which supports the management of
training at Bondalti, registering all data relating to training and providing e-learning and on-demand training.
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In 2020, given the pandemic situation, remote training was mostly used, nevertheless, total training provided
decreased in relation to the previous year. In 2020 total training hours amounted to 14 363, less 22 thousand
than in 2019, with 64% of employees having received training. The pandemic situation required the cancellation
of in-person training, which is the form of training mostly followed, given that the practical component is not
possible in remote training, in particular in operational and functional categories.
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AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRAINING HOURS, BY EMPLOYEE
BONDALTI (EXCEPT ENKROTT COMPANIES)

EMPLOYEES ASSESSED
BONDALTI (EXCEPT ENKROTT COMPANIES)
92%

83%

85
66%
44

66%

85%

66%

38

28
17

2019

2020

Men

Women

Total

Goal 4.3. | Indicator 4.3.1.
In 2020 64% of Bondalti employees received training (Men 60%; Women 82%), representing
a total volume of training hours of 14 363 hours

At Bondalti, the identification and planning of training is also the result of the assessment of employee
performance, based on the Performance Management System implemented, which focus the achievement
of general and specific goals as well as the development of skills. In 2020 the majority of Bondalti employees
(85%) were subject to performance assessment; only employees with the company for less than six months
or those undertaking 4x4 Training are not subject to this assessment.

2019

2020

Men

Women

Total

43

In 2020 programmes implemented viewing staff rejuvenation and job succession were continued, thus
ensuring the sustainability of the business and the transfer of knowledge from one generation to another,
namely through the 4x4 Program (for Operating Technicians) and Succession Matrix (for Staff), which included
identifying employees going into retirement within 4 years, and defining the measures to replace them.
The rejuvenation of Bondalti and development of employees is also associated to the career plan, a theme
which is being developed and is one of the strategic objectives proposed for 2021. Currently Bondalti has 45
employees in Management or Coordination positions, of whom 76% are men and 24% are women.

Goal 5.5. | Indicator 5.5.2.
In 2020, 21% of administration, management and coordination job positions were occupied
by women
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Various groups of stakeholders contribute to the sustainability and value creation of Bondalti. In 2019 Bondalti reviewed
the process of identification and prioritization of its main groups of stakeholders, with the purpose of optimizing this
management, namely with regard to involvement methodologies. The project gave rise to the new Matrix of stakeholders
of Bondalti, which ranks the different groups according to their influence, their dependence vis-à-vis Bondalti (and viceversa), as well as the responsibility of the Organisation towards them.

MATRIX OF STAKEHOLDERS

45
Employees

Shareholder
Suppliers of raw materials,
subsidiary materials and utilities

Clients - Organic
Clients - Inorganic

Transport Suppliers

Regolatory Entities

Technology Suppliers

Influence

08
Stakeholder
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Local Authorities

Media

Local Community
Sector Associations

Households

Services Suppliers

Partners of the Scientific
and Technological System
NGO

Reliance and Responsability
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Based on the Matrix of Stakeholders and specific selection criteria by
group of stakeholders, the most relevant entities for Bondalti are identified
and invited to participate in a survey carried out every two years. This
survey is an important management tool, allowing the analysis of the
external context but also to measure stakeholders’ perception of Bondalti’s
performance as organisation, as well as their needs and expectations.
Based on the results of the survey, improvement opportunities are
identified, and an Engagement Plan is established with each group of
stakeholders.

CLIENTS AND SUPPLIERS
In order to secure a competitive market position, Bondalti must ensure the
satisfaction of its clients, by responding to their needs and expectations.
The good relationship established between Bondalti and its clients is a
critical factor for upholding their loyalty and a close partnership relation,
particularly those with which it works on an integrated basis.
2020 was marked by the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, which led to
a drop in sales, particularly in the second and third quarters. Despite the
pandemic and all constraints arising therefrom, Bondalti managed to
ensure continuous supply to all clients, thus preventing any disruption
in their supply chains, mainly in crucial sectors such as water treatment,
disinfection, the pharmaceutical industry, the automotive car and mobility
industry, electric power production, paper production, civil construction,
energy efficiency, household appliances industry, etc.
Every other year Bondalti Chemicals conducts a survey to determine the
level of client satisfaction with the products and services it provides, and
find any opportunities for improvement at attendance, service, product,
supply, technical assistance and sustainability levels. Additionally, this
survey assesses the most relevant assessment criteria from the client
point of view, and the positioning of Bondalti vis-à-vis other suppliers.
In the last survey made Bondalti scored 4.22 out of 5 in overall terms.
The next survey will be carried out at the beginning of 2021, assessing
Bondalti’s practices during 2020.

Analysis of claims received by Bondalti is an additional tool to measuring
client satisfaction and help prevent future situations. All claims are
internally analysed by the area subject to the claim, so that it can take
the necessary measures to address and solve the issue concerned and
prevent it from happening again. In 2020 Bondalti Chemicals recorded
41 claims, of which 37% relating to “Non-compliant product” and 29%
to “Delay/Advance in delivery”. As compared to 2019, there were less
10 claims and only a more significant rise in the number of complaints
resulting from “Non-compliant product”. Bondalti Cantábria recorded 61
claims in its first year of operation relating to “Delay/Advance in delivery”
(49%), “Non-compliant product” (23%) and “Delivery failure” (20%). This
situation is attributed to the start-up of operations and adjustment in
production and support processes.

CLAIMS OF BONDALTI CLIENTS
61
53

51

42

2017

41

2018

2019

Bondalti Chemicals

Bondalti Cantábria

2020

Being ethically aware of the importance of its own contribution for the
safe use of its products by clients, Bondalti provides updated safety
specifications for all its products, which are labelled according to the
relevant national and EU legislation. Additionally, to ensure the correct
and responsible use of its products, the Organisation promotes training,
audits and visits to clients and suppliers. In 2020, given the health situation
in the country, Bondalti Chemicals only made 9 visits to clients concerning
chlorine storage conditions and 9 visits to check storage conditions of
corrosive liquids.
The organization has put in place robust practices to ensure that all
activities related to the production, storage, transport and use of products
follow best safety practices. Accordingly, Bondalti follows a demanding
internal audit plan. In 2020 it performed 16 audits in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality (ISO 9001:2015)
Environment (ISO 14001:2015)
Occupational Health and Safety (ISO 45001:2018)
Energy (ISO 50001:2018)
Research, Development & Innovation (NP 4457:2007)
Safety and Prevention of Serious Accidents Management System
GRI Standards Sustainability
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The good relationship with suppliers is important to ensure the success of
Bondalti’s activities. In such an atypical year, a structure by lead category
continued to allow the management of resources and improve business
knowledge, while staying focused on finding solutions to overcome
constraints in supply chains resulting from the pandemic situation. While
action was being taken to mitigate the impact of interruptions in supply
chains, it also became necessary to adjust to new ways of working and
negotiating.
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Bondalti’s Supply Chain area focused on the mitigation of the impacts
from the pandemic, whilst ensuring the continuity and competitiveness
of the raw materials supply chain, both in terms of handling and the
management of supply sources, based on a dovetailed approach with
different business partners. As a result, Bondalti was again awarded
by the EIPM - Peter Kraljic Awards, this time with the international prize
Master of Business Continuity, in recognition of the company’s capacity
to take steps and adopt the best practices in such challenging times
as the ones faced in 2020, having kept its entire supply chain flowing
throughout.
In terms of its supply chain, local suppliers are those located in Portugal
and Spain, given Bondalti’s operation sites. Local suppliers accounted for
85% of total supplies of Bondalti’s operations in Portugal, corresponding
to a purchase volume of 38%. In Spain, 92% of overall supplies came from
local suppliers, with a purchase volume of 91%, increasing by 43 percentage
points over 2019, as Bondalti Cantábria initiated its sales and hired local
carriers. It should be noted that 12% of suppliers for operations in Portugal
are contractually required to abide by corporate social responsibility
guidelines, and all the suppliers of Bondalti have accepted the company’s
General Conditions of Purchase, which define various commitments and
practices, including at ethical, social or environmental levels.
In 2020 Bondalti carried out its Suppliers Survey relating to 2019, which
views to assess their level of satisfaction with Bondalti’s work towards
continuous improvement. The response rate reached nearly 40% and the
overall score obtained was 4 points (Good) in a scale of 0 to 5. Suppliers
who answered the survey account for €M 29 of Bondalti’s invoicing.

OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF BONDALTI BY THEME
4,48 Placing inquiries
and orders

January 2021, which is to be assessed by the Organisation. During 2020
the evaluation process of the chlorine biocide dossier was completed
by the relevant entity, whilst that concerning the sodium hypochlorite
biocide will be completed in 2021.

Goal 12.7. | Indicator 12.7.1.
4,40 Contact

4,35

the purchasing
department

Delivery of goods
in warehouse

Bondalti has implemented a Sustainable Purchasing
Policy and has defined General Conditions of
Purchase to ensure that its practices are aligned
with the sustainable strategy of the business

4,21 Contact

the finance
department
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This questionnaire was also relevant to identify sustainability practices
followed by Bondalti suppliers, for instance: 61% of respondents have
national or international certified management systems implemented,
some have more than one; 83% are familiar with Bondalti’s Code of
Ethics; and 92 % of the respondents confirm that they act according
to Bondalti’s responsible care principles. Moreover, the survey showed
that 74% of respondent suppliers have their own sustainability strategy
established and 35% publish sustainability indicators.
Regarding regulatory issues, Bondalti follows the European Strategy for
Chemical Products, and is an active member of work groups established
by CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council) for this end. Within the
scope of emerging chemicals regulations, Bondalti closely follows the
regulatory evolution and its potential impact on the markets. The Brexit
negotiations did not include the UK continuing to abide by the REACH
regulation, resulting in a new regulation entering into force in the UK in
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THE COMMUNITY

Partnerships with Universities

The Community, which includes all entities acting within it, are relevant
stakeholders of Bondalti, given the mutual relationship of influence,
dependence and responsibility established. Bondalti has always banked
on trusted relations with stakeholders, which have borne fruit over the
years, as shown by the many projects and initiatives achieved.

Bondalti has fostered a close relationship with the scientific community
for several years, in particular with national universities and technological
centres. Accordingly, Bondalti has protocols with several Portuguese
universities, whereby it welcomes license, master and PhD students
for curricula training. Additionally, Bondalti has protocols with Instituto
Superior Técnico and the Faculdade de Engenharia of the University of
Porto to provide scholarships to needed students and merit awards.

Ciência com Impacto
Ciência com Impacto is a national project, which
has the full participation of Bondalti. The project’s
mission is to bring out the knowledge produced by
national researchers in different areas of knowledge
to the greater public, giving outstanding relevance
to subjects such as clean water, marine economy,
biodiversity and engineering.
Presently, the project has six science partners of reference: CESAM
(Center for Environmental and Sea Studies), linked to the University
of Aveiro; CCMAR (Center for Marine Sciences), linked to the University
of the Algarve and IPMA; MARE (Center for Marine and Environmental
Sciences), with centres at the University of Lisbon, University Nova de
Lisboa, University of Coimbra, University of Évora, Instituto Superior de
Psicologia Aplicada e Instituto Politécnico de Leiria; MED (Mediterranean
Institute for Agriculture, Environment and Development), linked to the
University of Évora; IA (Institute of Astrophysics and Space Sciences),
linked to the astrophysics centres of the Universities of Porto and Lisbon;
and CIMO (Mountain Research Center), with centres at the Instituto
Politécnico de Bragança and Instituto Politécnico de Viana do Castelo.
Media partners are Diário de Notícias, TVI24, Diário do Alentejo and Rádio
Voz da Ria, which disclose the contents produced, on a weekly basis.
Bondalti is responsible for producing and broadcasting with a 50’ podcast
with main national researchers, having already interviewed outstanding
Portuguese scientists, namely Elvira Fortunato, Alexandre Quintanilha,
Catarina Casanova or Ricardo Calado. By actively disclosing the scientific
knowledge produced in Portugal, Bondalti is contributing to one of the
17 UN SDG - 4 Quality Education, whilst also assuming a relevant role in
partnerships with the most important Portuguese universities.

Within the framework of the Panel, Bondalti continues to sponsor and
organise initiatives with local stakeholders, such as schools, cultural and
sports associations, etc., fostering active and open communication with
the community, with a view to promote sustainable development.
In 2020 PACOPAR supported the Municipality of Estarreja and several
charity organisations, offering financial support, which were relevant for
the testing of Covid-19; Bondalti, in particular, offered sodium hypochlorite
to help in the cleaning and disinfection of public areas.

These awards strengthen Bondalti’s conviction of the crucial role played
by Universities as drivers of development and competitiveness, as well
as Bondalti’s commitment to excellence. The award of these cash prizes
is made in partnership with Fundação Amélia de Mello.
Bondalti’s banking on these students, whether through training in
a business environment or through monetary support are a positive
contribution to SDG 4 - Quality Education.

PACOPAR
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Bondalti further plays an irreplaceable role in PACOPAR. This Community
Advisory Panel of the Responsible Care Program of Estarreja plays a
relevant role in the community, developing initiatives and actions, providing
support and also acting as link between the chemical companies and
the community. PACOPAR’s mission is to improve the quality of life in
Estarreja, abiding by Responsible Care® commitments, responding to
people’s concerns, promoting greater transparency and community
cooperation.
A good and efficient communication between the chemical companies
and the local community is of the utmost importance for everyone to feel
respected and safe. PACOPAR ensures these tasks, promoting mutual
assistance between the chemical companies and entities in the areas of
Education, Science, Health, Civil Protection, Safety, Environment for the
benefit of the local people.
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CORPORATE BODIES AND COMMITTEES
The Board of Directors is the corporate body responsible for the management of the Company and its representation,
and it is the Board’s responsibility to define the company’s mission, vision, values, strategy, policies and goals.
The Board of Directors is elected by the General Meeting for term of office of 4 years, renewable. In January 2021 the
General Meeting elected the Board of Directors for the 2021-2024 period, maintaining the Chairman of the previous term,
as well as the members of the Executive Committee (EC).
Bondalti Capital, S.A.(in office in 2020)

Board of
Directors

Board of the
General Meeting

Corporate
Secretary

Bondalti Capital, S.A. (em funções em 2021)

Chairman
João Maria Guimarães José de Mello*

Chairman
João Maria Guimarães José de Mello*

Members
André Cabral Côrte-Real de Albuquerque*
Francisco Pedro Ramos Gonçalves Pereira
João Jorge Gonçalves Fernandes Fugas
Luís Augusto Nesbitt Rebelo da Silva*
Luís Eduardo Brito Freixial de Goes
Luís Henrique Marcelino Alves Delgado*
Pedro Maria Guimarães José de Mello

Members
André Cabral Côrte-Real de Albuquerque*
João Jorge Gonçalves Fernandes Fugas
João Pedro Ribeiro de Azevedo Coutinho
João Pedro Stilwell Rocha e Melo
Luís Augusto Nesbitt Rebelo da Silva*
Luís Henrique Marcelino Alves Delgado*
Vasco Luís José de Mello

Chairman
Alexandre Cabral Côrte-Real de Albuquerque
Members
Pedro Jácome da Costa Marques Henriques
Pedro Jácome da Costa Marques Henriques

Board of
Directors

Board of the
General Meeting

Corporate
Secretary

Chairman
Maria do Rosário Mayoral Robles Machado
Simões Ventura
Statutory Audit
Board

Members
José Miguel Tavares Mora do Vale
Romualdo Luís Ribera Salcedo

Chairman
Alexandre Cabral Côrte-Real de Albuquerque
Members
Pedro Jácome da Costa Marques Henriques
Pedro Jácome da Costa Marques Henriques
Chairman
Maria do Rosário Mayoral Robles Machado
Simões Ventura

Statutory Audit
Board

Alternate
Igor Amarii
*Executive Committee
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Members
José Miguel Tavares Mora do Vale
Romualdo Luís Ribera Salcedo
Alternate
Igor Amarii

*Executive Committee
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MEMBERS OF THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS IN OFFICE IN 2020
João Maria Guimarães José de Mello

André Cabral Côrte-Real de Albuquerque

João de Mello is Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chairman of the Executive
Committee of Bondalti Capital, as well as member of the Board of Directors and Executive
Committee of José de Mello Capital, SA, the shareholder of Bondalti.

With 20 years of experience in the chemical sector, André de Albuquerque is member of
the Board of Directors and Executive Committee of Bondalti Capital. André de Albuquerque
is also member of the Board of FEIQUE (Business Federation of the Spanish Chemical
Industry) and a Business Angel accredited by IAPMEI (Agency for Competitiveness and
Innovation).

With over 30 years of professional experience in the chemical sector, in addition to
his functions at Bondalti, he represents Bondalti with the General Council of COTEC
(Portuguese Business Association for Innovation), he is vice-chairman of the Board of
the General Meeting of AIP (Portuguese Industrial Association), member of the Board
of ACEGE and chairman of the Board of the General Meeting of APQuímica (Chemical,
Petrochemical and Refining Industry Association).
João de Mello studied Business Administration at École d’Administration et de Direction
d’Entreprises, in Switzerland, having completed his university studies at Université
Catholique de Louvain, in Tournay, specialising in Industrial Textile Techniques. João de
Mello has also undergone training in various areas of management, having completed
the Leadership Program for Top Managers of the International Institute for Management
Development in Switzerland.

Over the years, André de Albuquerque held management offices in companies and
sectors as different as Printed Electronics, Nanotechnology, Civil Explosives or Fertilizers,
having gained large experience in several functional and sector areas.
André de Albuquerque has a degree in Business Administration from Universidade
Católica Portuguesa, and postgraduate studies from the same University and AESE
Business School.
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Francisco Pedro Ramos Gonçalves Pereira

João Jorge Gonçalves Fernandes Fugas

Francisco Gonçalves Pereira is member of the Board of Directors of Bondalti Capital
and General Manager of José de Mello Capital.

João Fugas is member of the Board of Directors of Bondalti Capital and Auditor at the
Instituto de Defesa Nacional (Institute of Homeland Defence).

Prior to joining the José de Mello Group, Francisco Gonçalves Pereira was partner at
McKinsey & Co Iberia. Over 17 years at McKinsey, he led projects in several European
and African countries, covering numerous activity sectors, but particularly the financial,
public and health sectors.

João Fugas has over 35 years of professional experience in various industries, having
held top management positions in various industrial and services companies of the
Sonae Group.

 rancisco Gonçalves Pereira has a degree in Business Administration from Universidade
F
Católica and an MBA from Institut Européen d’Administration des Affaires (INSEAD).

J oão Fugas holds a degree in Chemical Engineering from Faculdade de Engenharia da
Universidade do Porto. In addition, João Fugas has completed several management
training programs, including the Leadership Program for Top Managers at the
International Institute for Management Development in Switzerland and the Senior
Business Management Program at the AESE Business School.
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Luís Augusto Nesbitt Rebelo da Silva

Luís Eduardo Brito Freixial de Goes

Luís Rebelo da Silva is member of the Board of Directors and Executive Committee
of Bondalti Capital. Luis Rebelo da Silva is also Chairman of APQuímica, member of
the Board of CIP (Portuguese Business Confederation) and member of the Board of
Directors of CEFIC.

Luís Brito de Goes is member of the Board of Directors of Bondalti Capital and member
of the Board of Directors and of the Executive Committee of José de Mello Capital.

At the beginning of his career, Luís Rebelo da Silva worked for ICEP (Portuguese Trade
and Investment Institute), and in the venture capital industry as an investment analyst.
Prior to joining Bondalti, Luís Rebelo da Silva worked for more than 18 years in several
other companies of the José de Mello Group, where he held top management positions.
	Luís Rebelo da Silva graduated in Business Administration from Instituto Superior de
Economia e Gestão in Lisbon.

He joined the José de Mello Group to lead the Legal Department of the holding company
José de Mello, and subsequently became responsible for coordinating the legal areas
of the Group. He has held various executive offices since.
 uís Brito de Goes has a Law Degree from Universidade Católica Portuguesa and training
L
in various management areas, having attended the Program on Negotiation of Harvard
Law School and the Advanced Management Program of Kellogg School of Management/
Católica Lisbon Business & Economics.

Luís Henrique Marcelino Alves Delgado

Pedro Maria Guimarães José de Mello

Luís Delgado is member of the Board of Directors and member of the Executive Committee
of Bondalti Capital.

Pedro de Mello is member of the Board of Directors of Bondalti Capital and Vice-Chairman
of the Board of Directors of José de Mello Capital.

Luís Delgado joined the José de Mello Group as head of the Strategic Planning, Development
and Control Division of José de Mello, having subsequently held offices in several
companies of the group, among which Efacec Power Solutions, where he was Executive
Director, acting on behalf of shareholders José de Mello and Têxtil Manuel Gonçalves.

He is also Chairman of the José de Mello Family Council, and as such, he is responsible
for managing the relations between the shareholding family and the José de Mello
Group, keeping the family united and ensuring the continuity of the historical and
business legacy.

 uís Delgado holds a degree in Electrotechnical and Computer Sciences Engineering
L
from Instituto Superior Técnico, and a MBA from Universidade Nova de Lisboa.

 edro de Mello graduated in Textile Engineering and started his professional career
P
in Switzerland and the United States. He has also undergone training in various areas
of management, having completed the Leadership Program for Top Managers of the
International Institute for Management Development in Switzerland.
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Executive Board
The Executive Committee, mandated by the Board of Directors, is the body responsible for the current
management of the Organisation, following all activities and projects developed by Bondalti companies.
All divisions of Bondalti report their critical and priority issues to the EC on a weekly basis, so that it may take
the necessary decisions in a timely and responsible way. The regular follow-up carried out by the EC is crucial
for managing risk and assessing the fulfilment of short, medium and long term goals.
In line with the best sustainability practices, the performance indicators for the annual evaluation of EC
members reflect not only the economic performance of the Organisation, as well as its environmental and
social performance.
Directors who form the Executive Committee are responsible for the management of the different areas and
divisions, distributed as follows:

João de Mello

• External Communication
•H
 uman Resources
• S trategy, Control, Innovation
and Sustainability

André de Albuquerque

•B
 usiness Development and
Market Intelligence

• Commercial
• Internal Audit and Risk
Management

• Supply Chain

Luís Delgado

• C oordination of Industrial
Sites

• Integrated Production and
Energy Planning

•P
 ool of Senior Consultants
•Q
 uality
•T
 echnical

Luís Rebelo da Silva

•A
 dministrative and Financial
• L egal
• Information Security
• Information Systems and
Industrial Automation

•R
 eal Estate, Insurance,

General Services and Fleet
Management

•W
 ater Treatment

Bondalti has additional bodies responsible for the close management of relevant and cross-cutting themes
within the Organisation.

Statutory Audit Board
The Statutory Audit Board of Bondalti Capital, S.A. is made up of three members and an alternate member,
elected by the General Meeting, for a four-year term. The Statutory Audit Board is responsible for fulfilling
the functions as provided in article 420 of the Companies Code, such as, supervising the management of the
company and compliance with the law, verifying that the books, accounting and financial records and supporting
materials are in order, oversee the preparation and disclosure of financial information, among others.

Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee’s duty is to define the remuneration policy of the members of corporate bodies,
subject to the approval of the General Meeting, and fix the remuneration of the members of the corporate
bodies.

Ethics Office
The mission of the Ethics Ombudsman is to monitor and supervise all matters related to the application of the
Bondalti Code of Ethics. The Code of Ethics demonstrates the Organization’s commitment to acting ethically
and with integrity under all circumstances, respecting the rights of its stakeholders at all times. The Code of
Ethics and Ombudsman Regulations provide the internal and external advisory and reporting mechanisms
for behaviours that might be deemed unethical, unlawful or lacking integrity.
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The Ethics Ombudsman is appointed or dismissed by the Executive Committee and acts in direct coordination
with corporate bodies, committees and structures of the Organisation.

Security Committee
The Security Committee is responsible for the Security of Information strategy, and for controlling its
implementation. It is the responsibility of this Committee to: analyse and monitor Bondalti’s compliance with
legal and regulatory obligations concerning Security of Information; discuss and propose initiatives in this field
to improve the level of internal control; promote discussion about significant changes within the Organisation;
identify and analyse the impacts at Information Security level and the risk profile of the Organisation; and
control performance indicators relating to Security of Information.
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Integrated Management Council

RISK MANAGEMENT

The Integrated Management Council is responsible for the implementation
of the different areas Management Systems, namely Quality, Occupational
Health and Safety, Environment and Energy at Bondalti Chemicals
and Bondalti Cantábria, viewing to improve performance, sustainable
development, employee health and safety protection, and prevention
of serious industrial accidents.

Operating in the chemical industry for over 150 years, Bondalti has a
consolidated culture of risk management. Such culture is mandatory
taking into account the labour and environmental regulations to
which Bondalti is subject (Seveso Directive), and it is reflected in the
voluntary adhesion to various Management Systems - Quality (ISO
9001), Environment (ISO 14001), Occupational Health and Safety (ISO
45001), and Research, Development & Innovation (NP 4457), according
to which Bondalti is certified.

This body is sub-divided into two, according to the subjects and
areas concerned, the Quality and Safety Council, for issues relating to
Quality, Occupational Health and Safety, and Industrial Safety, and the
Climate Transition and Sustainability Council, for Environment, Energy,
Environmental Sustainability and Climate Change related matters.

Bondalti’s risk management - governance and procedure - covers six
structuring pillars:
• Bondalti’s Risk Taking Policy

Innovation Council

• Three lines of defence model

The Innovation Council is an advisory body created to define and guide
the strategy and policy of Bondalti with regard to innovation, proposing
and following up the general lines of the Research, Development &
Innovation System implemented at Bondalti Chemicals according to
NP 4457, with a view to improve its performance, whilst continuously
promoting sustainable innovation focused on a better efficacy and
efficiency of processes and/or exploiting growth opportunities paving
the way for disruptive innovation.

•	Integrated management system (covers all implemented certification
systems)

Health and Safety Committee
The mission of the Health and Safety Committee (HSC) is to efficiently
prevent occupational risks by requesting periodic inspections of facilities
and equipment, verifying the legal compliance with internal regulations
and standards within this scope, examining the causes and circumstances
of occupational accidents, and making available all relevant information
to workers, among other factors.
The committee is assisted by the Occupational Health and Safety,
Occupational Medicine and Human Resources managers.

•	Principles of ISO 31000:2018 and COSO ERM (Enterprise Risk
Management) Framework
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• Risk Management Process Cycle
• Internal Audit and Risk Management Division

Bondalti’s Risk Taking Policy
Bondalti incorporates into its strategic goals and management
practices a very low level of risk likely to affect people and the
environment and an even lower level of risk taking having impact
at economic, reputation and ongoing operation levels, while
seeking a sustainable development by banking on research,
development and innovation.
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RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS

Identification of Bondalti’s action context in order to circumscribe
the identification os risks, considering for instance, the geographical,
foreign exchange, sector or regulatory scope

1

6

Context

2

Promotion of a cross-cutting risk culture by communicating the
activities developed at risk management level

Communicate
and Monitor

Identify

Identification of additional measures, preparation of plan aimed
at reducing the risk to an accepted level

5

3

Process

4

The main causes (risk events) of identified risks are established,
including consequences, impacts and likelihood occurrence
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Analyse

Assess

In 2020 Bondalti continued to follow up the monitoring of its Top Risks, assessed in the light of their potential
impact on activities or the likelihood of their occurrence.

Key risks are identified at internal and external levels in order to
build a glossary of Bondalti risks

Characterisation of the likelihood levels and impact of related risk
(level of risk exposure) and major mitigation measures

Bondalti has carried out the second formal process of revision of risk context, involving all structures within
the Organisation. This revision provided indications for improvements in the treatment and identification of
Top Risks.
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TRENDS IN THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
Bondalti keeps a close eye on the main trends happening in the economy in general, and the global chemical industry in
particular, as well as on the implications of such trends.
When looking into 2020 we cannot avoid discussing the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on Bondalti’s business and the
chemical industry in general. At economic level, the impact on the Portuguese GDP was -7.6%, the worst recession ever
recorded; the chemical sector suffered a milder loss of 2% of its output.
The huge relief packages approved in major world economies, the European “bazooka” of € 1.8 billion, the US relief package
of US$ 1.9 billion and China’s fiscal stimulus of US$ 500 000 million – and their implementation will naturally be crucial for
the recovery of these geographies and the sectors most affected by the pandemic, where the chemical industry is no
exception.
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At geopolitical level, instability continued and even worsened around some of the hot subjects which marked 2019. Trade
disagreements between the US and China deteriorated, with impact on global trade and the availability of chemical
products. Brexit continued at the top of the political agenda in Europe, with the parties reaching a final agreement by
the end of December. However, uncertainty remains high as to the impact the agreement will bear on the economies of
both blocs, including respective chemical sectors.
Also worthy of notice is the evolution of oil prices, which fell to record lows, as a result of the weak demand caused by the
pandemic and saturated storage levels, whereas climate disruptions continued to intensify, with increasingly frequent fires,
droughts and storms, such as those that descended on the US Gulf Coast in various occasions, substantially restraining
chemical production in this region.
In the chemical sector, different global and regional indicators showed the strong impact of the pandemic on this industry.
Global chemical capacity utilisation rates fell to levels close to 2009’s minimum, reaching 75.6% in April, thus confirming the
sharp recession ongoing worldwide. This utilisation rate recovered to levels of end-2019 over the second half of 2020, as
the 1st wave of the pandemic abated and some normality returned to several regions, particularly Asia/China. The future
evolution of this indicator is hard to tell and will depend on the development of the pandemic, though it seems unlikely
that in the next few months we will see the peaks recorded in mid-2017.
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Another central theme that will mark the economy and the society
in general in the foreseeable future are the social and environmental
sustainability issues, as the adoption of these policies will determine
the success or failure of companies from across all sectors, including
the chemical sector. Some points that will influence Bondalti in particular
are highlighted:
•	The European Green Deal, a set of policies and strategies established
and articulated by the European Commission, viewing to make Europe
into a “climate-neutral” continent by 2050, which will imply the reduction
of GHG emissions in all sectors, including the chemical industry;
•	The Economia Circular, with particular focus on recycling plastics as
crucial vector of sustainability, where the chemical industry will be
crucial for a successful implementation;
•	The increasing use of biologically based and sustainable raw
materials, which are more easily biologically degradablel;
•	The strong focus on energy efficiency and transition, whether by
reducing consumption or using green and renewable energy in all
processes. In this area should be pointed out the development of
Green Hydrogen, in which Bondalti expects to play a relevant role.
Moreover, Bondalti follows new technological trends closely, as they are
levers to achieve its sustainability, efficacy and efficiency goals. Themes
such as automation, Industry 4.0, big data and Artificial Intelligence,
Internet of Things and other concepts are being introduced in the chemical
industry in general and Bondalti in particular, and will permit operating
in new, more efficient and innovative ways.

In the Aniline and by-products chain value
Aniline is mainly consumed for the production of diphenylmethane
diisocyanate (MDI), therefore, the aniline market is closely related to the
evolution of this product and polyurethanes in general.
Following a period of accelerated growth worldwide, with demand for
MDI growing by 5% to 6% per year, the market recorded a sharp fall
of nearly 14% in 20201 in the EMEA region2, which is the most relevant
geography as far as Bondalti products are concerned. Projections for
Source: IAL
EMEA = Europe, Middle East & Africa
3
Source: IAL and Nexant
4
Source: IHS

2021 to 2030 are for a substantial recovery of approximately 3% to 4%
/year3, in average. Such strong growth pace will continue to influence
demand for aniline.
Global mega trends are driving this growth, given that MDI is crucial to
meet high energy efficiency needs, via highly performing insulation in
civil construction or cold equipment. Bondalti will remain aligned with the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 7 - Affordable and Clean
Energy, and with the European Union ambitions in terms of sustainability
and energy efficiency, which are expected to boost the market.
Bondalti should thus continue to benefit from favourable demand for
aniline in the long term. However, installed capacity in Europe is likely
to increase, probably above the rise in demand. This may result in a
slight decrease in operation rates, although may still be expected the
consumption of aniline to remain high at Bondalti.

has been part of this recovery, and in 2019 it started its new chlor-alkalis
plan in Torrelavega; in 2020 it has consolidated this operation, despite
some technical problems that were rapidly solved, though still limited
production during part of the year.
From the point of view of prices, the strong impact which the pandemic
caused on demand for caustic soda and a faster recovery of demand for
chlorine for the production of isocyanates and PVC – sectors fuelled by
the construction market, which remained resilient during the pandemic
– led to the stretching of soda supply in a highly depressed market,
with prices falling to historic lows. For 2021 price pressure is expected to
continue during the first quarter of the year, probably recovering in the
second half of the year and following years. However, any evolution in
2021 will still depend on the development of the pandemic, the success
of vaccination and consequent economic recovery.

In the Chlor-alkalis chain value
The chlor-alkalis market includes several products, including chlorine
and caustic soda as main products, but also sodium hypochlorite and
hydrochloric acid as relevant derivatives.
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Globally, the latest projects4 point to an increase in demand for chlorine
of 1% to 2%/year in the 2021-2030 period, as it is estimated that the
pandemic “stole” probably two years of growth in the sector in 2020.
Such expected development will require more capacity in the medium
and long term and at global level in order to sustain adequate operation
rates.
At European and regional level, following the mandatory end of mercurycell based production technology, chlorine production capacity in the
Iberian Peninsula fell from 855 000 tons/year in 2017 to 440 000 tons/
year in 2018. There was, however, a recovery in production capacity
whether by expansion or, as in Bondalti’s case, building new units from
scratch. It is estimated that by 2022 there will be 700 thousand tons of
chlorine capacity installed in the Iberian Peninsula, still quite distant from
the historic reality from pre-prohibition of mercury technology. Bondalti

1

2
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INVESTMENT IN INNOVATION
Bondalti considers innovation to be one of the most important factors
to ensure its sustainability and increase competitiveness in the markets
where it operates. Accordingly, Bondalti continuously invests on Research,
Development and Innovation (RDI), creating value with projects and actions
aimed to improve the efficiency of its industrial processes. Additionally,
innovation at Bondalti Chemicals is bolstered by the efficient functioning of
its RDI Management System, certified according to Portuguese standard
4457:2007 since 2013.
2020 marks the launching of the strategic Digital Transition Programme,
the aim of which is to explore all opportunities arising in this area to
improve Bondalti’s competitiveness. Bondalti is fully aware that the power
of digital tools lies in how well they fit in its strategy and how they can
help the business to grow. Technology is thus seen as a means to an
end and will be implemented based on the business strategy.
The roadmap for digital transition considers three phases: definition of
strategy; implementation of selected initiatives; finally, scaling-up and
integration of the state-of-the-art.
To complete this first phase - which will take place throughout the first
half of 2021, a dedicated team was set up to review the opportunities
and needs identified in a medium term plan, based on criteria such as
value creation and complexity. The selection of initiatives will take into
consideration those projects likely to be funded within the scope of the
next Community Framework (National and Horizon), and respective
applications prepared in accordance with respective incentive systems.
Obtaining immediate results will be crucial in the second phase to secure
the Organisation’s commitment. Projects selected in the first phase
will be implemented and Bondalti will seek to build an ecosystem with
technological partners. The creation of strategic partnerships will boost
the implementation of the actions laid out and will ease the effort of
internal resources.

As soon as the results of the first projects become clear, scaling up may
begin. Opportunities to scale horizontally, i.e. apply similar strategies
in different areas and units - and vertically - incrementing additional
technologies, will be considered. In this third and final phase Bondalti
will revisit the defined strategy and seek to adopt a holistic approach,
integrating the state-of-the-art and the best practices and trends.

•	
R ecover Bondalti’s subsidiary products (Cyclohexanol and
Cyclohexanone) contributing to the circular economy

As far as RDI activities are concerned, in 2020 Bondalti invested €M 3.3,
of which 75% were allocated to innovation activities and the remaining
25% to Research and Development (R&D). These activities involved 19%
of Bondalti’s workforce and 52 innovation or R&D projects in 2020.

•	
Develop a disruptive technology allowing the production of aniline
through direct amination of benzene

Goal 9.5. | Indicator 9.5.1.
In 2020 Bondalti invested over €k 800 in R&D,
viewing the technological modernisation of its
industrial processes, corresponding to 1.5% of its
gross added value
Goal 9.5 | Indicator 9.5.2.
In 2020 3% of Bondalti’s employees were involved in
R&D activities

The large majority of the projects aims at developing new solutions and/
or improving existing ones and increase sustainability and efficiency at
all levels. Amongst the various industrial projects implemented in 2020,
the most relevant in terms of size and impact were the following:

•	
Continue the project which views the concentration and recovery of
the heavy aniline effluent, reducing produced waste
•	
Implement the 2nd acid washer, allowing to reduce the amount of
sulphuric acid present in MNB

Taking into account all projects developed by Bondalti, 29% had the
support of external partners, with RDI projects developed in partnership
with important names of the Portuguese scientific community, such as
the Faculdade de Engenharia of the University of Porto, the Faculdade
de Ciências e Tecnologia of the University of Coimbra, the University of
Aveiro, Instituto Superior Técnico da Universidade de Lisboa and the
Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia of the University Nova de Lisboa.
Within the scope of these partnerships, in 2020 Bondalti had 3 PhD
students, 3 Master’s in science students and other students for other
types of traineeships. As far as innovation projects are concerned, the
partnerships were made mostly with clients. Partnership relations are
very important to foster innovation within the Organisation, from both
the point of view of business development and scientific knowledge.
Consequently, every partnership relation which Bondalti establishes is
assessed annually, taking into consideration the performance of partners
in terms of proactivity and contribution to results as well as of their
commitment and interaction. In 2020 the average score obtained in this
assessment was 3.3 out of 4, for the 24 partnerships identified.
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•	
Improve procedures associated with the management of RDI activities,
improving performance and transparency
•	
Enhance Bondalti’s maturity in terms of information security, information
infrastructure and protection of digital identity
•	
Create Management of Change (MOC) software
•	
Digitalise inspection to have more efficient maintenance activities, on
a par with asset management, improving the reliability of information
•	
Develop projects viewing the production of green hydrogen and green
ammonia, and participate in the creation of a national collaborative lab
for green hydrogen (HyLab)
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RDI Key results

2019

2020

€M 3.0

€M 3.3

20%

19%

PhD/Post-doc grant holders

7

3

Ongoing RDI projects

57

52

RDI partnerships

35

24

Patent families (Bondalti Chemicals)

4

3

Scientific papers/presentations

6

1

Expenses and investment in RDI
Employees involved in RDI activities

The genuine drivers of innovation at Bondalti are its people, inspired by the culture and values fostered by
the Organisation. It is not only the RDI activities they work on, but also the innovating ideas and solutions
they bring into the Organisation to improve the processes and performance in many areas. The “Colombo”
programme implemented since 2006 views to encourage the generation of ideas and create value. A total of
468 ideas have already been presented under the Colombo programme, of which 155 were approved and 112
were implemented, generating estimated gains of €M 1.35, alongside improvements at safety, environmental,
well-being and productivity levels. Because of the pandemic the number of ideas submitted in 2020 under the
Colombo project was lower than in previous years: 14 ideas, with an approval rate of 29% and an implementation
rate of 50%. Notwithstanding, it is worth mentioning the innovating way the ceremony of presentation of ideas
was held, taking place online and involving all employees, who all voted for the best ideas. The idea winning
the 1st prize suggested the creation of a drainage system for the discharge pumps of benzene, recovering the
vacuum created by the discharge, and resulting in the elimination of released VOC during drainage, preventing
exposure of benzene to the atmosphere, and significantly increasing safety, as the product is highly volatile
and inflammable. The more sustainable idea in 2020 was “Recovery of coffee grounds in Bondalti’s offices”.
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It is also worth noting that in the last quarter of 2020 Bondalti restructured organically and functionally the
RDI Management System Council, which is now called Innovation Council. The purpose of this Council is to assist
the Executive Committee in the definition and guidance of Bondalti’s innovation strategy and policy, following
up the general lines of the management system, viewing to improve its performance, whilst continuously
promoting innovation focused on increased efficiency in processes and/or exploiting growth opportunities
for disruptive growth.
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AT 31 DECEMBER 2020
Bondalti Capital, S.A. (Amounts in Euro)

HEADINGS

Notes

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

HEADINGS

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

-

0

7 767 436

10 144 179

14 543 554

10 150 261

103 898 511

94 731 700

1 644 903

201 369

105 543 414

94 933 069

15

10 208 050

12 275 512

Loans

14.5

116 026 040

140 001 676

Liabilities for post-employment benefits

16.1

3 291 965

2 993 889

30

3 175 211

3 471 244

14.4

7 337 415

7 485 502

140 038 681

166 227 823

14.3

37 175 447

33 220 927

Cash receipts from clients

14

859 319

132 888

12

767 053

1 393 654

Assets

Revaluation surpluses

Non Current Assets

Adjustments and other changes in Equity

Tangible fixed assets

6

135 873 678

141 364 397

Investment property

7

18 685 058

18 783 837

10.1

667

3 111

8

1 300 968

2 375 147

Equity holdings - equity method

9.1

1 066 502

971 260

Equity holdings - other methods

9.2

167 328

14 208

Other financial assets

14.1

61 244 774

61 211 080

Deferred tax assets

30

6 077 460

5 144 225

224 416 434

229 867 265

Goodwill
Intangible assets

Current Assets

Notes

17.3

Net income for the year
Non controlling interests

17.4

Total Equity
Liabilities
Non Current Liabilities
Provisions

Inventories

11.1

22 828 632

20 336 783

Deferred tax liabilities

Clients

14.2

32 808 645

39 172 188

Other non-current Liabilities

12

1 614 553

-

Other accounts receivable

14.2

2 880 102

2 391 072

Current Liabilities

Deferrals

13.1

2 328 877

2 491 401

Suppliers

1 507

-

39 171 085

42 893 086

State and other public entities

101 633 401

107 284 531

Loans

14.5

30 389 167

25 127 067

326 049 836

337 151 796

Other creditors

14.4

10 483 295

15 553 919

Deferrals

13.2

793 461

562 450

80 467 741

75 990 904

Total Liabilities

220 506 422

242 218 727

Total Equity, Non-controlling Interests and Liabilities

326 049 836

337 151 796

State and other public entities

Financial assets held for trading
Cash and bank deposits

4

Total Assets
Equity, Non-controlling Interests and Liabilities
Equity
Subscribed share capital

17.1

20 422 000

20 422 000

Legal reserves

17.2

3 963 177

3 455 663

Other reserves

17.2

11 265 027

11 265 027

Retained earnings

17.2

45 937 317

39 294 570
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CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT BY NATURE
Bondalti Capital, S.A. | Period ended at 31 December 2020 (Amounts in Euro)

PROFIT & LOSS

Notes

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

Sales and services

19

243 047 616

279 130 808

Operating subsidies

18

69 117

7 334

Gains/losses of Subsidiaries, Associates and Joint Ventures

20

2 054 543

354 450

Product stock variation

11.2

(109 761)

974 088

Work for own entity

21

321 202

1 957 609

Cost of goods sold

11.3

(129 386 636)

(172 728 731)

External Supplies and Services

22

(60 140 045)

(58 051 546)

Personnel costs

16.4

(22 390 419)

(19 574 140)

Impairment of inventories (losses/reversals)

11.4

6 090

2 080 076

Impairment of receivables (losses/reversals)

14.2

(8 839)

6 036

Provisions (increase/decrease)

15

443 961

(1 993 829)

Increase/decrease in fair value

26

154 008

812

Other income

23

7 464 823

9 550 470

Other expenses

24

(1 456 209)

(3 266 467)

40 069 452

38 446 970

Earnings before Interests, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortisation
Expenses/reversal of depreciation and amortisation

27

(19 059 883)

(18 380 398)

Impairment of depreciable inventories

27

(77 892)

(1 583 814)

20 931 676

18 482 758

Earnings before Interests and Taxes
Interest and similar income

28

1 030 202

2 601 374

Interest and similar expenses

29

(4 096 886)

(8 983 263)

17 864 993

12 100 870

(3 344 785)

(2 033 228)

14 520 207

10 067 642

Earnings before Taxes
Income tax for the year
Net Income for the Year

30

PROFIT & LOSS

Notes

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

14 543 554

10 150 261

(23 347)

(82 619)

14 520 207

10 067 642

Net income for the year attributable to:
- Parent company shareholders
- Non-controlling interests

17.4
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR 2020
Bondalti Capital, S.A. | Period ended at 31 December 2020 (Amounts in Euro)

Share capital
(Note 17.1)

Description

POSITION AT BEGINNING OF 2019

1

20 422 000

Legal reserves
(Note 17.2)
2 562 659

Adjustments /
Other reserves Other Changes in
Equity
(Note 17.2)
(Note 17.3)
11 265 027

Retained
earnings
(Note 17.2)

Net income for
the period
(Note 17.2)

Total

Non-controlling
interests
(Note 17.5)

Total Equity

10 331 977

27 327 504

17 860 070

89 769 237

288 037

90 057 274

CHANGES IN THE PERIOD
Adjustments to Financial Assets - Subsidiaries

-

-

-

82 346

-

-

82 346

(4 049)

78 298

Net gains from hedging

-

-

-

2 223 679

-

-

2 223 679

-

2 223 679

Subsidies

-

-

-

(1 370 439)

-

-

(1 370 439)

-

(1 370 439)

Emission allowances

-

-

-

(1 123 385)

-

-

(1 123 385)

-

(1 123 385)

-

-

-

(187 798)

-

-

(187 798)

(4 049)

(191 847)

3

10 150 261

10 150 261

(82 619)

10 067 642

4=2+3

10 150 261

9 962 463

(86 668)

9 875 795

2
NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR
COMPREHENSIVE RESULT
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OPERATIONS WITH EQUITY HOLDERS DURING THE YEAR
Payment of capital

-

-

Realisation of share premium

-

-

Cost of share capital increase

-

-

(5 000 000)

(5 000 000)

Inflows to cover losses

-

-

Exercising of options

-

-

Payments based on shares

-

-

Distributions

(5 000 000)

Minority interest sold in Business Combinations

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Supplementary capital

-

-

Other operations

-

-

-

-

-

-

(5 000 000)

-

(5 000 000)

-

(5 000 000)

Set up of Legal Reserve

-

893 004

-

-

-

(893 004)

-

-

-

Transfer to Retained Earnings

-

-

16 967 066

(16 967 066)

-

-

-

-

893 004

16 967 066

(17 860 070)

-

-

-

39 294 570

10 150 261

5
APPROPRIATION OF NET INCOME

6
POSITION AT END OF 2019

7=1+2+3+5+6

20 422 000

3 455 663

11 265 027

10 144 179

94 731 700

201 369

94 933 069
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR 2020
Bondalti Capital, S.A. | Period ended at 31 December 2020 (Amounts in Euro)

Share capital
(Note 17.1)

Description

POSITION AT BEGINNING OF 2020

7

20 422 000

Legal reserves
(Note 17.2)
3 455 663

Adjustments /
Other reserves Other Changes in
(Note 17.2)
Equity
(Note 17.3)
11 265 027

10 144 179

Retained
earnings
(Note 17.2)
39 294 570

Net income for
the period
(Note 17.2)
10 150 261

Total

Non-controlling
interests
(Note 17.5)

Total Equity

94 731 700

201 369

94 933 069

(109 682)

1 466 880

1 357 199

CHANGES IN THE PERIOD
(109 682)

Adjustments to Financial Assets - Subsidiaries
Subsidies

-

-

-

(1 427 867)

-

-

(1 427 867)

-

(1 427 867)

Net gains from hedging

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Emission allowances

-

-

-

(839 194)

-

-

(839 194)

-

(839 194)

8

-

-

-

(2 376 743)

-

-

(2 376 743)

1 466 880

(909 862)

9

-

-

-

-

-

14 543 554

14 543 554

(23 347)

14 520 207

14 543 554

12 166 812

1 443 533

13 610 345

NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR
COMPREHENSIVE RESULT

10=8+9
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OPERATIONS WITH EQUITY HOLDERS DURING THE YEAR
Distributions

-

-

-

-

(3 000 000)

-

(3 000 000)

-

(3 000 000)

-

-

-

-

(3 000 000)

-

(3 000 000)

-

(3 000 000)

Set up of Legal Reserve

-

507 514

-

-

-

(507 514)

-

-

-

Transfer to Retained Earnings

-

-

-

-

9 642 747

(9 642 747)

-

-

-

-

507 514

-

-

9 642 747

(10 150 261)

-

-

-

11
APPROPRIATION OF NET INCOME

12
POSITION AT END OF 2020

13=8+9+11+12

20 422 000

3 963 177

11 265 027

7 767 436

45 937 317

14 543 554

103 898 511

1 644 902

105 543 414
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CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT
Bondalti Capital, S.A. | Period ended at 31 December 2020 (Amounts in Euro)

Notes

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

Cash flow from operating activities - direct method

Notes

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

4 640 971

403 728 240

14 973

-

4 655 944

403 728 240

Loans

(27 358 041)

(361 352 312)

Interest and similar costs

(3 621 283)

(6 445 163)

Dividends

(3 000 000)

(5 000 000)

(33 979 324)

(372 797 475)

(29 323 380)

30 930 766

(4 059 452)

4 881 593

(165 053)

-

Cash flows from financing activities
294 840 372

331 980 173

Cash paid to suppliers

(215 829 944)

(267 311 883)

Loans

Cash paid to personnel

(22 292 353)

(19 699 984)

Investment subsidies

56 718 076

44 968 306

Income tax received/paid

(916 829)

(1 448 074)

Other cash received/paid

(23 582 966)

(32 545 016)

32 218 281

10 975 216

Cash received from clients

Flows generated by operations

Net cash from operating activities (1)
Cash flows from investing activities
Cash payments relating to:
Tangible fixed assets

(10 976 735)

(41 519 695)

Investment property

-

(22 849)

Intangible assets

(7 470)

(13 443)

Financial investments

(8 951)

(3 228 118)

(4 640 570)

-

(15 633 726)

(44 784 106)

Other assets

Cash receipts relating to:
Tangible fixed assets

1 675 788

496 014

Investment property

316 624

3 067 933

Intangible assets

914 880

1 025 310

Financial investments

1 382 681

-

Other assets

3 000 000

92 240

32 290

4 874

1 002 661

2 553 158

354 450

520 189

8 679 373

7 759 718

(6 954 353)

(37 024 388)

Investment subsidies
Interest and similar income
Dividends

Cash flows from investing activities (2)

Cash receipts relating to:

Cash payments relating to:

Cash flows from investing activities (3)
Variation in cash and cash equivalents (1+2+3)
Effect of exchange rate differences
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

4

42 893 086

38 011 494

Changes in the consolidation perimeter

4

337 451

-

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

4

39 171 085

42 893 086
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Bondalti Capital, S.A. (Amounts in Euro)

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
This Document contains disclosures as required by the Accounting and Financial Reporting Standards (NCRF) comprised in the Portuguese Accounting Standardisation System (SNC), relating to 2020.
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1. THE COMPANY
The Bondalti Group (“Group”), known as Bondalti Capital, S.A. (the parent
company) is headquartered in Lisbon and was incorporated on 19 May
1997. Its corporate purpose is consultancy in economic, financial and
human resources areas, business management, the provision of services
of any nature, as well as carrying out all related and similar operation.
Bondalti is currently the holding company of a group of companies
operating in Portugal and Spain in three different activities:
•	Chemicals - production and sale of industrial chemicals;

3. MAIN ACCOUNTING POLICIES

2020

2019

Buildings and other constructions

2.00 - 33.33

2.00 - 33.33

3.1 Measurement bases used in the preparation of the
financial statements

Basic equipment

5.00 - 50.00

5.00 - 50.00

The financial statements were prepared on the ongoing concern and
accrual basis of accounting, consistency of presentation, materiality and
aggregation, offsetting and comparative information.

Transport equipment

6.25 - 25.00

6.25 - 25.00

Administrative equipment

5.88 - 50.00

5.88 - 50.00

Other tangible fixed assets

12.5 - 20.00

12.5 - 20.00

Based on provisions in the NCFR, the accounting policies followed by the
Company were as follows:

•	Real estate - purchase and sale of real estate;

(a) Tangible Fixed Assets

•	Water Treatment – production and sale of water treatment products
and technology.

Tangible fixed assets refer to assets used in production, rendering of
services or for administrative purpose.

The parent company of the Bondalti Group is José de Mello Capital, S.A.,
headquartered in Lisbon.

The Group adopted the deemed cost in the measurement of tangible fixed
assets as of 1 January 2009 (date of transition to the NCRF), pursuant to
the exemption provided in NCFR 3 - First time adoption of NCFR. The Group
adopted as deemed cost the amount recorded in the former financial
statements prepared according to the former accounting standards
(POC), which included revaluation reserves carried out pursuant to various
decree-laws that took into account currency devaluation coefficients.

2. BASES OF PREPARATION OF THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
The Group prepares its accounts according to the Accounting and Financial
Reporting Standards (NCRF) which form an integral part of the SNC
(Portuguese Accounting Standardization System).
There were no derogations to providing a true and appropriate image.
Financial statements for 2020 and 2019 were prepared using principles
consistent with those used in the previous year, therefore all balance
sheet and profit and loss captions are comparable with those of the
previous year.

With the exception of land, which does not depreciate, tangible fixed
assets are subject to depreciation over the expected economic useful life,
and they are assessed for impairment whenever there is an indication
that the asset may be in impairment. Depreciation is determined on a
twelfth basis as of the moment the assets become available for their
intended use, in accordance with the straight-line method. The following
depreciation rates are used:

Depreciation costs are recognised on the Profit and Loss Statement
under the heading “Expenses/reversal of depreciation and amortisation”.
Tangible fixed asset dismantling and removal costs, and site restoration
costs where these are located, the obligation of which is incurred when
assets are acquired, or as a consequence of having been used for a
certain period for purposes other than inventory production, form part
of the corresponding tangible fixed asset cost and are depreciated over
the useful life period of the assets in question.
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Current maintenance and repair costs are recognised as expenses in
the period they occur.
Replacement and major repair costs are capitalised, provided that they
increase the useful life of the fixed asset to which they relate and are
depreciated over the remaining useful life period of the fixed asset or
its own useful life period, if shorter.
Any gain or loss resulting from the derecognition of a tangible asset
(calculated as the difference between the sale price, less the costs of
sale and accounting value) is included in the profit and loss account of
the financial year during which the asset is derecognised.
Tangible fixed assets in progress concern goods which are still under
construction or development and are measured at acquisition cost, and
they can only be depreciated when they will become available for use.
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At the end of each year the company assesses any possible impairment
in assets, which if any, will be recognised in the profit and loss statement
for the year.
(b) Investment Property
The Group adopted considered cost in the measurement of tangible
fixed assets relating to 1 January 2009 (transition to the NCRF), under
the terms of the exemption provided in NCRF 3 – First Adoption of the
NCRF. Deemed cost resulted from an assessment made as of the said
date by independent and qualified auditors. Subsequently, the Group
adopted the cost model in the measurement of investment property.
Depreciation is determined on a twelfth basis as of the moment the
assets become available for their intended use, in accordance with the
straight-line method. Depreciation rates used are as follows:

Buildings and other constructions

2020

2019

5.00 - 10.00

5.00 - 10.00

useful lives are amortised over their expected life span, and they are
assessed for impairment whenever there is an indication that the asset
may be impaired. Amortizations of intangible assets are shown on the
Statement of Results by Nature, on the line entitled “Expenses/reversal
of depreciation and amortisation”.
The criteria described in line a) tangible fixed assets, are used to determine
the impairment of these assets.
Amortizations are calculated on a twelfth basis, using the straight-line
method. The following amortization rates are used:

Intangible assets acquired separately are measured at cost on the initial
recognition date.
Internally generated costs of intangible assets, excluding development
costs under certain circumstances, are considered as an expense and
are shown on the profit and loss accounts for the year in which the
expense is incurred.
After initial recognition, intangible assets are presented at cost less
accumulated amortization and accumulated impairment losses.
The useful lives of intangible assets are assessed as finite or indefinite.
Intangible assets with indefinite useful lives are not amortised, but are
tested annually for impairment, regardless of whether or not there
are indicators that they may be impaired. Intangible assets with finite

•	
The capacity to reliably measure expenditure during development.
(c.2) Computer Software
This caption includes computer software purchased to third parties.
Internal costs associated with the maintenance and development of
computer programs are recognised as expenses when incurred, as it is
considered that they cannot be reliably measured and/or will not generate
future economic benefits.
(c.3) Industrial Property

2020
Development projects

20.00 - 33.33

20.00 - 33.33

Industrial property

20.00 - 33.33

20.00 - 33.33

Other intangible assets

20.00 - 33.33

20.00 - 33.33

This heading shows patents registered in the names of companies
included in the consolidation, for which exclusive usage rights are held.
Amortization is calculated during the exclusive usage period of each
patent.
(c.4) Emission Rights

2019

(c) Intangible Assets

•	
The availability of resources to complete the asset;

Any gain or loss resulting from derecognition of an intangible asset is
included in the profit and loss accounts for the financial year in which
the asset is derecognised.
Some specific aspects relating to each type of intangible asset are shown
below.
(c.1) Development Projects
Research costs are recognised as expenses in the period they occur.
Development costs of an individualised product are recognised as
intangible assets when the Group can demonstrate the following:
•	
The technical feasibility of completing the intangible asset, such that
it is available for use of sale;
•	
Its intention to complete the intangible asset and ensure that it meets
the conditions for its usage or sale;
•	
How the asset will generate future economic benefits;
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CO2 emission rights awarded to the Company under the scope of the
National CO2 Emissions License Allocation Plan and are recognised in
accordance with NCRF 26, that is under the heading Intangible Assets
charged against Other Changes in Equity - Subsidies and Donations, at
the market value on the allocation date.
Acquired licenses are recognised under Intangible Assets charged against
the corresponding account payable or availability account.
A Depreciation and Amortization expense is recognised against the
Accumulated Amortisations of Intangible Assets, for CO2 emissions made
by the Company, based on the FIFO criteria. An amount equivalent to the
reduction in the corresponding share of the subsidy is simultaneously
transferred to Other Revenue and Gains, against Subsidies and Donations.
Whenever the Company emits CO2 without holding the respective licenses, a
provision is recognised under the terms of NCRF 21 - Provisions, Contingent
Liabilities and Assets. The contingent amount corresponds to the best
price estimate to obtain it, plus the estimate amount of penalties that
will be incurred for emitting the CO2 without a license.
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Sales of emission rights lead to a gain or loss ascertained based on the realisable value and the respective cost
of acquisition, which is recorded under Other Income and Gains - Income and Gains on Non Financial Investments
and other Expenses and Losses - Expenses and Losses on Non Financial Investments, respectively.
As there is an active market for emission rights, they are re-valued at market value at the end of each period,
and the Equity - Subsidies and Donations or the profit and loss account is adjusted simultaneously, depending
on whether the licenses are granted or acquired, respectively
(d) Equity Holdings – Equity method
Investments in associates are valued according to the equity method.
On the investment acquisition date, the difference between the cost of the investment and the Group’s share
in the identifiable fair value of the assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the acquired investment was
accounted for in accordance with NCRF 14 - Concentrations of Business Activities. Therefore:
•	
Related goodwill was included under the intangible assets item, and amortised, under the terms of NCRF 6,
over the period of its useful life (or in 10 years, if its useful life cannot be reliably estimated).
After the acquisition date, the carrying value of the investments:
•	
Was increased or decreased to recognise investee shares in results after the date of acquisition;
•	
Was decreased by the earnings distribution received;
•	
Was increased or decreased to reflect, against Equity, changes to the Group’s proportional interest in stakes
resulting from changes in the equity of the stakes in question that were not recognised in the respective
income statement. Among other situations, these changes include those resulting from the Revaluation of
Tangible Fixed Assets and from differences in foreign currency exchange rate.
The following provisions regarding the application of this method were also followed when measuring these
investments:
•	
The financial statements of the investees were prepared, or adjusted outside the accounts, in order to reflect
the Group’s accounting policies before being used to determine the effects of the equity method;
•	
The investee financial statements used to determine the equity method effects are reported on the same
date as those of the Group or, if different, there is a difference of no more than three months from those of
the Group;
•	
Results from “ascending” and “descending” transactions are only recognised to the extent that they correspond
to the interests of other investors in the associate, unrelated to the investor;

•	
When the value of an investment is reduced to zero, additional losses are taken into account by recognising a
liability whenever the Company incurs into legal or constructive obligations. If the investees subsequently report
profits, the Group only recommences their recognition once its share in the profits equals the unrecognised
share of the losses.
(e) Equity Holdings – Other methods
The group uses the cost model for financial investments in non-listed entities, to which the equity method does
not apply.
According to the cost model, financial stakes are initially recognised at acquisition cost, including transaction
costs. Their value is subsequently decreased by impairment losses, whenever they occur.
(f) Income Tax
Income tax for the year includes current and deferred taxes from the financial year.
(f.1) Deferred tax assets and liabilities
Deferred tax assets and liabilities result from determining the time differences between the accounting bases
and tax bases of the Group’s assets and liabilities.
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Deferred tax assets reflect:
•	
Deductible time differences, to the extent that future taxable gains are likely to exist, with regard to which
the deductible difference may be used;
•	
Unused tax losses and unused tax credits, to the extent that it is likely that future taxable gains will be available,
against which they may be used.
Deferred tax liabilities reflect taxable time differences.
Deferred taxes relating to time differences associated with investments in associates and interests in joint
ventures are not recognised, because it is considered that the following conditions are simultaneously met:
•	
The Group is able to control the timing of the reversal of the time difference; and
•	
It is likely that the time difference will not reverse in the foreseeable future.
The measurement of deferred tax assets and liabilities:
•	
Is made at the tax rates that are expected to apply to the period when the asset is realised or the liability is
settled, based on tax rates (and tax laws) that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the balance
sheet date;
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•	
Measurements reflect tax consequences arising from the way in which the Group, on the balance sheet date,
expects to recover or settle the carrying value of its assets and liabilities.
(f.2) Income tax for the year
Income tax for the year includes current and deferred taxes from the financial year.
Current tax is determined based on the accounting profit and loss, adjusted in accordance with current tax
legislation to which each of the companies included in the consolidation is subject.
The parent company and direct or indirect subsidiaries in which at least 90% of the respective capital is held,
which are resident in Portugal and taxed under Income Tax and are taxed under the scope of the Special Taxation
Regime for Groups of Companies at a rate of 21%, plus the surcharge up to the maximum rate of 6.5% of Taxable
Income, resulting in a maximum aggregated rate of 27.5%.
Income tax relating to the rest of the companies included in the consolidation is calculated at the current rates
in the countries where respective registered offices are located:

Under the terms of the current legislation in the different jurisdictions in which the companies included in the
consolidation carry out their activities, the corresponding tax returns are subject to review by the tax authorities
for a period that varies from between four to five years, which may be prolonged under certain circumstances,
specifically when there are tax losses or inspections, claims or challenges are in progress.
The Board of Directors based on the positions of its tax advisers, and considering the recognised responsibilities,
understand that any possible reviews of these tax returns will not result in material corrections to the consolidated
financial statements.
(g) Inventories
The assessment of inventories and respective costing methods are as follows:
Valuation

Valuation methods

Goods

Acquisition cost (*)

Average cost

Raw materials, subsidiary materials and consumables

Acquisition cost (*)

Average cost

Finished and semi finished products

Acquisition cost (*)

Average cost

Acquisition cost (*)

Average cost

Country

2020 Tax

2019 Tax

Income tax

Portugal

21.0%

21.0%

Works in progress

Municipal surcharge

Portugal

1.5%

1.5%

(*) Net realizable value, whichever the lower

State surcharge

Portugal

3% - 5%

3% - 5%

Income tax

Spain

25.0%

25.0%

Income tax

Angola

25.0%

-
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The cost of inventories includes:
•	
Average acquisition cost of the raw materials that are incorporated;
•	
Purchase costs (purchase price and transport costs).
Whenever the net realizable value is lower than the purchase or conversion cost, the value of the inventories
is reduced by recognising an impairment loss, which is reversed when the reasons that led to it cease to exist.
For this purpose, the net realisable value is the estimated selling prices during the ordinary course of the business
activity, less the estimated costs of finishing and the costs required to make the sale. Estimates consider changes
related to events occurring after the end of the period.
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(h) Other financial assets
Financial assets are recognised when the companies included in the
consolidation become a party to the respective contractual relationship.
Financial assets not included in previous items, and not valued at fair
value, are valued at cost or at amortised cost net of impairment losses,
where applicable.
The group assesses the impairment of these assets at the end of the
year. Whenever there is objective evidence of impairment, the Group
recognises and impairment loss on the profit and loss statement.
Objective evidence that a financial asset or group of assets could be in
impairment takes into account observable data that can call attention
to the following loss events.

Some specific aspects relating to each type of financial asset are shown
below:
(h.1) Clients
During the initial recognition, accounts receivable from Clients are
measured according to the Sales and Services Provided measurement
criteria described in line q) and are subsequently measured at amortised
cost less impairment.
Impairment is determined based on criteria defined in line h).
(h.2) Other accounts receivable

(i) State and other public entities
The active and passive balances of this item are ascertained based on
current legislation.
No impairment whatsoever was recognised for assets, as it is not
considered to apply due to the specific nature of the relationship.
(j) Deferred assets and liabilities
This item reflects transactions and other events the full recognition of
which is not appropriate in the profit and loss of the year in which they
occur but should be recognised in the profit and loss of future years.

Other accounts receivable is valued as follows:

(l) Equity captions

• Personnel - at cost less impairment;

(l.1) Legal reserves

•	
The debtor being in significant financial difficulty;

•	
Receivables from accrued income - at cost;

•	
Breach of contract, such as non-payment or default on interest
payments or repayment of debt;

•	
Other debtors - at cost less impairment;

According to art. 295 of the Portuguese Trading Companies Code (CSC),
at least 5% of Net Income must be allocated to setting-up or increasing
the legal reserve, until at least 20% of the share capital is represented.

•	
For economic or legal reasons related to the debtor’s financial difficulty,
the companies included in the consolidation offer concessions to the
debtor that they would not otherwise consider;
•	
It is likely that the debtor will go into bankruptcy or any other type of
financial reorganisation;
•	
Observable information indicating that has been a measured decrease
in future cash flow estimates of a group of financial assets, since their
initial recognitions.
Individually significant financial assets were assessed individually for the
purposes of impairment. All other financial assets were assessed based
on similar credit risk characteristics.

•	
Loans to shareholders do not bear interest or have any implicit interest
rate, so they are presented at their respective nominal value, less
impairment losses, where applicable.
In both cases, impairment is determined based on criteria defined in line h).
(h.3) Cash and bank deposits
The amounts included in this item correspond to the amounts of cash
and other deposits, which mature in less than three months and can be
mobilised immediately with an insignificant risk of change in value.
These balances are measured as follows:
•	
Cash - at cost;
•	
Deposits without defined maturity - at cost;
•	
Other deposits with defined maturity - at amortised cost, determined
based on the effective interest rate method.
For the purposes of the cash flow statement, the “Cash and cash
equivalents” caption includes any bank overdrafts included under the
“Loans” caption, as well as cash and bank deposits”.
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The legal reserve cannot be distributed, except in cases of liquidation,
and may only be used to absorb losses once all other reserves have
been exhausted, or for inclusion in the share capital (art. 296 of the CSC).
(l.2) Other reserves
This item includes reappraisal reserves made under the terms of previous
GAAP on the date of transition, net of any corresponding deferred taxes,
and that are not presented in the “Revaluation Surplus”, due to the
fact that the entity adopted the considered cost method on the SNC
conversion date.
Revaluation reserves made by law, according to the legislation in question,
are only available to increase capital or to cover losses incurred up until
the date on which the reappraisal is reported, and only after being paid
in (for use or sale).
This also includes reserves resulting from a reappraisal on the transition
date, which will only be available for distribution after being paid in (for
use or for sale).
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(l.3) Retained earnings

(l.4.2) Emission rights

This item includes the realised results that are available for distribution to shareholders and gains due to
increases in the fair value of derivative financial instruments, financial investments and investment properties
that, according to item 2. of art. 32 of the CSC, will only be available for distribution when the elements or rights
that led to them are divested, exercised, terminated or liquidated.

These reserves, corresponding to Emission Rights given and recognised as provided in sub-paragraph c.4)
above are transferred to Other income and gains as the corresponding CO2 emissions are made by the group
companies.

(l.4) Adjustments and other changes in equity
This caption includes fair value adjustments of financial assets, such as changes in the fair value of derivatives
used to manage risk of changes in interest rate, exchange rate risk, risk of prices of goods under a commitment
or a high likelihood of a future transaction which, according to no. 2 of art. 32 of the CSC, will only be available
for distribution when the elements or rights that led to them are divested exercised, terminated or liquidated.
This also includes adjustments concerning the application of the equity method, specifically the appropriation
of changes to the equity of investees and unallocated profits.
Other changes in equity include:
(l.4.1) Investment subsidies
Non-refundable subsidies are recognised under this caption, net of deferred taxes, which are related to tangible
and intangible assets.
Subsidies are recognised when there is reasonable certainty that the Group has complied/will comply with the
associated conditions and that the subsidy will be received.
This account is reduced following the initial recognition as follows:
•	
Subsidies relating to tangible fixed assets subject to depreciation, and intangible assets with a defined useful
life, are reduced by systematic allocation to revenue for the necessary periods to balance subsidies with the
related expenses that they are intended to compensate for;
•	
Tangible fixed assets not subject to depreciation, and intangible assets with an indefinite useful life are
reduced by allocation to revenue during any year where it is necessary to compensate for any impairment
loss recognised regarding the assets concerned.
These subsidies are not available for distribution until they are assigned to revenue during the periods necessary
to: (i) balance the subsidies with related expenses which they are intended to offset, i.e. depreciation and
amortisation and/or (ii) any impairment loss recognised in relation to such assets.

According to sub-paragraph 2 of article 32 of the CC, these reserves will only be available for distribution when
the underlying rights will be sold, exercised, extinguished or liquidated.
(m) Provisions
This caption reflects the Group’s legal and constructive obligations arising from past events, whose liquidation is
expected to result in an outflow of resources from the entity, including economic benefits, with uncertain timing
and amounts, but whose value can be reliably estimated.
This item includes the following provisions, among others:
•	
Provisions for tangible fixed asset dismantling and removal costs, and for site restoration costs where localised,
the obligation of which is incurred when assets are acquired, or as a consequence of having been used for a
certain period for purposes other than inventory production.
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(n) Post-employment benefit and staff cost responsibilities
Personnel expenses are recognised when the service is provided by employees, regardless of their payment
date.
Some specific aspects relating to each benefit are shown below:
(n.1) Post-employment benefits
The group has the post-employment benefit plans indicated on the following table:
Company

Name of Plan

Type

Addressees

Location

Bondalti Chemicals

Retirement
Pension Plans

Defined benefit Pension supplement for
old age, disability and
survival

Some of the former
and present
employees

Portugal

Bondalti Chemicals

Healthcare
Plan

Defined benefit Healthcare plan without
provided fund

Some of the former
and present
employees

Portugal
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Under the terms of the Social Benefits Regulation in force in the group,
certain employees on the permanent workforce are entitled, after
retirement, to a share of health care expenses and a pension supplement
for old age, disability or survival. Years of service are considered when
calculating these supplements and contributions, as well as their perks
in the company that originally employed them.
In the defined benefit plans, responsibilities are recognised and measured
in accordance with NCRF 28 - Employee Benefits.
Under these terms, the cost of providing benefits is determined as follows:
•	
Separately for each plan;

Other loans are measured at cost and recognised as liabilities at their
nominal value.

of the tangible fixed assets are recognised as expenses in the statement
of profit and loss for the year concerned.

(o.2) Suppliers, Cash receipts from clients and Other creditors

In the case of operating leases, lease instalments are recognised as
expenses on a straight-line basis in the statement of profit and loss over
the period of the lease contract.

These items are measured at cost.
(o.3) Shareholders
Shareholders loans do not accrue interest or involve any type of interest,
therefore they are stated at respective nominal value, in caption “Other
debts payable”, minus any impairment loss where applicable, determined
based on the criteria provided in sub-paragraph o).

•	
Using the projected credit unit method;

(o.4) Other financial liabilities

•	
Based on actuarial assumptions in force in Portugal.

This caption includes financial instruments held for sale and the negative
fair value of derivative financial instruments which, although contracted in
accordance with the Group’s risk management policies, do not qualify for
hedge accounting whether because they were not formally designated
for that purpose or simply because they are not efficient hedges in
accordance with the conditions established NCRF 27 and IAS 39.

The cost of past services of current employees is recognised: (i) immediately,
as concerns the share already due, and (ii) on a straight-line basis over
the remaining period of service, as concerns the share not yet due.
(n.2) Holiday pay and holiday bonus
According to the law in force, employees are entitled to holiday pay and
holiday bonus in the following year to which the service is provided.
Hence, the company recognised in the profit and loss statement for
the year an amount payable in the following year, which is recorded in
caption “Other Debts Payable”.
(o) Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are recognised when the companies included in the
consolidation become a party to the contractual relationship.
(o.1) Loans
Loans covered by variable interest rate hedges are recorded at amortised
cost determined based on the effective interest rate. According to this
method, loans are initially recognised as liabilities at the amount received,
net of issuing costs, which corresponds to the respective fair value at
that date. Subsequently, loans are measured according to the amortised
cost method, which includes all financial expenses calculated according
to the effective interest rate method.

Other financial liabilities include:
•	
Non efficient part of hedging derivatives;
•	
non-hedging derivatives;
•	
Other liabilities held for trading.
These are measured at fair value and changes in the fair value are
recognised in the income statement for the period.
(o.5) Leases
Lease contracts are classified as finance lease if it substantially transfers
all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of an asset to the lessee.
Fixed assets acquired under finance lease contracts as well as the
corresponding liabilities are recorded in accordance with the financial
method, where fixed assets, corresponding accumulated depreciation and
liabilities are recognised in accordance with the contracted financial plan.
In addition, the interest included in the lease instalments and depreciation

(p) Effect of changes in exchange rate
Foreign currency transactions are translated into Euro at the date of
transaction.
Balances due at the end of the period are translated at closing rate and
the difference is recognised in the income statement.
(q) Sales and services
Sales and rendered services are measured at the fair value of the
consideration received or receivable, minus the amounts relating to
trade discount for multiple purchase/orders.
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Where the selling price of products/services includes an identifiable
amount of subsequent services, such amount is deferred and recognised
as revenue in the period in which the service is provided.
Although revenue is only recognised when it is probable that any future
economic benefit associated with the item of revenue will flow to the
company, when there is doubt as to the recoverability of an amount
already recognised as revenue, the irrecoverable amount, or the amount
unlikely to be recovered, will be recognised as impairment and not as an
adjustment to the revenue amount initially recognised.
The recognition of sales and rendered services is subject to specific
features, amongst which the following:
(q.1) Sales
Revenue arising from the sale of goods should be recognised when all
of the following criteria have been satisfied:
•	
The seller has transferred to the buyer the significant risks and rewards
of ownership;
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•	
The seller retains neither continuing managerial involvement to the
degree usually associated with ownership nor effective control over
the goods sold;
•	
The amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
•	
It is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction
will flow to the seller; and
•	
The costs incurred or to be incurred in respect to the transaction can
be measured reliably.
(q.2) Rendered Services

and only when there is reasonable certainty that the Group will comply
with the conditions required for them to be granted.

part and in the income statement in caption “Increase/decrease at fair
value” as concerns their ineffective part.

(s) Interest and similar expenses

Hedge accounting is discontinued when the hedging instrument matures,
is sold or exercised, or when the hedging relationship ceases to comply
with the requirements NCRF 27 - Financial Instruments, under the terms
specified in of IAS 39 - financial instruments.

Financing costs are recognised in the income statement for the period
to which they relate and include:
•	
Interest paid determined based on the effective interest rate method;
•	
interest of interest rate hedging instruments and raw materials (swaps).

•	
The amount of revenue can be reliably measured;

Costs incurred on loans obtained directly to finance the acquisition,
construction or production of tangible fixed assets are capitalised as
part of the cost of the assets. Such costs are capitalised as from the
beginning of the preparation for construction or development of the
assets and end upon termination of the production or construction of
the asset or when the project in question is suspended.

•	
It is likely that the economic benefits associated to the transactions
will flow to the Group;

(t) Hedging instruments

Revenue arising from rendered services is recognised when the result
of the transaction can be reliably estimated, which occurs when all of
the following criteria are met:

•	
the costs incurred, or to be incurred, in respect of the transaction can
be measured reliably.
The stage of completion is determined based on the proportion of the
costs incurred so far on total estimated costs of the rendering of the
services (relating to rendered services or services to be rendered).
When the outcome of a contract cannot be estimated reliably, the Group
recognises it according to the nil profit method. According to this method,
total costs incurred are recognised as expenses for the period combined
with equivalent revenues, and no profit is recognised.
Progressive payments and cash receipts from clients are not taken into
account for determining the completion percentage, not even according
to the null profit method.
(r) Operating subsidies
This caption recognises non repayable subsidies not related to assets

Only the effective part of derivatives designated as such are considered
as financial hedging instruments, when the entity expects that the
changes to the fair value or cash flows of the hedged item, attributable
to the hedged risk, will practically compensate for changes to the fair
value or cash flows of the hedging instrument.
In the absence of guidelines detailed in NCRF 27 - “Financial instruments”
on methods used to test and document the effectiveness of the hedge, the
Group follows the applicable provisions of IAS 39 - Financial instruments.
Changes to the fair value of derivative instruments to hedge fixed interest
rate risks, or the risk of price of goods that are held, as well as changes to
the fair value of the asset or liability subject to that risk, are recognised
in the profit and loss accounts under the “Fair value increases/reduction”
caption.

The effective part of the hedging instruments is included in the balance
sheet under “ Loans “.
(u) Contingent assets and liabilities
A contingent asset is a possible asset arising from past events the
existence of which will depend on whether some uncertain future event
will occur which are not entirely under company’s control and therefore
are not recognised. However, they are disclosed when a future inflow is
likely to occur.
A Contingent Liability is:
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•	
A possible obligation arising from past events the existence of which
will depend on whether some uncertain future event occurs which are
not entirely under the company’s control;
or
•	
A present obligation as a result of past events but which is not
recognised as:
•	
An outflow of resources is not likely to be required to settle the
obligation; or
•	
The amount of the obligation cannot be reasonably quantified.

Changes in the fair value of derivative instruments of floating interest
rate risk, foreign exchange risk, commodity price risk resulting from firm
commitment or highly probable transaction are recognised in equity
under caption “adjustments to financial assets” as concerns their effective
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Contingent liabilities are not recognised. However, they are disclosed
when there is a probability of future outflows which is not remote.

exist after the balance sheet date, if relevant, are disclosed in the notes
to the consolidated financial statements.

(v) Conversion of the FS in foreign currency

3.2 Consolidation bases

The results and financial position of the entity whose functional currency
differs from the Euro are translated into the measurement currency
using the following procedures.

The corporate universe of the Group is made up of the subsidiaries listed
in Note 5.

a)	Non-monetary items were translated using the exchange rate at the
date of the transaction;

Joint ventures are included in the financial statements according to the
proportional consolidation method, combining, line by line, the share in
each item of assets, liabilities, income and gains and expenses and losses
of the jointly controlled ventures with the similar items of the Groups
financial statements.

b)	Monetary items were translated using the closing rate at the date of
the balance sheet;
c)	Income and expenses in each financial statement were translated
using the exchange rate at the date of the transaction; and
d)	All resulting exchange differences are recognised as a separate
component of equity.

In compliance with provisions in article 6 of Decree-law 158/2009, of 15 July,
as amended by Decree‐Law No. 98/2015, of 2 June, which approved the
SNC, the entity prepares consolidated accounts of the Group composed
by itself and all the subsidiaries in which:

(x) Subsequent events

•	
Irrespective of the capital ownership, one of the following occurs:

Events that occur after the balance sheet date that provide additional
information on conditions that existed as of the balance sheet date are
reflected in the consolidated financial statements. Events that occur
after the balance sheet date that provide information on conditions that

•	
It can exercise or effectively exercises a controlling influence;
•	
It governs the business policies of both companies as though they
constituted a single entity.
• As holder of share capital:
•	
It holds the majority of voting rights, except if it is proven that such
rights do not confer control;
•	
It has the power to appoint or remove the majority of the members
of the governing body of the other entity with powers to govern
the financial and operating policies of such entity;
•	
It exercises a controlling influence over the other entity, by virtue
of a contract entered with such entity or any other clause in the
said entity’s memorandum of association;
•	
It holds at least 20% of the voting rights and the majority of the
members of the governing body of the other entity with the powers
to govern the financial and operating policies of such entity who
have held office during the year to which the consolidated financial

statements refer, or in the preceding year until the moment these
are prepared, were exclusively appointed as result of the exercise
of its voting rights;
•	
It holds, alone or by virtue of an agreement with other capital holders
of the other entity, the majority of the voting rights of the holders
of this entity’s share capital.
The existence and effect of potential voting rights that can currently be
exercised or converted are considered when an appraisal is made as to
whether or not control exists.
Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date of acquisition, being the
date on which the Group obtains control and continue to be consolidated
until the date when such control ceases.
Accounting policies followed by the subsidiaries and joint ventures
for preparing their separate financial statements were altered, where
necessary, to ensure consistency with the policies adopted by the Group.
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The purchase method is used for accounting business combinations.
The cost of an acquisition is measured at the fair value of the delivered
assets, capital instruments issued and liabilities incurred or assumed
on the acquisition date plus costs directly attributed to the acquisition.
The excess of the acquisition cost over the share of the Group in the
fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities
purchase is recognised as Goodwill.
If the acquisition cost is lower than the said fair value, the difference is
recognised directly in the income statement for the year it is determined,
after reassessing the identification process and measuring of the fair
value of the liabilities and contingent liabilities.
In the consolidation process, transactions, balances and non-realised
gains in intra-group transactions and dividend distributed amongst
group companies are eliminated. Unrealised losses are also eliminated,
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unless the transaction provides evidence of loss through the impairment
of the assets being transferred.

The most significant accounting estimates reflected in the consolidated
financial statements are as follows:

(d) Fair value of financial instruments

Provisions in NCRF 25 - Income Tax were applied for temporary differences
arising from the elimination of results deriving from intra-group transactions.

(a) Useful life of tangible and intangible fixed assets

consolidated balance sheet cannot be determined on active markets, it
will be determined based on valuation techniques including discounted
cash flows and other adequate techniques under the circumstances.
The inputs for these techniques will be withdrawn, where possible, from
market variables, but if not possible, a certain degree of judgement will
be required to determine the fair value, including considerations on the
liquidity risk, credit risk and volatility.

Equity and net profit of subsidiaries which are held by other than
the Group are recorded in Non-Controlling Interests captions of the
Balance Sheet (separately under equity) and in the consolidated income
statement, respectively. On the date of each business combination, the
amounts attributable to minorities are determined using the shareholding
percentage held by them at the fair value of the identifiable net assets
and contingent liabilities acquired.
Where losses attributed to minority shareholders exceed the minority
interest in shareholders’ equity of the subsidiary, the Group absorbs
such excess and any additional losses, except where the minority
shareholders are required to and can cover such losses. Where the
subsidiary subsequently reports profits, the Group appropriates them
up to the amount of the losses absorbed by the Group.

3.3 Main judgements and estimates used in the
preparation of the financial statements
In the preparation of the consolidated financial statements according to
the ASS, the Board of Directors of the Group uses judgements, estimates
and assumptions which affect the application of policies and reported
amounts.
Estimates and judgements are continuously assessed and are based
on experiences of past events and other factors, including expectations
regarding future events considered likely due to the circumstances,
where estimates are based on or are the result of acquired information
or experience. Real effects may differ from the judgements and estimates
that are made, specifically regarding the impact of costs and profits that
actually occur.

The useful life of an asset is the estimated period of during which an
asset subject to depreciation is judged to be productive in a business
and should be reviewed at least at the end of each economic year.
The amortisation/depreciation method applicable and estimated losses
arising from replacing the equipment before the end of their useful life,
due to technology obsolescence, is crucial to determine the effective life
of an asset.

When the fair value of financial assets and liabilities at the date of the

(e) Post-employment benefits

These parameters are defined according to the management’s best
estimate for the assets and businesses concerned, considering the
practices adopted by companies in the sector where the Company
operates.

The assessment of responsibilities for retirement and health benefits
granted to company employees is conducted on an annual basis, using
actuarial studies drawn up by independent experts, based on actuarial
assumptions associated with economic and demographic indicators. All
the indicators that are used are specific to the countries where employee
benefits are granted and include, among others:

(b) Deferred tax assets

•	
Salary Growth Rate, Fund Yield Rate and Technical Interest Rate;

Deferred tax assets are recognised for all recoverable losses to the extent
that it is probable that taxable profit will be available against which the
losses can be utilised.

•	
Mortality tables available for Portugal;

Taking into account the effect that this may have on future results, the
Board of Directors must make a judgement to determine the amount
of deferred tax assets that can be recognised, taking the following into
account:
•	
The date and likely amount of future taxable gains; and
•	
Future tax planning strategies.
(c) Provisions for tax
The Group, based on the opinion of its tax consultants and taking into
account recognised liabilities, believes that any possible reviews of these
tax returns will not result in material corrections to the consolidated
financial statements that would require the constitution of any provisions
for tax.
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•	
Future salary and pension increases based on expected future inflation
rates for Portugal.
Changes in these assumptions may have a significant impact on liabilities.
(f) Development costs
Development costs are capitalised according to the accounting policy
described in Note 3. Initial capitalisation of costs is based on management’s
judgement that technological and economical feasibility is confirmed,
usually when a product development project has reached a defined
milestone according to an established project management model. In
determining the amounts to be capitalised the Board of Directors makes
assumptions regarding the expected cash flows which will be generated
by the project, discount rates to be applied and the expected period of
benefits.
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(g) Impairment of accounts receivable

4. CASH FLOWS

The credit risk of balances of accounts receivable is assessed on the date of each report, taking into account
the debtor’s historical information and risk profile, as mentioned in paragraph 3.1.

Caption Cash and Cash Equivalents in the Cash Flow Statement is made up as follows:

Receivables are adjusted based on an assessment of estimated collection risks in existence on the balance
sheet date, which may differ from the effective risk to be incurred in the future.
Cash

(h) Provisions
The recognition of provisions includes determining the probability of future outflows and its reliable measurement.
These factors are often dependent on future events which are not always under the Group’s control, hence they
may lead to significant adjustments in the future, via change in the assumptions used or the future recognition
of provisions previously recorded as contingent liabilities.

Bank deposits

Bank overdrafts (Note 14.5)

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

26 784

16 408

39 144 301

42 876 678

39 171 085

42 893 086

2 075 796

-

37 095 290

42 893 086

(i) Provisions dismantling and restoring sites
Provisions for dismantling and removal of goods from the tangible fixed asset and for restoring the site depend
on assumptions and estimates that make them sensitive to:
•	Expected cost to be incurred;
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•	
Foreseeable date for the occurrence of the costs;
•	
Discount rate used in the discount of expected outflows.

3.4 Changes in accounting policies
Following the transposition into the domestic legal order of Directive EU/2013/34 of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 26 June 2013, enacted by Decree-law 98/2015 of 2 June, the following changes occurred
in the Accounting Normalization System (SNC) the implementation of which is mandatory for financial years
beginning at or after 1 January 2016.
The application of these standards and interpretations has no significant impact on the Group’s financial
statements.
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5. RELATED PARTIES

These subsidiaries were fully consolidated according to the criteria described in Note 3.

5.1 Group entities

Regarding Renoeste, despite efforts made in previous years it was not possible to find a partner with experience
in salt production and marketing, which would have allowed the company to return to normal operations, nor
an entity interested in acquiring the company or the assets allocated to the operation.

The Group is 100% owned by José de Mello Capital ,S.A., where it presents its consolidated Financial Statements.
The subsidiaries included in the consolidation, their head offices and the proportion of capital held in them at
31 December 2020 and 2019 are as follows:

Bondalti Cantábria started production for testing purposes at the end of 2019 and started the production and
marketing of chlorine and by-products at the beginning of 2020. Operations in 2020 suffered the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic and were also affected by technical adjustments that are expected to arise at start-up.
The Subsidiaries included in the consolidation by the equity method, their registered offices and proportions of
capital held on 31 December 2020 and 2019 are as follows:

Location

% held

Effective
control 2020

Bondalti Capital, S.A. (“B. Capital” )

Lisbon

Parent
company

Parent
company

Parent
company

Bondalti SGPS, S.A. (“B. SGPS”)

Lisbon

100%

100%

100%

Porto Salvo

-

-

100%

Estarreja

100%

100%

100%

Pombal

100%

100%

100%

Pontevedra

100%

100%

100%

5.2 Transactions and balances between related parties

Barreiro

100%

100%

100%

The nature of the relationship with related parties is as follows:

Bondalti Cantábria, S.A. (“B. Cantábria”)

Torrelavega

96%

96%

96%

Miralcalis - Ativos de Produção de Cloro S.A. (“Miralcalis”)

Porto Salvo

80%

80%

80%

Coimbra

100%

100%

100%

Europaris - Sociedade Imobiliária, S.A. (“Europaris”)

Porto Salvo

100%

-

100%

Dolopand - Investimentos Imobiliários e Turisticos, S.A.
(“Dolopand”)

Porto Salvo

100%

100%

100%

SGPAMAG - Soc. Granéis Parq. Aveiro Mov. e Armaz. de
Granéis, S.A. (“SGPAMAG”)

Aveiro

-

-

100%

Enkrott - Gestão e Tratamento de Águas, S.A. (“Enkrott SA”)

Sintra

68.49%

71.22%

-

HOSPITAL CUF-ISU

 nkrott Madeira - Gestão e Tratamento de Águas, Lda.
E
(“Enkrott Madeira”)

Funchal

45.55%

45.55%

-

M DADOS - Sistema de Informação, S.A.

Sale of office material and fixed
assets

 nkrott África - Gestão e Tratamento de Águas, Lda.
E
(“Enkrott África”)

Luanda

54.79%

54.79%

-

SAGIES-Segurança, Higiene e Saúde no Trabalho, S.A.

Occupational medicine services

Barcelona

68.49%

68.49%

-

Group

AP - Amoníaco de Portugal, S.A. (“AP”)
Bondalti Chemicals, S.A. (“B. Chemicals”) e subsidiárias:
R
 enoeste - Valorização de Recursos Naturais, S.A.
(“Renoeste”)
Elnosa - Electroquímica del Noroeste, S.A. (“Elnosa”)
Nutriquim - Produtos Químicos, S.A. (“Nutriquim”)

Innovnano - Materiais Avançados, S.A. (“Innovnano”)

Enkrott España, S.L.U. (“Enkrott Espanha”)

Effective
control 2019

Associates

Location

% held

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

AQP - Aliada Quimica Portugal, Lda («AQP»)

Estarreja

49.9%

49.9%

49.9%

Cidade da Praia

34.25%

34.25%

-

Enkrott Quimica Cabo Verde

Related party

Nature of relationship (services /
transactions it provides)

José de Mello Capital, S.A.
ATM - Assistência Total em Manutenção, S.A.

Nature of relationship (services /
transactions it receives)

Bond loan / loan
Information services

Equipment maintenance

EFACEC Energia, Maquinas e Equipamentos, S.A.

Sale of transformers

EFACEC Engenharia e Sistemas S.A.

Engineering services

GUIMARÃES DE MELLO, LDA.

Consultancy services

Sociedade Agricola D. Dinis, S.A.
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Medical benefits

Internal events
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As of 31 December 2020 and 2019 balances with these entities were made up as follows:

As of 31 December 2020 and 2019, balances with these entities were made up as follows:
31/12/2020

2020
Companies

Assets

Sales / Services

Purchases Goods / Services

-

4 131

229 097

-

-

29 454

GUIMARÃES DE MELLO, LDA.

-

970 725

HOSPITAL CUF-ISU

-

82 446

M DADOS - Sistema de Informação, S.A.

-

191 318

SAGIES-Segurança, Higiene e Saúde no Trabalho, S.A.

-

4 893

M DADOS - Sistema de Informação, S.A.

Sociedade Agricola D. Dinis, S.A.

-

13 915

229 097

1 292 751

José de Mello Capital, S.A.
ATM - Assistência Total em Manutenção, S.A.
EFACEC Energia, Maquinas e Equipamentos, S.A.

Liabilities

Clients

Loan

Suppliers

Other debts
payable

-

61 180 000

-

2 502 264

36 446

-

-

-

EFACEC Energia, Maquinas e Equipamentos, S.A.

-

-

2 927

-

GUIMARÃES DE MELLO, LDA.

-

-

202 833

-

HOSPITAL CUF-ISU

-

-

229

-

3 729

-

12 679

-

SAGIES-Segurança, Higiene e Saúde no Trabalho, S.A.

-

-

184

-

Sociedade Agricola D. Dinis, S.A.

-

-

10 735

-

40 175

61 180 000

229 587

2 502 264

Companies
José de Mello Capital, S.A.
ATM - Assistência Total em Manutenção, S.A.
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2019
Companies

Sales / Services

Purchases Goods / Services

-

9 242

220 894

109 988

EFACEC Energia, Maquinas e Equipamentos, S.A.

-

10 247

EFACEC Engenharia e Sistemas S.A.

-

323 312

GUIMARÃES DE MELLO, LDA.

-

914 610

HOSPITAL CUF-ISU

-

70 035

M DADOS - Sistema de Informação, S.A.

-

249 356

SAGIES-Segurança, Higiene e Saúde no Trabalho, S.A.

-

8 837

Sociedade Agricola D. Dinis, S.A.

-

17 857

220 894

1 704 242

José de Mello Capital, S.A.
ATM - Assistência Total em Manutenção, S.A.

31/12/2019
Assets

Liabilities

Clientes

Loan

Suppliers

Other debts
payable

-

61 180 000

5 082

1 698 826

75 330

-

194 513

-

EFACEC Energia, Maquinas e Equipamentos, S.A.

-

-

3 868

-

EFACEC Engenharia e Sistemas S.A.

-

-

2 301

-

GUIMARÃES DE MELLO, LDA.

-

-

179 826

-

HOSPITAL CUF-ISU

-

-

60 317

-

3 729

-

9 235

-

SAGIES-Segurança, Higiene e Saúde no Trabalho, S.A.

-

-

247

-

Sociedade Agricola D. Dinis, S.A.

-

-

11 442

-

79 058

61 180 000

466 830

1 698 826

Companies
José de Mello Capital, S.A.
ATM - Assistência Total em Manutenção, S.A.

M DADOS - Sistema de Informação, S.A.
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6. TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
The gross recorded amount and any cumulative depreciation and impairment losses and the reconciliation
of the recorded amount for the beginning and end of the period, separately showing increases, revaluations,
disposals, assets held for sale, amortisation, impairment losses and respective reversals and other changes,
are specified in the following table:
Land and natural Buildings and other Basic equipment
resources
constructions

Transport
equipment

Administrative
equipment

Other fixed assets

Subtotal

Investments in
progress

Advanced payment

Total tangible
assets

Cost:
2 315 194

41 849 355

309 065 833

683 679

3 713 869

2 569 437

360 197 367

22 111 020

6 373 007

388 681 394

Increases

-

64 339

5 992 788

59 625

83 749

75 033

6 275 534

33 667 934

-

39 943 468

Impairment

-

-

(790 835)

-

-

(20 731)

(811 567)

-

-

(811 567)

Shut-down of Subsidiary

-

75 676

11 560 605

-

2 989

106 613

11 745 883

-

-

11 745 883

Other reclassifications

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Transfers

-

25 343

4 884 847

-

17 463

133 923

5 061 576

863 297

(5 819 730)

105 143

Disposals

(45 599)

(1 171 843)

(4 023 862)

(38 942)

(82 252)

(188 431)

(5 550 928)

-

-

(5 550 928)

Write-downs

-

-

(96 846)

-

-

-

(96 846)

-

-

(96 846)

Transfers

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2 269 595

40 842 871

326 592 530

704 362

3 735 817

2 675 844

376 821 019

56 642 252

553 277

434 016 548

320

354 270

6 928 931

-

76 148

73 395

7 433 063

2 851 748

-

10 284 811

-

-

284 092

-

-

2 083

286 175

-

-

286 175

636 714

4 365 091

656 113

2 737 686

797 657

172 138

9 365 400

8 421

Other reclassifications

-

(4 625 936)

(12 402 639)

(6 653)

(1 769)

(91 800)

(17 128 797)

3 668 196

-

(13 460 602)

Transfers

-

12 909 037

48 163 020

-

33 340

53 672

61 159 070

(60 609 178)

(553 277)

(3 385)

Disposals

-

(25 325)

(1 281 014)

-

-

(88 563)

(1 394 902)

-

-

(1 394 902)

Write-downs

-

(2 094 841)

(14 186 202)

(17 107)

(269 958)

(672 772)

(17 240 879)

-

-

(17 240 879)

2 906 629

51 725 166

354 754 830

3 418 288

4 371 236

2 123 998

419 300 148

2 561 439

-

421 861 587

01 January 2019

31 December 2019
Increases
Impairment
Acquisition of subsidiary

31 December 2020
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Land and natural Buildings and other Basic equipment
resources
constructions

Transport
equipment

Administrative
equipment

Other fixed assets

Subtotal

Investments in
progress

Advanced payment

Total tangible
assets

219 308

32 174 899

229 822 860

622 248

3 537 391

2 194 292

268 570 998

-

-

268 570 998

Depreciation (Note 27)

-

713 380

16 482 381

28 028

66 164

171 116

17 461 069

-

-

17 461 069

Other reclassifications

-

1 085 058

10 296 585

-

1 748

89 193

11 472 584

-

-

11 472 584

Disposals

-

(1 023 644)

(3 456 533)

(38 942)

(71 468)

(180 682)

(4 771 269)

-

-

(4 771 269)

Write-downs

-

-

(95 178)

-

-

-

(95 178)

-

-

(95 178)

Impairment

-

7 591

5 863

-

-

492

13 946

-

-

13 946

219 308

32 957 284

253 055 978

611 335

3 533 835

2 274 410

292 652 151

-

-

292 652 151

Depreciation (Note 27)

-

1 078 714

16 503 550

79 045

92 507

156 354

17 910 170

-

-

17 910 170

Previous years correction

-

(1 968 534)

(11 400 547)

(6 653)

(60 623)

(24 245)

(13 460 602)

-

-

(13 460 602)

Acquisition of subsidiary

-

2 041 498

531 389

2 059 537

618 647

169 593

5 420 663

-

-

5 420 663

Disposals

-

(22 511)

(1 281 014)

-

-

(88 563)

(1 392 088)

-

-

(1 392 088)

Write-downs

-

(2 094 841)

(12 451 776)

(17 107)

(211 022)

(731 708)

(15 506 453)

-

-

(15 506 453)

Impairment

-

-

364 068

-

-

-

364 068

-

219 308

31 991 610

245 321 648

2 726 156

3 973 345

1 755 842

285 987 909

-

-

285 987 909

At 31 December 2020

2 687 320

19 733 556

109 433 182

692 132

397 892

368 156

133 312 239

2 561 439

-

135 873 678

At 31 December 2019

2 050 287

7 885 587

73 536 551

93 028

201 982

401 434

84 168 868

56 642 252

553 277

141 364 397

At 01 January 2019

2 095 886

9 674 456

79 242 973

61 431

176 478

375 145

91 626 369

22 111 020

6 373 007

120 110 396

Amortization and Impairment:
01 January 2019

31 December 2019

31 December 2020

83

364 068

Net carrying amount:

As shown in table above, depreciation for the period totalled € 17 910 thousand (2019: € 17 461 thousand) and
cumulative depreciation at the end of the period totalled € 25 988 thousand (2019: € 292 652 thousand).
Investments in progress in 2019 concerned mainly the plant of Bondalti Cantábria in Torrelavega, which is now
fully running.
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7. INVESTMENT PROPERTY
Investment property is property held (by the owner or by the lessee under a finance lease) to earn rentals or
for capital appreciation or both. Therefore, an investment property generates cash flows largely independent
from the other assets held by the entity, which are whether occupied by Group companies or held for use in
the production or supply of goods or services, or determined as for short-term sale in the ordinary course of
business.
As described in paragraph 3.1-b), the Company adopts the cost model to evaluate its investment property.
The gross recorded amount and any cumulative depreciation and impairment losses and the reconciliation
of the recorded amount for the beginning and end of the period, separately showing increases, revaluations,
disposals, assets held for sale, amortisation, impairment losses and respective reversals and other changes,
are specified in the following table:

Land and natural
resources

Buildings and other
constructions

Total Investment
property

19 222 354

2 338 339

21 560 693

Increases

1 984

-

1 984

Disposals

(858 856)

-

(858 856)

18 365 482

2 338 339

20 703 822

(52 190)

-

(52 190)

18 313 292

2 338 339

20 651 632

Cost:
01 January 2019

31 December 2019
Disposals
31 December 2020

Land and natural
resources

Buildings and other
constructions

Total Investment
property

-

1 873 396

1 873 396

-

46 589

46 589

-

1 919 985

1 919 985

-

46 589

46 589

-

1 966 574

1 966 574

At 31 December 2020

18 313 292

371 765

18 685 058

At 31 December 2019

18 365 482

418 355

18 783 837

At 01 January 2019

19 222 354

464 944

19 687 298

Amortization and Impairment:
01 January 2019
Depreciation (Note 27)
31 December 2019
Depreciation (Note 27)
31 December 2020
Net carrying amount:

As shown in table above, depreciation for the period totalled € 47 thousand (2019: € 47 thousand) and cumulative
depreciation at the end of the period totalled € 1 967 thousand (2019: € 1 920 thousand).
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Land disposal concerned the selling of land to a company which is expected to establish itself in the industrial
park.
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8. INTANGIBLE ASSETS
The gross recorded amount and any cumulative amortisation and the reconciliation of the recorded amount for
the beginning and end of the period, separately showing increases, disposals, assets held for sale, amortisation,
impairment losses and other changes, are shown in the following table:

Development projects

Software

Industrial property

Emission allowances

Other

Total intangible assets

2 038 693

975 775

859 165

4 238 585

611 035

8 723 253

Acquisitions

-

91 645

69 964

-

-

161 609

Acquisition of subsidiary

-

14 276

-

-

-

14 276

Discontinued operations

-

(3 134)

(670 359)

-

(84 620)

(758 113)

Use of emission allowances

-

-

-

(765 007)

-

(765 007)

Changes in fair value

-

-

-

152 233

-

152 233

Disposals

-

-

(134 594)

(943 020)

-

(1 077 614)

Write-downs

-

(9 620)

-

-

-

(9 620)

2 038 693

1 068 942

124 177

2 682 791

526 415

6 441 018

-

148 925

5 437

-

-

154 362

15 958

168 436

107 652

-

-

292 045

Use of emission allowances

-

-

-

(657 701)

Changes in fair value

-

-

-

502 658

-

502 658

Transfers

(9 620)

(13 874)

-

-

-

(23 494)

Disposals

-

-

(43 500)

(784 320)

-

(827 820)

31 December 2020

2 045 031

1 372 429

193 766

1 743 428

526 415

5 881 068

Cost:
01 January 2019

31 December 2019
Acquisitions
Acquisition of subsidiary
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(657 701)
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Development projects

Software

Industrial property

Emission allowances

Other

Total intangible assets

1 987 472

843 832

23 844

744 558

526 415

4 126 120

Amortisation (Note 27)

26 724

31 533

8 168

804 064

-

870 490

Other reclassifications

-

189

-

-

-

189

Transfers

-

14 276

-

-

-

14 276

Disposals

-

(9 620)

(25 254)

-

-

(34 874)

Write-downs

-

-

-

(910 329)

-

(910 329)

2 014 196

880 210

6 758

638 293

526 415

4 065 871

Amortisation (Note 27)

24 497

119 634

10 059

948 572

-

1 102 763

Acquisition of subsidiary

15 958

162 588

64 903

-

Transfers

15 958

(17 259)

-

-

-

(26 879)

Write-downs

(9 620)

-

-

(805 104)

-

(805 104)

2 045 031

1 145 173

81 720

781 761

526 415

4 580 100

At 31 December 2020

-

227 255

112 045

961 668

-

1 300 968

At 31 December 2019

24 497

188 732

117 419

2 044 499

-

2 375 147

At 01 January 2019

51 222

131 943

835 322

3 494 027

84 620

4 597 133

Amortization and Impairment:
01 January 2019

31 December 2019

31 December 2020

243 449

86

Net carrying amount:

As shown in table above, depreciation for the period totalled € 1 103 thousand (2019: € 870 thousand) and
cumulative depreciation at the end of the period totalled € 4 580 thousand (2019: € 4 066 thousand).
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9. EQUITY HOLDINGS

Changes occurred during the year in associated companies measured by the equity method are as follows:

The Group’s equity holdings at 31 December 2020 and 2019 are made up as follows:
AQP - Aliada Quimica Portugal, Lda

31/12/2019

31/12/2020

Other

Equity method
Investments in Associates (Note 9.1)

1 066 502

971 260

1 066 502

971 260

31/12/2019

31/12/2020

AQP - Aliada Quimica Portugal, Lda

Other methods

Other

Investment in other Companies
Non listed shares (Note 9.2)

157 795

4 675

9 533

9 533

167 328

14 208

Balance at 01
January 2020

Acquisition of
subsidiary

Net income
(Note 20)

Dividend
distribution

Balance at 31
December 2020

971 250

-

443 234

(354 450)

1 060 034

10

7 811

(1 353)

-

6 468

971 260

7 811

441 881

(354 450)

1 066 502

Balance at 01
January 2019

Acquisition of
subsidiary

Net income
(Note 20)

Dividend
distribution

Balance at 31
December 2019

1 136 989

-

354 450

(520 189)

971 250

10

-

-

-

10

1 136 999

-

354 450

(520 189)

971 260
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9.2 Equity Holdings – Other methods
9.1 Investment in associates
Associate companies consolidated according to the equity method, their results and the proportion of capital
held in them are as follows:
Equity

Net Income

%

31/12/2019

31/12/2020

Equity method
AQP

2 278 536

443 234

49.9

971 250

1 060 034

Other

-

(1 353)

-

10

6 468

2 278 536

441 881

971 260

1 066 502

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

9 228

9 228

Ynvisible Interactive Inc.

157 795

4 675

Other

13 705

13 705

180 728

27 608

(13 400)

(13 400)

167 328

14 208

Erase - Emp. Regeneração de Águas e Solos de Estarreja, ACE

Amortization for losses in securities and other applications
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10. GOODWILL

11.2 Changes in production

10.1 Reconciliation of amount recorded as goodwill
The positive consolidation differences recorded in assets, the acquisition cost and the percentage value of the
equity of subsidiaries and associates as of acquisition date, are as follows:
Year of
acquisition

Acquisition cost

2016

1 000

DOLOPAND

% Equity
purchased

Opening
consolidation
difference

Cumulative
amortisation

Closing
consolidation
difference

100

889

(222)

667

Finished and
intermediate products
Balance at 01 January 2019

4 364 567

Adjustments

559 539

Impairment

(611 783)

Increase/decrease for the year

974 088

Balance at 31 December 2019

5 286 411

Balance at 01 January 2020

5 286 411

10.2 Additional information concerning business combinations

Adjustments

In 2020 company Europaris was liquidated without causing any major impact for the Group.

Impairment

(977 963)
6 090

Increase/decrease for the year

(109 761)

Balance at 31 December 2020

11. INVENTORIES

4 204 778
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11.3 Cost of goods sold

11.1 Inventories
The total carrying value of inventories, and the carrying value in appropriate classifications, are shown on the
following table:

Balance at 01 January 2019

Goods

Raw materials,
subsidiary materials
and consumables

Total

2 480 414

16 092 432

18 572 846

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

Procurement

1 610 062

164 599 163

166 209 224

Goods

4 067 543

980 414

Impairments

2 847 629

-

2 847 629

Raw materials, subsidiary materials and consumables

14 556 311

14 069 958

-

149 404

149 404

Finished and intermediate products

4 204 778

5 286 411

980 414

14 069 958

15 050 372

22 828 632

20 336 783

5 957 691

166 771 041

172 728 731

980 414

14 069 958

15 050 372

Procurement

8 241 021

122 595 578

130 836 599

Impairments

-

-

-

Correction of inventories

-

2 123 519

2 123 519

4 067 543

14 556 311

18 623 855

5 153 892

124 232 744

129 386 636

Correction of inventories
Balance at 31 December 2019

Balance at 01 January 2020

The amounts of inventories recognised as expenses for the period are as follows:

Balance at 31 December 2020
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11.4 Impairment of inventories

13. DEFERRALS

Inventory adjustment and reversal amounts recognised as expenses during the period and as expense reductions
during the period are shown on the following table:

13.1 Expenses to be recognised
At 31 December 2020 and 2019 the expenses to be recognised had the following breakdown:

2020

2019

Impairment losses:
-

-

Raw materials, subsidiary materials and consumables

-

(191 124)

Insurance

Finished and intermediate products

-

(576 429)

Financial expenses

Goods
Finished and intermediate products

Other
-

2 847 629

6 090

-

6 090

2 080 076

Reversal of impairment losses in finished and intermediate products in the amount of € 6 090 thousand concern
the reversal following the sale of finished products of Innovnano.

31/12/2019

79 648

179 497

1 905 327

2 298 314

343 901

13 590

2 328 877

2 491 401

Expenses to be recognised

Goods

Reversal of impairment losses:

31/12/2020

Caption Financial Expenses concern the accounting of amortised cost relating to the loan contracted at Bondalti
Chemicals in 2019.
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13.2 Income to be recognised
Recognisable income is as follows:

12. STATE AND OTHER PUBLIC BODIES
At 31 December 2020 and 2019 this caption was made up as follows:

VAT

31/12/2019

Surface rights

528 500

562 450

Other deferred income

264 961

-

793 461

562 450

Income to be recognised

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

109 027

-

1 505 525

-

1 614 553

-

332 711

173 546

-

896 748

434 343

323 360

767 053

1 393 654

Accounts receivable
Income tax

31/12/2020

Caption Other Income to recognise comprises € 120 thousand from the sale of equipment belonging to Innovnano
and € 145 thousand of Enkrott S.A.

Accounts payable
Income tax withheld
VAT
Payments to Social Security
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14. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

14.1 Other financial assets

Measurement bases and other accounting policies used in the accounting of financial statements that are relevant
for an understanding of the financial statements are described in sub-paragraphs h), m) and o) of paragraph 3.1.

Financial assets for which impairment was recognised are indicated on the following tables, showing i) the
accounting amount resulting from measuring at amortised cost and ii) accumulated impairment, separately for
each of the classes:

Assets headings:
31/12/2020

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

Cumulative
Gross amount impairment

Non current
Other financial assets (Note 14.1)

61 244 774

61 211 080

61 244 774

61 211 080

Other trade receivables (Note 14.2)

Net amount Gross amount

Cumulative
impairment

Net amount

Non current assets
Other financial assets

Current
Clients (Note 14.2)

31/12/2019

32 808 645

39 172 188

		Loans to other related
parties

2 880 102

2 391 072

		

35 688 747

41 563 260

Liabilities headings:
31/12/2020

31/12/2019

116 026 040

140 001 676

7 337 415

7 485 502

123 363 455

147 487 178

37 175 447

33 220 927

859 319

132 888

Loans (Note 14.5)

30 389 167

25 127 067

Other debts payable (Note 14.4)

10 483 295

15 553 919

78 907 227

74 034 801

Other

61 180 000

-

61 180 000

61 180 000

-

61 180 000

64 774

-

64 774

31 080

-

31 080

61 244 774

-

61 244 774

61 211 080

-

61 211 080
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Loans to group companies concern the subscription of bonds issued by José de Mello Capital, S.A., in the amount
of € 61 180 000. These bonds accrue interest at normal market rates.

Non current
Loans (Note 14.5)
Other debts payable (Note 14.4)

Current
Suppliers (Nota 14.3)
Advances from clients
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14.2 Clients and other accounts receivable

The amount of impairment losses recognised for each class of financial assets is as shown in the following tables:

Financial assets for which impairment was recognized are indicated on the following tables, showing i) the
accounting amount resulting from measuring at amortized cost and ii) accumulated impairment, separately for
each of the classes:

Year 2020

Opening
balance

Impairment
(P&L)

Used and
corrected

Closing
Balance

(2 380 534)

(8 839)

(1 292 296)

(3 681 669)

(269 316)

-

-

(3 681 669)

(2 649 849)

(8 839)

(1 292 296)

(3 950 985)

Opening
balance

Impairment
(P&L)

Used and
corrected

Closing
Balance

Financial assets measured at cost minus impairment

31/12/2020
Gross
amount

Cumulative
impairment

31/12/2019
Net amount

Gross
amount

Cumulative
impairment

Clients
Net amount

Clients securities receivable
Doubtful receivables

		
32 694 738

-

32 694 738

38 162 307

-

38 162 307

113 907

-

113 907

1 009 881

-

1 009 881

3 681 669

(3 681 669)

-

2 380 534

(2 380 534)

-

36 490 314

(3 681 669)

32 808 645

41 552 722

(2 380 534)

39 172 188

Other accounts receivable
42 280

-

42 280

14 531

-

14 531

 ccrued receivables and
A
trade pay

179 110

-

179 110

534 000

-

14 531

2 440 018

-

2 440 018

1 683 438

-

1 683 438

269 316

(269 316)

-

269 316

(269 316)

-

Other doubtful receivables
	Advanced payment to
suppliers

Other doubtful receivables

Year 2019
Financial assets measured at cost minus impairment

Personnel

Other receivables

Doubtful receivables

Other accounts receivable

Clients
Clients c/a

		

218 695

-

218 695

159 102

-

159 102

3 149 418

(269 316)

2 880 102

2 660 387

(269 316)

2 391 072
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Clients
		

Doubtful receivables

(2 394 411)

6 036

7 841

(2 380 534)

(269 316)

-

-

(269 316)

(2 663 726)

6 036

7 841

(2 649 849)

Other accounts receivable
		

Other doubtful receivables
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14.3 Suppliers

Caption Suppliers of Capital Goods (non-current) includes a debt of Bondalti Cantábria, which will only be repaid
within more than a year.

As at 31 December 2020 and 2019, caption Suppliers is made up as follows:

Non-current Shareholder loans refer to the value transferred to external investors.
31/12/2020

31/12/2019

30 859 847

23 945 699

229 587

466 830

Suppliers securities receivable

1 637 464

1 793 392

Invoices being checked

4 448 549

7 015 006

37 175 447

33 220 927

Suppliers
Suppliers c/a
Suppliers c/a Group (Note 5)

Balance of caption Other Increase comprises amounts in advance of duties and taxes with water resources and
effluent treatment, and property, € 873 relating to works in Loulé Salt Mine to be performed in future years.
The balance of caption Other Amounts Payable (Note 5) concerns the tax payable by the Group to José de Mello
Capital, pursuant to RETGS.

14.5 Loans
Caption Loans as of 31 December 2020 and 2019 is made up as follows:

14.4 Other debts payable

2020

2019

As of 31 December 2020 and 2019, caption Other Trade Payable was made up as follows:
Financing entity

Current

Non current

Current

Non current

25 000 000

115 000 000

25 000 000

140 000 000

326 159

1 017 051

-

-

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

Suppliers of investment

2 637 415

2 785 502

Bank loans at cost

Shareholder’s loans

4 700 000

4 700 000

Bank overdrafts (Note 4)

2 075 796

-

-

-

7 337 415

7 485 502

Secured accounts

2 003 450

-

-

-

Other AICEP loans

670

1 676

127 067

1 676

983 092

7 313

-

-

30 389 167

116 026 040

25 127 067

140 001 676

Non current

Current
Other debts payable
21 351

52 460

2 839 354

1 904 816

1 846 154

1 453 873

-

35 265

		Other accruals

1 651 115

8 509 450

Other debts payable

1 623 057

1 899 227

Other debts payable Group (Note 5)

2 502 264

1 698 826

10 483 295

15 553 919

17 820 710

23 039 420

Personnel
Suppliers of investment

Bank loans at amortized cost (Note 14.5.1)

Finance leases

92

Accrued expenses
		

Holiday Pay and Holiday Bonus

		

Financial expenses

Bank overdrafts relate to subsidiary Bondalti Cantábria, whereas secured accounts and finance leases concern
Enkrott sub-group.
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14.5.1. Financial liabilities at amortised cost

15. PROVISIONS, CONTINGENT LIABILITIES AND CONTINGENT ASSETS

Current and non-current financial liabilities measured at amortised cost and respective terms and conditions
are as shown in the following table:

The accounting policies adopted for the recognition of Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
are described on line m) of paragraph 3.1.

Maturity

2020

Maturity

2019

15.1 Provisions
The change occurred in provisions, according to provision, is as follows:

Loans payable
Non current

Other provisions

Bank loans
		Retail banking

30/12/2026

115 000 000

30/12/2022

140 000 000

Current
Bank loans
		Retail banking

30/12/2026

25 000 000
140 000 000

30/12/2022

25 000 000
165 000 000

At 01 January 2019

10 974 496

Used in the year

(692 812)

Reversals in the year

(37 100)

Increases for the year

2 030 929

At 31 December 2019

12 275 512

At 01 January 2020

12 275 512

Used in the year

(1 632 567)

Reversals in the year

(1 210 000)

Increases for the year

766 039

Increase purchased Entities
At 31 December 2020

93

9 066
10 208 050
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Changes in the year were as follows:
2020
Description

Opening balance

Used in the year

Reversals in the year (P&L)

Increases in the year (P&L)

TOTAL P&L

Increase purchased Entities

Closing Balance

Provision of discontinuing operations

5 000 000

-

-

-

-

-

5 000 000

Provision for restructuring

4 084 857

(1 632 567)

-

-

-

2 452 290

-

9 066

9 066

Provision for other pending lawsuits
Other provisions

5 067 835

-

(1 210 000)

766 039

(443 961)

-

4 179 912

12 275 512

(1 632 567)

(1 210 000)

766 039

(443 961)

9 066

10 208 050

TOTAL P&L

Increase purchased Entities

Closing Balance

2019
Description

Opening balance

Used in the year

Reversals in the year (P&L)

Increases in the year (P&L)

Provision of discontinuing operations

5 000 000

-

-

-

-

-

5 000 000

Provision for restructuring

4 280 329

(312 120)

-

116 649

116 649

-

4 084 857

Other provisions

1 694 167

(380 692)

(37 100)

1 914 280

1 877 180

-

5 067 835

10 974 496

(692 812)

(37 100)

2 030 929

1 993 829

-

12 275 512

In February 2009, it was decided to discontinue all urea and ammonia production at subsidiary AP. In order to
face liabilities stemming from the decision to discontinue this operation, a provision was set up in the amount
of € 57 000 thousand. In past few years, this provision was reduced by € 52 000 thousand as all amounts due
as severance pay, payments to suppliers following contract rescissions, dismantling operations and cleaning
of land had already been settled. The amount available at 31 December 2020 totalling € 5 000 thousand will be
used to face any liabilities which may still arise out of the said discontinuing process.

94

The remaining amount as 31 December 2020 is of € 522 thousand.
Provisions were set up at Bondalti Chemicals concern: interest which its subsidiary will have to pay to its
investors, in the amount of € 1 736 thousand; decontamination of soils in land sold that may be contaminated,
in the amount of € 150 thousand, obligations with ACE set up for works concerning Valas de São Filipe, which
will be carried out in 2021, to which the Group is estimated to contribute with € 510 thousand.

Subsidiary Elnosa has provisions set up in the amount of € 1 849 thousand for the decontamination of the land
where its facilities are located, which are subject to a concession agreement for a 50-year period that ended in
2018 and an additional provision in the amount of € 276 thousand for the dismantling of the facilities.
A provision with an amount of € 1 150 thousand was also set up for Nutriquim in 2013 to cover the company’s
dismantling plan. However, during recent years, part of the provision was used to cover costs for the purpose.
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16. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

The Group has commitments with some of its former and current employees with whom it assumed this
responsibility to complement the retirement pensions for old age, disability and survival.

16.1 Employees benefits
The reconciliation between opening and closing balances of the current value of these obligations is shown in
the following table:

The Group uses the Projected Unit Credit method and the following assumptions and technical bases in 2020
and 2019:
2019

2020

Salary growth rate for Social Security Responsibility

2.0%

2.0%

Salary growth rate

2.0%

2.0%

Rate of return of the fund

0.8%

0.8%

Pension growth rate

0.0%

0.0%

Technical rate (life rents)

0.8%

0.8%

1.0%

1.0%

Defined retirement
benefit plan (no
fund set up)

Medical benefit
plan
(no Fund set up)

Total

3 030 246

481 890

3 512 136

39 854

-

39 854

Benefits paid

(354 895)

(97 513)

(452 408)

Revaluation of salaries for Social Security

Actuarial (gains) / losses

(85 355)

(20 338)

(105 693)

Mortality table

TV 88/90

TV 88/90

2 629 850

364 039

2 993 889

Disability table

EKV80

EKV80

18 496

-

18 496

(327 441)

111 352

(216 088)

495 669

-

495 669

2 816 574

475 391

3 291 965

Liability for defined benefits at 01 January 2019
Interest expenses

Liability for defined benefits at 31 December 2019
Interest expenses
Benefits paid
Actuarial (gains) / losses
Liability for defined benefits at 31 December 2020

16.2 Post-employment benefits (Defined benefit Retirement Pension Plan)
The Group’s accounting policy concerning the recognition of actuarial gains and losses relating to post-employment
benefits pursuant to Defined Benefit Plans is described in sub-paragraph m.1) of paragraph 3.1.
Company
Bondalti Chemicals

Bondalti Chemicals

Name of plan

Type

Addresses

Location

Retirement Pension
Plans

Defined benefit complementary pension Of some of the former
for old age, disbility and and present employees
survival

Portugal

Healthcare Plan

Defined benefit - medical
Of some of the former
benefits without
and present employees
provided fund

Portugal

95
Although it did not set up any fund or insurance to cover this responsibility, the Group set up a provision for the
purpose, which is adjusted according to an actuarial valuation carried out by a specialised and independent firm.
Companies included in the consolidation perimeter at 31 December 2020 and 2019 were subject in reference to
this date, to an actuarial report prepared by Actuariado - Estudos Actuariais, Económicos e Financeiros.
The current value of liabilities for past services and retirement pensions at the date of the balance sheet is
estimated at € 2 817 thousand in 2020 and € 2 630 thousand, in 2019; the liability for post-employment benefits
was adjusted accordingly.

16.3 Healthcare benefits
The Group is also liable for the costs of hospitalization, appointments and surgery, according to the Company’s
regulations and an agreement in force with the CUF Infante Santo Hospital, as well as for the part of drugs not
reimbursed by the National Health Service (only drugs reimbursed by the National Health Service) for some of
its former and current employees, with whom this responsibility has been assumed.
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This Company has not set up any fund or insurance to cover this responsibility, however it did set up a provision
for the purpose, which is adjusted according to an actuarial valuation made by Actuariado - Estudos Actuariais,
Económicos e Financeiros. According to the assessment report that was submitted, the current value of medical
liabilities for former Bondalti Chemicals employees, at 31 December 2020, is estimated at € 475 thousand (€ 364
thousand at 31 December 2019), and is included under the “Post-employment Benefits Responsibilities” caption.

17. EQUITY INSTRUMENTS

16.4 Personnel expenses

17.2 Reserves and Results

Personnel expenses were as follows:

Amounts of retained earnings are available for distribution.
2019

Remuneration of Governing Bodies

3 173 205

2 500 386

Wages

12 727 062

11 623 844

562 697

(5 398)

Retirement benefits

Indemnities
Wage expenses
Occupational insurance
Social security expenses
Other personnel expenses

889 836

1 036 744

3 202 801

2 882 936

201 525

133 490

1 334 917

1 147 646

298 377

254 492

22 390 419

19 574 140

During 2020 and 2019 the average number of employees at the Group was of 541 and 382, respectively, as follows:
Corporate name

2020

2019

Change

Bondalti Chemicals Group

298

305

(7)

Bondalti Capital

60

57

3

-

20

(20)

183

-

183

541

382

159

Innovnano
Enkrott Group

The Company’s share capital at 31 December 2020 and 2019 was made up of 4 084 400 fully subscribed and
paid up shares with a nominal value of € 5 each.

17.3 Adjustments/Other changes in equity

2020

Retirement pension plans

17.1 Share capital

The amounts resulting from changes in the fair value of hedging instruments recognised in equity during the
period, for the purpose of hedging the interest rate risk of the loans contracted for the Capacity Expansion Plan,
and other risks are as follows:
31/12/2018

Changes in fair
value

31/12/2019

Changes in fair
value

31/12/2020

96

Change in assets
Equity holdings and associated companies
6 926 787

(1 223 853)

5 702 934

(1 427 867)

4 275 066

(2 223 679)

2 223 679

-

-

-

CO2 licences

2 728 821

(1 123 385)

1 605 436

(839 194)

766 242

Other

2 900 049

(64 239)

2 835 809

(109 682)

2 726 128

10 331 977

(187 798)

10 144 179

(2 376 743)

7 767 436

AICEP subsidies (Note 18)
Swap hedges

(Including 5 and 8 remunerated administrators, in 2020 and 2019, respectively))
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Changes in issuing rights are as follows:

The change in the non-controlling interests caption as of 31 December 2020 and 2019 was as follows:

Balance at 1 January
Used (Notes 23 and 31.1)
Fair value (Note 31.1)
Disposals (Note 8)
Transfers
Balance at 31 December
Deferred taxation (Note 30)
Net balance at 31 December

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

2 044 498

3 494 027

(948 572)

(925 408)

502 658

152 233

(784 320)

(943 020)

147 403

266 666

961 668

2 044 498

(195 425)

(439 062)

766 242

1 605 436

31/12/2020

31/12/2019

Opening balance

201 369

288 037

Appropriation of income for the year

(23 347)

(82 619)

1 462 880

-

4 000

(4 049)

1 644 902

201 369

Changes in the consolidation perimeter - Miralcalis
Adjustment
Closing Balance

18. SUBSIDIES AND OTHER FUNDING FROM PUBLIC ENTITIES
The nature and amount of the government subsidies recognised in the financial statements are as follows:
Recognised in Equity:

17.4 Non-controlling Interests

2020

As of December 2020 and 2019, non-controlling interests related to the following subsidiaries:
31/12/2020

Gross value

Other debts
payable

Net value

Gross value

Other debts
payable

Net value

7 344 721

(1 641 787)

5 702 934

8 968 402

(2 041 615)

6 926 787

30 935

-

30 935

153 330

-

153 330

(1 882 326)

-

(1 882 326)

(1 777 010)

1 958

(1 775 052)

-

423 523

423 523

-

397 869

397 869

5 493 331

(1 218 264)

4 275 066

7 344 721

(1 641 787)

5 702 934

31/12/2019
Opening balance

Miralcalis
Enkrott

Proportion in net
income

Proportion
in Equity

Proportion in net
income

Proportion
in Equity

(124 889)

76 480

(82 619)

201 369

101 542

1 568 422

-

-

(23 347)

1 644 903

(82 619)

201 369

2019

Received in the year
Transferred to profit and loss
Adjustment
Closing Balance
Attributable to the Group (Note 17.3)

97

5 702 934

4 275 066

Recognised in Income for the year:

Investment subsidies (Note 23)
Operating subsidies

2020

2019

1 882 326

1 777 010

69 117

7 334

1 951 443

1 784 344
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19. REVENUE

Sales and services broken down by significant geographical market are as follows:
2020

As of 31 December 2020 and 2019, item Sales and Services is broken down as follows:
2020

2019

Sales of Goods
21 275 041

37 812 896

226 984 907

251 994 862

94 912

129 038

(617 330)

(132 032)

(8 104 085)

(12 911 959)

239 633 445

276 892 805

Services

3 575 976

2 269 773

Discounts and reductions

(161 805)

(31 770)

3 414 171

2 238 003

243 047 616

279 130 808

Goods
Finished and intermediate products
By-products, waste, residues and refuse
Return of sales
Discounts and reductions to sales

Sales of Goods
Rendered services

Portugal

Rest of Europe

Africa

Asia

América

Total

140 905 886

88 357 685

133 173

1 905 624

8 331 076

239 633 445

2 700 941

713 231

-

-

-

3 414 171

143 606 827

89 070 916

133 173

1 905 624

8 331 076

243 047 616

2019
Portugal

Rest of Europe

Africa

Asia

América

Total

180 695 952

95 397 222

44 010

144 821

610 800

276 892 805

1 690 230

547 773

-

-

-

2 238 003

182 386 182

95 944 994

44 010

144 821

610 800

279 130 808

Rendered services
Sales of Goods
Rendered services

98

Gross margin is as shown in the following table:

Sales
Changes in production (Note 11.2)
Cost of goods sold (Note 11.3)

2020

2019

239 633 445

276 892 805

(109 761)

974 088

(129 386 636)

(172 728 731)

110 137 048

105 138 162
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20. G
 AINS/LOSSES OF SUBSIDIATIES, ASSOCIATES
AND JOINT VENTURES

2019

105 207

47 658

Specialised works

3 771 945

3 165 795

Advertising costs

140 910

105 684

Surveillance and Safety

630 246

607 253

Fees

213 157

180 326

Other fees

48 743

80 128

Maintenance and repair

4 387 918

3 581 529

Other services

2 325 050

2 024 395

Tools and utensils

27 240

52 180

53 182

96 737

Sub-contracts
Specialised services

At 31 December 2020 and 2019, this caption was made up as follows:
2020

2019

Income and gains of Subsidiaries, Associates and Joint Ventures
Application of the Equity Method (note 9.1)

441 881

354 450

Gains in the concentration of business activities

1 617 679

-

2 059 560

354 450

Expenses and losses of Subsidiaries, Associates and Joint Ventures
Others

2020

Materials

5 017

-

Books ant technical documentation

5 017

-

Stationery

255 464

460 465

2 054 543

354 450

Promotional items

10 790

27 251

Other

150 149

39 841

Gains on the acquisition of corporate activities stem from investment in a 68.49% stake in subsidiary Enkrott –
Gestão e Tratamento de Águas, S.A. in September 2020.

21. WORK FOR OWN ENTITY

Energy and fluids
Electricity

23 074 519

24 435 809

Fuel

2 675 553

3 526 039

Water

978 884

168 401

Other fluids

938 360

465 995

320 315

730 348

365

2 528

13 963 765

12 422 118

118 836

101 215

3 288 017

3 316 075

126 285

100 591

2 138 823

1 872 858

Legal services

8 695

23 541

Representation fees

48 439

107 250

Cleaning, hygiene and comfort

357 915

297 474

-

5 063

(18 725)

6 998

60 140 045

58 051 546

Travelling, accommodation and transport

At 31 December 2020 and 2019, this caption was made up as follows:

Travelling and accommodation
Transport of personnel
2020

2019

Transport of goods
Other transports

Work of own company to:
Tangible fixed assets

321 202

1 957 609

321 202

1 957 609

Sundry services
Rents and rentals
Communication
Insurance

22. EXTERNAL SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
At 31 December 2020 and 2019, this caption was made up as follows:
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Other
Consolidation corrections
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23. OTHER INCOME

Gains from disposals of non-financial investments essentially refer to sale of investment property at Bondalti
Chemicals.

At 31 December 2020 and 2019, this caption was made up as follows:
2020

2019

Supplementary income

During the year a total of 39 000 CO2 allowances were sold, resulting in gains of € 915 thousand.
-

150 000

374 324

523 076

1 549 852

1 507 116

Prompt payment discounts obtained

30

2

Recovery of receivables

-

1 401

767

6 417

707 034

1 805 423

3 666

3 690

46 200

46 200

Corrections relating to previous years

63 539

333 104

Indemnities of insurable events

472 932

-

Excess of estimated tax

148 418

10 012

1 882 326

1 777 010

Use of allowances (Note 17.3)

948 572

925 408

Gains on the disposal of emission allowances

914 880

1 025 310

Tax refund

75 119

450 000

Operating exchange differences (Note 25)

6 908

20 987

270 256

965 313

7 464 823

9 550 470

Studies and projects
Equipment rental
Other

Gains on inventories

Gains from emission allowances concern the Portuguese Carbon Fund subsidy concerning the reduction of CO2
emissions in the amount of € 949 thousand.

Income and Gains on Non Financial Investments
Disposals
Rents and other income on investment property
Other

100

Other

Appropriation of investment subsidies
Gains on emission allowances

Other, non specified
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24. OTHER EXPENSES

25. EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN EXCHANGE RATES

At 31 December 2020 and 2019, this caption was made up as follows:

The amount of foreign exchange differences recognised in the income statement is shown in the following table:

2020

2019

269 710

259 203

Prompt payment discounts granted

6 347

16 071

Irrecoverable debt

3 895

3 676

Losses on inventories

7 873

107 297

Tax

Expenses and Losses on Non Financial Investments

2020

2019

6 908

20 987

6 908

20 987

77 409

-

77 409

-

Exchange gains included in:
Other Income and gains
		

Other operating exchange differences (Note 23)

Exchange gains included in:

Disposals

2 911

677 958

Accidents

-

2 932

Write-downs

-

111 008

Corrections relating to previous years

38 860

63 539

Donations

175 690

148 315

Contributions

170 299

148 078

3 937

4 452

Insufficiency of estimated tax

64 585

163 543

Operating exchange differences (Note 25)

77 409

-

2 282

236

632 412

1 560 160

1 456 209

3 266 467

Other expenses and losses
		Other operating exchange differences (Note 24)

Others

Samples and offers of inventories

26. INCREASE/DECREASE IN FAIR VALUE
At 31 December 2020 and 2019, this caption was made up as follows:

Non tax penalties

Other

Taxes reflect environmental levies, property and similar taxes.

2019

2020

Penalties and fines
		

101

No changes have occurred in the operating currency or in relation to the parent company or any of its foreign
businesses.

Balance

P&L

Balance

P&L

-

154 008

-

812

-

154 008

-

812

Financial assets
Other financial assets

This adjustment refers to the labour Compensation Fund.
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27. EXPENSES/REVERSAL OF DEPRECIATION AND AMORTISATION
At 31 December 2020 and 2019, this caption was made up as follows:
2020

2019

Depreciation and Amortisation expenses

29. INTEREST AND SIMILAR EXPENSES
At 31 December 2020 and 2019, this caption was made up as follows:

Investment property (Note 7)

46 589

46 589

Tangible fixed assets (Note 6)

17 910 170

17 461 069

Intangible assets (Note 8)

1 102 763

870 490

361

2 250

19 059 883

18 380 398

Goodwill

Loans

2019

3 903 493

3 905 682

127 482

1 383 969

3 676

11 931

-

29 380

Other financing expenses and losses

Stamp duty on loans

Investment property (Note 7)

2020
Interest paid

Commissions

Impairment of depreciable inventories

Intangible assets (Note 6)

Gains on raw material hedging swaps correspond to non-speculative operations to mitigate the impact of price
changes in raw materials on the operational cash flows of Bondalti Chemicals.

77 892

1 583 814

Bank guarantees

77 892

1 583 814

Expenses with bank guarantees

2 050

9 435

19 137 776

19 964 212

Raw material hedging swap

6 174

403 805

-

3 103 431

54 010

135 630

4 096 886

8 983 263

Hedging swap
Other

28. INTEREST AND SIMILAR INCOME

102

At 31 December 2020 and 2019, this caption was made up as follows:
2020

2019

287 566

306 133

742 558

2 293 212

79

2 030

1 030 202

2 601 374

Costs of raw material hedging swaps correspond to non-speculative operations to mitigate the impact of price
changes on the operational cash flows of Bondalti Chemicals.

Interest earned
On deposits
Other similar income
Raw material hedging swap
Other
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30. INCOME TAX

The amounts of deferred tax assets and liabilities recognised in the balance sheet for each period shown
according to each type of temporary difference and concerning each type of non-used tax losses and credit for
non-used taxes are as follows:

Expenses (income) for current taxes are as follows:
2020

2020

2019

Current tax
Corporate Income Tax for the year

5 677 085

6 949 798

5 677 085

6 949 798

Deferred tax
Originated and subject to reversal for temporary differences

Balance
sheet items

Profit
& Loss items

2020

2019

Other
Equity items

Temporary differences:

(2 332 299)

(4 916 571)

		

Post employment benefits - healthcare

106 963

81 909

25 054

(26 516)

-

-

(2 332 299)

(4 916 571)

		

Post employment benefits - pensions

633 729

591 716

42 013

(90 089)

-

-

3 344 785

2 033 228

		

Provisions not considered for tax purposes 1 878 666 2 024 009

(145 343)

230 977

-

-

		

Impairments on inventories

		

Impairment of depreciable assets

		

Changes in fair value

2020

2019

Deferred tax

		Others
Tax benefits

231 550

232 920

(1 370)

(172 699)

-

-

1 162 956

1 428 722

(433 954)

(222 234)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(645 584)

1 822 945

784 949

1 884 501

190 600

-

-

240 651

-

71 527

-

-

-

-

-

837 475

-

-

-

(89 961)

-

(645 584)

2019

2020

2019

6 077 460 5 144 225 2 279 903

Net gains on the revaluation of tangible fixed assets

CO2 licences subsidy

2019

Deferred tax assets

		Tax losses

Recognised in revaluation reserves

2020

Other

Deferred and current income tax on the items debited or credited to equity are shown in the following table:

		

2019

2 964 439

2 982 964

195 425

439 062

3 159 864

3 422 026

2020

2019

Balance
sheet items

2020

Profit
& Loss items

103

Other
Equity items

Deferred tax liabilities
Temporary differences:
		

Transition adjustments to SNC

		

Revaluation of investment property

		CO2 licence subsidy (Note 17.3)

2 964 439 2 982 964

(18 525)

(200 025)

-

-

195 425

439 062

-

-

(243 637)

(326 144)

15 347

49 218

(33 871)

(36 181)

-

85 400

3 175 211

3 471 244

(52 396)

Other
		

Re-assessment of tangible fixed assets

(236 206) (243 637) (240 744)
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31. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Changes in CO2 ton relating to greenhouse gas emission allowances during the year were as follows:

31.1 Environmental matters - Greenhouse gas emissions
Climate change is a key element of the current environmental policy and measures relating thereto are crucial
and will have obvious implications in the near future.

Opening
balance

Disposals

Transfers

Used (Note 23)

Fair value
(Note 17.3)

Closing
Balance

109 457

(32 000)

3 007

(26 886)

-

53 578

2 044 498

(784 320)

147 403

(948 572)

502 658

961 668

175 293

(39 000)

-

(26 836)

-

109 457

3 494 027

(943 020)

266 666

(925 408)

152 233

2 044 498

Balance at 1 January 2020
Tons

Within the framework of the climate and energy package, the Parliament and Council issued Directive no.
2009/29/CE, of 23 April 2009, which amends Directive 2003/87/CE, of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 13 October 2003, to improve and extend the European emissions trading scheme «new ETS directive», which
establishes the legal framework for the 2013-2020 period.
As from 2013 rules changed considerably, introducing a wider range of gases and sectors, a total amount of
allowances that is determined at EU level and an allocation made through tenders. Allowances remain marginally
free, based on benchmarks defined at community level.
National plans for the allocation of emission allowances for the 2013-2020 period were replaced by a list of
facilities covered by the ETS and respective allowances awarded for free - the «NIMs List» -, prepared based on
data provided for the purposes by eligible facilities, under the terms of Decision2011/278/UE, dated 27 April 2011.
Bondalti Chemicals was allocated the following allowances by year, for the 2013-2020 period, in a total amount
of 546 203.

Allowances

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Total

72 799

71 534

70 255

68 962

67 656

66 336

65 001

63 660

546 203

As the allowances are allocated for periods of 8 years, the Company recorded the total allowances allocated in
the first year and recognises them as they are being used.

Amount
Balance at 1 January 2019
Tons
Amount

Emissions in 2020 totalled 26 886 tons, which in terms of allowances, gives rise to a positive differential in relation
to the previous years of 53 578 ton, which will remain available for future use.
During 2020 the company sold 32 000 tons of allowances at market prices, totalling € 915.

104

31.2 Bank guarantees
As of 31 December 2020 the Company had liabilities for guarantees given, as follows:
2020

2019

Amount

Amount

Alfândega de Aveiro

16 780

-

Alfândega do Porto de Leixões

75 000

75 000

-

-

Câmara Municipal de Loulé

74 282

74 282

Direcção Geral Energia e Geologia

14 964

14 964

-

6 977

181 026

171 223

Entities

BEI - Banco Europeu de Investimento

IAPMEI - Instituto de Apoio às pequenas e Médias Empresas
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The amount of € 74 282 corresponds to the guarantee required by the Municipal Council of Loulé concerning
infrastructures for the real estate development located in Betunes, subject to Licence nr. 2/2002.

31.3 Leases
31.3.1 Operating leases - as lessee
Operating leases in which the Group is lessee concern vehicles and premises. These leases do not have purchase
option clauses.
The total amount of minimum future lease payments for operating leases assuming that existing ones will not
be rescinded or renewed, is as follows:
2020

2019

Up to 1 year

2 744 148

2 309 752

Over 1 year and up to 5 years

9 538 147

9 171 329

Over five years and up to 10 years

13 789 653

12 987 467

26 071 948

24 468 548

32. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

While preparing this report we were informed that subsidiary Enkrott África will alter its net profit for the year,
following corrections detected during auditing, which will affect its results and consequently the result of Enkrott
S.A., however, this will not be materially relevant for Bondalti Capital S.A.
No events have occurred since 31 December 2020 to this date that are not already adjusted and/or disclosed
in the financial statements.
These financial statements were approved for issuing by the Board of Directors.
Oeiras, 12 April 2021

The Board of Directors

The Statutory Auditor

João Maria Guimarães José de Mello

Sónia Cristina José Camacho

105

André Cabral Côrte-Real de Albuquerque

31.4 Other Guarantees, Securities and Mortgagess
Pursuant to the loan agreement entered by Bondalti Chemicals in June 2019, to secure compliance with obligations
thereof, the company entered mortgage on land property, pledge on equipment, pledge on bank accounts, pledge
on shares of Elnosa and Bondalti Cantábria share capital and assigned claims and partners’ loans as security.

João Jorge Gonçalves Fernandes Fugas
João Pedro Ribeiro de Azevedo Coutinho
João Pedro Stilwell Rocha e Melo
Luís Augusto Nesbitt Rebelo da Silva
Luís Henrique Marcelino Alves Delgado
Vasco Luís José de Mello
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General Indicators

Location

Organisational profile
102-1

Name of the organisation

Pg. 8

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

Pg. 11-12, 15

102-3

Location of headquarters

Lagoas Park, Porto Salvo

102-4

Location of operations

Pg. 13,16

102-5

Ownership and legal form

Pg. 11

102-6

Markets served

Pg. 11-12, 15, 28, 58

102-7

Scale of the organisation

Pg. 11, 28, 40-41
The Administration is excluded from the count of employees.

Bondalti
Employees with fixed term contract
% Employees with fixed term contract

102-8

Information on employees and other workers

2020
7
2%

Bondalti Chemicals
Employees with fixed term contract
% Employees with fixed term contract

114

2020
6
2%

Men

6

Men

5

Women

1

Women

1

Employees with open-ended contract

344

Employees with open-ended contract

289

% Employees with open-ended contract

98%

% Employees with open-ended contract

98%

Men

272

Men

246

Women

72

Women

43

Pg. 40
The Administration is excluded from the count of employees.
102-9

Supply chain

Pg. 11-16

102-10

Significant changes to the organisation or its supply chain

Pg. 11
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General Indicators

Location

Organisational profile
102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

Bondalti has an active approach to the management of financial, operational, equity, environmental and health and safety risks, based on a precautionary
principle. Through this principle, the company seeks to minimize potential adverse effects associated with these risks.

102-12

External initiatives

Pg. 11-12, 20-21, 24-25, 32, 37, 39, 47-48, 59
www.bondalti.com

102-13

Membership of associations

www.bondalti.com

102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

Pg. 5-6

102-15

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

Pg. 22, 54-55, 57-58

Strategy

Ethics and Integrity

115

102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behaviour

Pg. 10-12, 20-21
Code of Ethics (www.bondalti.com)

102-17

Mechanisms of advice and concerns about ethics

Pg. 53
Code of Ethics (www.bondalti.com)

102-18

Governance structure

Pg. 50

102-19

Delegating authority

Pg. 50, 53

102-20

Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental, and social topics

Pg. 53

102-21

Consulting stakeholders on economic, environmental, and social topics

Pg. 45-46

102-22

Composition of the highest governance body and its committees

Pg. 50, 53-54

102-23

Chair of the highest governance body

Pg. 50

Governance
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General Indicators

Location

Governance
102-26

Role of highest governance body in setting purpose, values, and strategy

Pg. 50, 53

120-28

Evaluating the highest governance body’s performance

Pg. 53

102-32

Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting

Pg. 50, 53, 105

102-33

Communicating critical concerns

Pg. 53

Stakeholder engagement
102-40

List of stakeholder groups

Pg. 45
https://sustentabilidade.bondalti.com/

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

Pg. 40
The Administration is excluded from the count of employees.

102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

Pg. 45-46
https://sustentabilidade.bondalti.com/

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

Pg. 45-48, 59
https://sustentabilidade.bondalti.com/

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

Pág. 20-21, 45-46
https://sustentabilidade.bondalti.com/

116

Reporting practice
102-45

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

Pg. 8, 11

102-46

Defining report content and topic boundaries

Pg. 8, 11

102-47

List of material topics

Pg. 20

102-48

Restatements of information

Not applicable
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General Indicators

Location

Reporting practice
102-49

Changes in reporting

Pg. 8

102-50

Reporting period

2020 activity, starting 01 January 2020 and ending 31 December 2020.

102-51

Date of most recent report

Integrated Report 2019, published in 2020 relating to 2019 activity.

102-52

Reporting cycle

Annual
Bondalti contributes to the SDG 12 “Sustainable Consumption and Production”, more specifically to its Target 12.6 “Encourage companies, especially large and
transnational companies, to adopt sustainable practices and to integrate sustainability information into their reporting cycle”, by publishing its Integrated Report
every year (indicator 16.6.1).

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

Pg. 8

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

Pg. 8

102-55

GRI content index

Pg. 113-133

102-56

External assurance

Pg. 106-108, 134-137

117

Management Approach
103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Pg. 4-60

103-2

The management approach and its components

Pg. 4-60

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Pg. 4-60
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Specific Indicators

Location

Economic performance
(M€)

2017

2018

2019

2020

330

346

291

252

-268

-275

-233

-191

Wages and benefits

-18

-18

-20

-22

Payment to capital suppliers

-8

-9

-9

-4

Payments to the State

-0.35

-0.41

-0.26

-0.28

Investments in the Community

-0.28

-0.50

-0.35

-0.38

36

43

29

34

Generated Economic Value
Revenues
Distributed Economic Value
201-1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

Operating costs

Cumulative Economic Value
201-2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due to climate change

In 2020 Bondalti consumed 26 886 ETS allowances and sold 32 000 at market price.

201-3

Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans

Only Bondalti employees recruited by the company before 31/12/1977 enjoy a retirement benefit. Bondalti offers a range of other benefits to its employees,
such as Health Insurance, Life Insurance, Curative Medicine, Nutrition and Psychology consultations, gym allowance, Summer Camp and school expenses fee,
transport allowance, among others, which corresponded to expenses of € 505 333 in 2020.

201-4

Financial assistance received from government

In 2020 Bondalti received government subsidies in the amount of € 1 951 443.
2018

2019

2020

640

648

599

118

Operations in Portugal
Local suppliers
Purchases with local suppliers

204-1

Proportion of spending on local suppliers

143 419 959 € 81 739 590 €

95 374 785 €

% Of local suppliers

86%

88%

85%

% Of purchases with local suppliers

52%

37%

38%

38

308

294

8 371 534 €

54 768 332 €

29 572 857 €

% Of local suppliers

93%

95%

92%

% Of purchases with local suppliers

35%

48%

91%

Operations in Spain
Local suppliers
Purchases with local suppliers

Pg. 47
Bondalti main operations are in Portugal and Spain.
Local suppliers are those located in Portugal or Spain.
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MAIN CONSUMPTIONS AT BONDALTI CHEMICALS (t)
192 743

188 732

171 996

167 777

154 190

139 413

121 768

114 460

48 840

47 302
13 130

301-1

12 493

3 916

11 848

3 927

11 931

3 830

3 452

Materials used by weight
2017

2018
Benzene

Salt

2019
Ammonia

Brine

Recycled input materials used

2020

Hydrogen

Main consumptions at Bondalti Cantábria (t)

301-2

43 346

41 113

Sulphuric Acid

119

2020
94 697

Sodium Bisulfite

106

Cellulose

29

Sulphuric Acid

32

Not applicable, due to the types of materials that are consumed.
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Bondalti Chemicals (GJ)

2017

2018

2019

2020

Purchased energy
Diesel
Natural gas
Steam
Electric power

Energy consumption within the organisation

2020

Purchased energy
960

798

1 149

646

395 453

420 986

393 678

399 596

0

0

0

0

1 121 923

1 358 481

1 290 326

1 155 193

Produced energy

302-1

Bondalti Cantábria (GJ)

Diesel

40

Natural gas

0

Steam

23 005

Electric power

232 484

Produced energy

Used

647 982

618 390

592 885

598 132

Used

0

Lost

0

0

0

0

Lost

0

Sold

5 202

6 021

4 771

5 267

Sold

0

2 166 319

2 398 655

2 278 037

2 153 567

Total energy used

Total energy used

255 529

120

Pg. 32-33
Bondalti Chemicals produces energy in the form of steam by taking advantage of the exothermic reactions of its chemical production processes.
Part of the energy produced is consumed internally, and another part is sold.
Diesel (GJ) = (Litres of Diesel x PCI (1) x Density) / 103
Natural gas (GJ) = m3N x PCI (1) / 1 000
Electric power (GJ) = KWh x 3,6 x 10-3
(1)
PCI (Lower Calorific Value) - Bondalti Chemicals: APA National Inventory | Bondalti Cantábria: Ministerio para la transición ecológica y el reto
demográfico

302-2

Energy consumption outside the organisation

Bondalti is developing a methodology to determine this indicator.

302-3

Energy intensity

Pg. 32-33
Only purchased electricity, natural gas and steam are considered as relevant for calculating this indicator.
Energy intensity = Purchased Energy (GJ) / Total Production (t)

302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

Pg. 32

302-5

Reductions in energy requirements of products and services

Not applicable, due to the types of products that Bondalti markets.
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303-1

Interactions with water as shared resource

Bondalti Chemicals collects the water it uses in its operations from River Antuã, water holes and wells, according to use Licences issued by the relevant entities.
The water used from each collection is controlled by water flow metres, being the information monthly registred on the SiLiAmb platform of APA and annually
reported on the ARH Portal. The collected water is used in the industrial activity after it’s treatment at the Water Treatment Station, where it undergoes a filtration
process, followed by a flocculation/decantation treatment, with the removal of sludge resulting from the clarification of the water. In specific cases the water
is demineralised in ion exchange columns. Effluents from the industrial activity are discharged to a multi municipal collector managed by AdRA. The rainwater
effluents are discharged directly into the water environment.
Bondalti Cantábria collects the water it uses in its production processes with Solvay, mainly clarified and demineralized water. The consumed water (clarified and
demineralized) is monthly controlled by a water flow meter. Effluents are also monthly controlled by a flow meter. The effluent (brine) is treated by a physical
and chemical dechlorination process before being sent to Solvay, which subsequently sends for final treatment.

Bondalti Chemicals
PAD
pH: 5.5 - 9.5 with continuous monitoring
TOC: ≤ 400 mg/L with continuous monitoring
Total Suspended Solids (TSS): ≤ 1 000 mg/L weekly analysis by external lab
Nitrates: ≤ 1 000 mg/L weekly analysis by external lab
Sulphates: ≤ 2 000 mg/L weekly analysis by external lab
Total Nickel: ≤ 2 mg/L weekly analysis by external lab
Nitrites: ≤ 30 mg/L weekly analysis by external lab
Note: parameters and emission values as defined in AdRA use Licence dated 24 November 2015 for the rejection of industrial residual water. Continuous monitoring
of flow at the point of discharge ED1, according to Environmental Licence 52/1.0/2017 of 14 July 2017.

303-2

Management of water discharge-related impacts

121

PCA
pH: 5.5 - 9.5 with continuous monitoring
Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BODO5): ≤ 500 mg/L bimonthly analysis by external lab
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD): ≤ 1 000 mg/L weekly analysis by external lab
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) ≤ 1 000 mg/L weekly analysis by external lab
Sulphates: ≤ 2 000 mg/L weekly analysis by external lab
Chlorides: No emission values. Monthly analysis by external lab
Chlorates: No emission values. Monthly analysis by external lab
Note: parameters and emission values as defined in AdRA use Licence dated 24 November 2015 for the rejection of industrial residual water. Continuous monitoring
of flow at the point of discharge ED2.
Note: parameter defined in Environmental Licence 52/1.0/2017 of 14 July 2017. Free chlorine: ≤ 0.2 mg/L according to BREF-CAK document - BAT conclusions of
9 December 2013.
Bondalti Cantábria
The requirements for the AAI discharge are: 0.2 mg/L Cl2 in monthly spot samples. Bondalti Cantábria is committed to guaranteeing the characteristics of the
waste water it sends to Solvay:
Average flow: 58 m3/h
Maximum annual flow: 485 000 m3/h/y
Maximum image flow: 100 m3/h
Comply with the seller’s IPPC License limits, except for the pH in the discharge of effluents to the WWTP, which will be greater than 4 and lower than 10.
Installation of an effluent pre-treatment unit in its facilities, with an outlet for the WWTP, this point being defined for the measurement and control of quality
and quantity.
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Bondalti Chemicals (ML)

2017

2018

2019

2020

River

2 764

2 760

2 619

2 551

Holes

21

29

16

44

Wells

23

20

3

11

Total extracted water

2 808

2 810

2 638

2 606

Public Network water

5

8

10

11

Extracted water

303-3

Water withdrawal

In Bondalti Cantábria, 267 ML of water were collected through Solvay.
Although the collected water is not analysed, it is deemed fresh.
Fresh water ≤ 1000 mg/L Total Dissolved Solid
Non fresh water > 1000 mg/L Total Dissolved Solid

122

303-4

Water discharge

Bondalti Chemicals (ML)

2017

2018

2019

2020

Water discharged

772

802

755

661

Bondalti Cantábria (ML)

2017

2018

2019

2020

-

-

-

275

Water discharged

Information defined by the indicator 303-2.
The discharged water is considered fresh.
Fresh water ≤ 1000 mg/L Total Dissolved Solid
Non fresh water > 1000 mg/L Total Dissolved Solid
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Bondalti Chemicals

2017

2018

2019

2020

Used

1 854

1 921

1 756

1 717

Sold

954

889

882

888

0.00132

0.00125

0.00124

0.00129

2017

2018

2019

2020

Used

-

-

-

267

Sold

-

-

-

0

Water Intensity (ML/t)

-

-

-

0.00124

Water (ML)

Water Intensity (ML/t)

303-5

Water consumption

Bondalti Cantábria
Water (ML)

123

Only the water used in the industrial activity is deemed material to determine Water Intensity.
Water intensity = Total Used Water (ML) / Total Production (t)

Direct (scope 1) GHG emissions

Pg. 33-34
Bondalti Chemicals has CO2 and N2O emissions managed by operational control and does not have biogenic emissions. Emission factors used as provided by
APA and European Commission. Regulation R601/2012.
Bondalti Cantábria has no direct GHG emissions.
CO2 of natural gas and diesel consumption - methodology based on calculation
CO2 of incinerator - methodology based on measurement
N2O of nitric acid production - methodology based on measurement

305-2

Indirect (scope 2) GHG emissions

Pg. 33-34
Bondalti has indirect CO2 emissions managed by operational control. Only purchased electric power is deemed material to determine Scope 2 GHG emissions.
Indirect CO2 emissions are obtained directly from invoice (t CO2 eq.), whilst the emission factor is provided by the energy supplier.

305-3

Other indirect (scope 3) GHG emissions

Bondalti is developing a methodology to determine this indicator.

GHG emissions intensity

Pg. 33-34
Only direct and indirect GHG emissions, analysed in indicators 305-1 and 305-2 are deemed material to determine Carbon Intensity.
Carbon intensity = Total Direct and Indirect GHG Emissions (t CO2 eq.) / Total Production (t)

305-1

305-4
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305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions

During 2020 Bondalti Chemicals saved 1 152 GJ of natural gas due to the implementation of energy efficiency measures, as analysed in indicator 302-4. Based
on the emission factor, an overall reduction of 292 t CO2 eq in CO2 emissions was calculated.

305-6

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances

Not applicable

305-7

NOX, SOX and other significant air emissions

Pg. 34
Bondalti Chemicals monitors its other air emissions using different methodologies, according to emission source:
Incinerator - continuous monitoring; except for Heavy Metals - specific monitoring
Boilers - measuring of consumption of natural gas; emission factors used are as provided by APA
Remaining sources - specific monitoring according to parameter defined by APA
Bondalti Cantábria has no other atmospheric emissions.
Bondalti does not have POP emissions (Persistent Organic Pollutants) and no specific analysis is made to Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) emissions.

306-1

Water discharge by quality and destination

GRI Index - Indicator 303-4

306-2

Waste by type and disposal method

124

Pg. 36
Waste produced by Bondalti is collected by a licensed waste operator, with whom the company signed a waste management contract. The destination operation
is defined by classifying the wastes according with the list of waste (2014/955/UE) and agreed between Bondalti and the waste operator.
At Bondalti Cantábria waste is sent to an agent who negotiates with the manager responsible for waste management. The classification of waste is done
according to the legislation in force.

306-3

Significant spills

In 2020 an industrial effluent spill occurred at Bondalti Chemicals’ PAD facilities, due to the failure of the effluent sending pump to SIMRIA, causing the
accumulation of effluent in the channel, and consequently overflowing to the road.

307-1

Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations

In 2020 there were no non-compliances in this area at Bondalti.
Fines or warnings are only considered when proceedings are closed or finally decided. Only fines above €10 000 are considered.
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401-2

403-1

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or
part-time employees

Occupational Health and Safety Management System

Pg. 41
Bondalti Chemicals has its own Occupational Health and Safety Management System (OHSMS) in force, certified by ISO 45001:2018 and described in the Integrated
Management System and PQ-94-05 - Safety Management System. The OHSMS is implemented at Bondalti Chemicals in Estarreja and covers all employees and
activities (PAD, PCA) and Parque de Aveiro).
Bondalti Cantábria is implementing its OHSMS according to ISO 45001:2018, expecting to receive the certificate on the first semester of 2021.

When suffering an occupational accident at Bondalti Capital, the employee goes to the Human Resources area to complete the accident form and receives
information about where he/she must go to receive medical attention.

403-2

Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident investigation

At Bondalti Chemicals, all accident-related aspects fall within the scope of the Occupational Health and Safety Management System. The result of the risk
assessment of workstations is recorded in the integrated system SIAP program, following distribution by email to employees and respective managers. The
record of occupational accidents is made in the SIAP Events. The Human Resources area works with the Safety area to complete an occupational accident form
and occurrence report.

125

Bondalti Cantábria has a contract with an External Prevention Service Provider, which jointly with the Safety Manager of Bondalti Cantábria, performs the risk
assessment of workstations. In the event of an accident, there is an action protocol to be followed, depending on the seriousness level and time of day. The
medical response is provided by the Mutual Medical Service or public emergency services. The Safety Manager is informed and leads the investigation of the
accident, with the Prevention Deputy and other parties involved.

At Bondalti, Medicine at Work Services are ensured in accordance with the legal requirements.

403-3

Occupational health services

At Bondalti Chemicals, Occupational Doctors (OD) take part in the meetings of the Health and Safety Committee (HSC). Following these meetings, the visit plan
to the workstations is prepared jointly by the OD and the Safety Technicians. Corrective actions arising out of these visits are recorded in the SIAP Events.
At Bondalti Cantábria, surveillance of health issues is carried out by the External Prevention Service Provider, which, based on the risk assessment carried out
jointly with the Safety Manager of Bondalti Cantábria, plans the activities relating to health issues. All employees are subject to a general medical screening
examination every year.
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403-4

Worker participation, consultation, and communication on occupational health
and safety

At Bondalti Chemicals, employees are consulted on health and safety issues through their elected representatives - Workers Representatives for Occupational
Health and Safety. These representatives are members of the HSC, which is an advisory body for the Safety area, where themes and issues raised by employees
are discussed. These representatives are also consulted via e-mail to comment on changes to Safety Standards and other accident-prevention related documents.
Information concerning safety is also displayed throughout the buildings and other locations. At Bondalti Chemicals, 100% of its employees are covered by formal
health and safety committees.
At Bondalti Cantábria, the participation of employees is also made through their representatives, i.e., Personnel Delegate and the Prevention Deputy, elected by
them. The Plant Manager, as representative of the Company, and the Safety, Environment, Quality and Logistics Manager as adviser, meet at least three times a
month with the Prevention Deputy. In 2020, 4 meetings were held with the Prevention Deputy, elected in 2020.
Bondalti’s Training Plan is prepared based on the survey of training needs, following the assessment of the Performance Management System and in specific
meetings between the areas and Human Resources. The promotion of continuous training on topics such as safety, mitigation of risky behaviour or occupational
health is always present.

403-5

Worker training on occupational health and safety

Additionally, at Bondalti Chemicals there is a specific plan of the Safety Day prepared by the Safety, Hygiene and Environment area. In 2020, due to the pandemic,
presential sessions only were held during the months of January and February on the topics “Test of intercoms and loudspeakers and entrance panels for
fire, accident and gas leaks”, “Exposure to Hazardous Chemicals (Safety Norms) + Storage and Cleaning”, “Noise Protection”, “ATEX Awareness” and “Internal
Emergency Plan Formation”.

126

At Bondalti Cantábria training in various skills was planned for all employees, which also included health and safety issues. In 2020, there was a training on
“Risks in workplace” given by the External Prevention Service Provider.

403-6

Promotion of workers health

As far as primary healthcare is concerned, Bondalti has a curative medicine practitioner to follow employees on a regular basis, according to the NHS. Additionally,
Bondalti promotes, whenever possible, appointments in its facilities for different specialities – Psychology, Nutrition, Physiotherapy and Podiatric, whether
prescribed by the Occupational Doctor or on the employee’s initiative. Farther, Bondalti Chemicals and Bondalti Cantábria employees have access to a nurse on
working days to provide curative or preventive care.
On a par with these services, the Company launched the certification process for “Family Responsible Company” as the Board of Directors is clearly committed
to ensure in a balanced way, the reconciliation of the personal and professional life of its employees. The cross-cutting measures allow the compliance with
certain conditions, such as life insurance for all employees up to 65 years old, healthcare insurance for employees and immediate family members, immediate
assistance to family (spouses and relatives in the ascending and descending line) up to 15 days/year, amongst other measures with direct impact on the
promotion of health of employees.
2020 was marked by the Covid-19 pandemic crisis. Against this background, Bondalti implemented a set of strategies to protect the health of its employees:
- All employees whose function could be performed remotely began teleworking, being closely assisted by the Human Resources team whenever necessary;
- Psychological care was reinforced (provided on a remote basis, whenever in-person contact was not allowed). In remaining specialities where in-person
assistance was not possible, professionals were available and collaborated in the creation of relevant information to employees. Access to the nursing and
medical team of Bondalti was of great assistance when the NHS was overcharged with Covid cases and had problems responding to chronic cases;
- Moreover, during the pandemic months, personnel at the Estarreja Chemical Complex was subject to regular Covid-19 testing, viewing tracking and breaking
possible transmission chains in the Company (978 tests up to 31 December 2020).
At Bondalti Cantábria, the External Prevention Service Provider also provides a report indicating the health areas that should be promoted among employees.
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The promotion of continuous training addressed to employees in subjects such as health prevention, mitigation of risk behaviours
and occupational health is always present.
403-7

Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and safety impacts directly
linked by business relationships.

At Bondalti Chemicals, in the field of prevention, periodic monitoring of occupational risks is carried out, such as chemical and physical agents (vibrations, noise,
illuminance, thermal comfort, ionizing radiation, indoor air quality). Periodically, workstations risk assessments are carried out, from which mitigation plans arise.
Aiming at continuous improvement, Bondalti Chemicals carries out a constant search for existing solutions of PPE, adapting them to the needs of the employees.
At Bondalti Cantábria, the review of the risk assessment for workstations took place in 2020 and will be published in 2021. In 2020, training on “Risks in Workplaces”
was conducted by the External Prevention Service Provider.

403-8

Workers covered by an Occupational Health and Safety Management System

Bondalti

2017

2018

2019

2020

Bondalti Chemicals

2020

Employees

246

246

355

351

Employees

295

Employees covered by the OHSMS

100%

100%

69%

81%

Employees covered by the OHSMS

96%

Employees covered by the OHSMS
internally audited

100%

100%

69%

81%

Employees covered by the OHSMS
internally audited

96%

Employees covered by the OHSMS
externally audited

100%

100%

69%

70%

Employees covered by the OHSMS
externally audited

83%

127

All Bondalti Chemicals employees are covered by the Occupational Health and Safety Management System, which is audited internally and verified by an external
entity, viewing future certification. At Bondalti Cantábria the OHSMS is implemented and it was internally audited in 2020, pending certification by an external entity
in the first half of 2021.
The Administration is excluded from the count of employees.
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Bondalti Chemicals

403-9

Work-related injuries

2019

2020

Deaths

0

0

Occupational accidents with sick leave

4

2

Rate of non worked hours

6%

21%

Absenteeism rate

4%

3%

Occupational accident with sick leave rate

10.73

4.39

Occupational serious accident with sick leave rate

0.00

0.00

Accident severity rate

0.61

0.30

Pg. 42
Bondalti Chemicals recorded two occupational accidents requiring sick leave. One of the accidents was related to an employee who, when operating the forklift at the
Sulfanilic Acid plant, felt pain in his back when he hit an unevenness in the pavement. The other accident was identified as “in itinere”, when an employee exiting the vehicle
in the Bondalti Chemicals parking, made a muscle strain.
All work accidents at Bondalti are subject to investigation, identification of causes and implementation of the necessary corrective measures. Bondalti promotes various
measures to mitigate activity-related risks, as reviewed in indicator 403-7.
Determined based on 1 000 000 hours worked. The Administration is excluded from the count of employees.

128

Rate of non-worked hours = No. of hours not worked (1) / No. of workable hours
(1)
Not including absenteeism due to parenthood/marriage/funeral/school leave
Absenteeism Rate = No. of hours of work absences / No. of workable hours
Occupational accident with sick leave rate = No. of accidents with sick leave / No. of hours worked x 1 000 000
Occupational serious accident with sick leave rate = No. of serious accidents with sick leave / No. of hours worked x 1 000 000
Accident severity rate = Number of days lost due to work accidents / Number of hours worked x 1 000

403-10

Work related ill health

Employee health and safety are controlled according to plans for monitoring the risks of exposure to chemical substances and physical and biological risks,
ensured by the Safety area, and followed by Occupational Medicine. To date, at Bondalti, there has been no record of an employee requesting eligibility for
occupational illness status.
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AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRAINING HOURS, BY EMPLOYEE
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AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRAINING HOURS, BY EMPLOYEE
BONDALTI CHEMICALS
81

Average hours of training per year per employee
2020
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404-1
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0
AVERAGE NUMBER OF TRAINING
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Pg. 42-43
This indicator was determined considering the universe of employees present in Bondalti entities during 2020, totalling 375. The Administration is excluded from
the count of employees.
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404-2

Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programs

Pg. 43
In Bondalti, the following measures are implemented:
- Annual Training Plan
- Availability of training contents through the 4Learn knowledge platform
- Performance Management System focused on the development of skills
- Talent management methodology developed and under implementation
- Rejuvenation plan – identification of employees potentially going into retirement within 4 years and plans to replace them, ensuring the transfer of knowledge
from one generation to the other, through:
.: 4x4 Program (for Operational Technicians) - with 9-month duration; it seeks to help in retirement cases, with training on the ground and in classroom with
young employees; it further promotes functional flexibility
.: Succession Matrix (for Staff) - project of restricted nature, which identifies possible successors for certain jobs and senior positions
EMPLOYEES ASSESSED
BONDALTI
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69% 71%

85%
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EMPLOYEES ASSESSED
BONDALTI CHEMICALS

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career
development reviews

100% 100% 100%
2019
Men

93% 93%

2020
Women

100% 100% 98%
69% 71%

83%
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Pg. 43
The Administration is excluded from the count of employees. The Performance Management System only assesses employees with 6 months or more of performance
in respective function.
There is no monitoring of the theme “career development review”.
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Corporate Bodies
Total

2020
8

By gender

Diversity of governing bodies and employees

Total

2020
21

By gender

Men

8

Men

17

Women

0

Women

4

By age group

405-1

Directors

By age group

Up to 30 years

0

Up to 30 years

0

30 to 50 years

3

30 to 50 years

8

Above 50 years

5

Above 50 years

13

Managers
Total

2020
24

By gender

Employees
Total

2020
351

131

By gender

Men

17

Men

278

Women

7

Women

73

By age group

By age group

Up to 30 years

1

Up to 30 years

48

30 to 50 years

12

30 to 50 years

162

Above 50 years

11

Above 50 years

141

Pg. 42, 46

416-1

Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and service categories

GRI Index - Indicator 417-1

416-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health and safety impacts of
products and services

In 2020 there were no non-compliances in this area at Bondalti.
Fines or warnings are only considered when proceedings are closed or finally decided. Only fines above €10 000 are considered.
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Specific Indicators

Location

Social Performance
Bondalti Chemicals

2017

2018

2019

2020

Products

417-1

Requirements for product and service information and labelling

Bondalti Cantábria

2020

Products

Products

12

12

12

11

Products

5

Safety data sheet

12

12

12

11

Safety data sheet

5

Revised safety data sheet

6

11

9

33

Revised safety data sheet

16

Specifications data sheet

12

12

12

11

Specifications data sheet

5

Clients

Clients

Clients

219

211

193

194

Clients

56

Clients with safety data sheet

219

211

193

194

Clients with safety data sheet

56

Clients with specifications data sheet

219

211

193

194

Clients with specifications data sheet

56

417-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning product and service information and
labelling

In 2020 there were no non-compliances in this area at Bondalti.
Fines or warnings are only considered when proceedings are closed or finally decided. Only fines above €10 000 are considered.

417-3

Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing communications

In 2020 there were no non-compliances in this area at Bondalti.
Fines or warnings are only considered when proceedings are closed or finally decided. Only fines above €10 000 are considered.

418-1

Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy and losses
of customer data

In 2020 there were no non-compliances in this area at Bondalti.
Fines or warnings are only considered when proceedings are closed or finally decided. Only fines above €10 000 are considered.

419-1

Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social and economic area

In 2020 there were no non-compliances in this area at Bondalti.
Fines or warnings are only considered when proceedings are closed or finally decided. Only fines above €10 000 are considered.
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Other indicators

Logistics

Colombo

Location

Shipments in accordance

Pg. 19
% Shipments in Accordance = Total Claims in Logistics / Total Shipments

Financial return

Pg. 60
NPV is calculated only for ideas that were approved and considers the revision until the period under review (2020) of amounts paid for approval and
implementation of ideas (as the case may be). NPV further considers the recognition of one-off revenues as occurring in the following year of implementation
date, as well as annual revenues occurring within 5 years following implementation date, both revised/capitalised until the period under review (5 years).
NPV = Approval + Implementation + One-off revenue + annual revenue
Approval - Includes cost of approval (does not include the cost of the award, if any) revised until 2020 at the WACC rate: Cost of approval x (1 + WACC)^(2020
- year of approval)
Implementation - If idea was implemented: Cost of implementation x (1 + WACC)^(2020 - year of implementation)
One-off revenue - If idea was implemented: One-off revenue x (1 + WACC)^(2020 - following year of implementation)
Annual revenue - If idea was implemented: Annual revenue x 1 / WACC x (1 - (1 / (1 + WACC)^5)) x (1 + WACC)^(2020 - following year of implementation)
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Sustainability
Verification
Report

Independent Limited Assurance Report
(Free translation from the original in Portuguese)
To the Board of Directors
Introduction
We were engaged by the Board of Directors of Bondalti Capital, S.A. (“Bondalti” or “Company”) to
perform a limited assurance engagement on the indicators identified below in the section
“Responsibility of the auditor”, which integrate the sustainability information included in the Integrated
Report 2020 (“Report”), for the year ended in December 31, 2020, prepared by the Company for the
purpose of communicating its annual sustainability performance.
Responsibilities of the Board of Directors
It is the responsibility of the Board of Directors to prepare the indicators identified below in the section
“Responsibility of the auditor”, included in the Integrated Report 2020, in accordance with the
sustainability reporting guidelines “Global Reporting Initiative”, GRI Standards version, with the
AA1000AP Standard (2018) issued by Accountability, regarding the principles of inclusivity,
materiality, responsiveness and impact, and with the instructions and criteria disclosed in the
Integrated Report 2020, as well as for the maintenance of an appropriate internal control system that
enables the adequately preparation of the mentioned information.
Responsibilities of the auditor
Our responsibility is to issue a limited assurance report, which is professional and independent, based
on the procedures performed and specified in the paragraph below.
Our work was conducted in accordance with International Standard on Assurance Engagements
(ISAE) 3000 (Revised) “Assurance engagements other than audits or reviews of historical financial
information”, issued by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board of the International
Federation of Accountants and we have fulfilled other technical standards and recommendations
issued by the Institute of Statutory Auditors. These standards require that we plan and perform our
work to obtain limited assurance about whether the GRI Standards and specific indicators, included in
the Integrated Report 2020 are free from material misstatement.
It was also considered the AA1000 Assurance Standard (AA1000 AS v3), type 2 engagement, for a
moderate level of assurance. Our limited assurance engagement also consisted in carrying out
procedures with the objective of obtaining a limited level of assurance as to whether the Company
applied, in the sustainability information included in the Integrated Report 2020, the GRI Standards
guidelines, for the option “In accordance – Core”, and the principles defined in the AA1000AP
Standard (2018).
For this purpose the above mentioned work included:
(i)
(ii)

Inquiries to management and senior officials responsible for areas under analysis, with the
purpose of understanding how the information system is structured and their awareness of
issues included in the report;
Identification of the existence of internal management procedures leading to the implementation
of economic, environmental and social policies;

PricewaterhouseCoopers & Associados – Sociedade de Revisores Oficiais de Contas, Lda.
Sede: Palácio Sottomayor, Rua Sousa Martins, 1 - 3º, 1069-316 Lisboa, Portugal
Receção: Palácio Sottomayor, Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, nº16, 1050-121 Lisboa, Portugal
Tel: +351 213 599 000, Fax: +351 213 599 999, www.pwc.pt
Matriculada na CRC sob o NIPC 506 628 752, Capital Social Euros 314.000
Inscrita na lista das Sociedades de Revisores Oficiais de Contas sob o nº 183 e na CMVM sob o nº 20161485
PricewaterhouseCoopers & Associados – Sociedade de Revisores Oficiais de Contas, Lda. pertence à rede de entidades que são membros da PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited,
cada uma das quais é uma entidade legal autónoma e independente.

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)

Testing, on a sampling basis, the efficiency of processes and systems in place for collection,
consolidation, validation and reporting of the performance information previously mentioned,
through calculations and validation of reported data;
Confirmation that operational units follow the instructions on collection, consolidation, validation
and reporting of performance information;
Execution of substantive procedures, on a sampling basis, in order to collect evidence of the
reported information;
Comparison of financial and economic data included in the sustainability information with the
audited by the external auditor, in the scope of the legal review of Bondalti’s financial
statements for the year ended in December 31, 2020;
Analysis of the process for defining the materiality of the sustainability issues, based on the
materiality principle of GRI Standards, according to methodology described by the Company in
the Report;
Assessment of the level of adherence to the principles of inclusivity, materiality, responsiveness
and impact set by AA1000AP Standard (2018), in the sustainability information disclosure,
through the analysis of the contents of the Report and the internal documents of the Company;
Verification that the sustainability information included in the Report complies with the
requirements of GRI Standards, for the option “In accordance – Core”.

The procedures performed were more limited than those used in an engagement to obtain reasonable
assurance and, therefore, less assurance was obtained than in a reasonable assurance engagement.
We believe that the procedures performed provide an acceptable basis for our conclusion.
Quality control and independence
We apply the International Standard on Quality Control 1 (ISQC1) and, accordingly, maintain a
comprehensive system of quality control including documented policies and procedures regarding
compliance with ethical requirements, professional standards and applicable legal and regulatory
requirements.
We have complied with the independence and other ethical requirements of the International Code of
Ethics for Professional Accountants (including International Independence Standards) issued by the
International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants (IESBA Code) and of the ethics code of the
Institute of Statutory Auditors.
Conclusion
Based on the work performed, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the
indicators identified above in the section “Responsibility of the auditor”, which integrate the
sustainability information included in the Integrated Report 2020, for the year ended in December 31,
2020, were not prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with GRI Standards requirements and
with the instructions and criteria disclosed in the Report and that Bondalti has not applied, in the
sustainability information included in the Integrated Report 2020, the GRI Standards guidelines and
the principles defined in the AA1000AP Standard (2018).

Independent Limited Assurance Report
December 31, 2020

Bondalti Capital, S.A.
PwC 2 de 3

Other matters
Without affecting the conclusion above, we also present the following aspects regarding Bondalti's
adherence to the principles of AA1000AP (2018):
• Principle of inclusivity: Bondalti publicly assume its responsibilities to its stakeholders, by
subscribing the principles of AA1000AP standard, and the commitment to proceed with its
sustainability strategy and value creation for its stakeholders. Bondalti conducts biennial
consultation processes for its internal and external stakeholders, in order to evaluate and
respond to its main concerns and expectations.
• Principle of materiality: Bondalti reviewed its sustainability strategic priorities, as a result of an
internal reflection process. Bondalti's strategy definition process was supported by a macrotrends and benchmark analysis, and the analysis of the material issues to its stakeholders
(internal and external), as result of the consultation process. Bondalti should continue to
periodically reassess the identification and prioritization of material issues, especially in the
event of significant changes in the Company or in the sector.
• Principle of responsiveness: Bondalti has a set of mechanisms for stakeholder consultation,
aimed at addressing the expectations of its stakeholders. This practice should be maintained to
ensure that there are strong communication and engagement mechanisms for all stakeholders.
Also, Bondalti seeks to meet the expectations of its main stakeholders through its Sustainability
Action Plan.
• Principle of impact: Bondalti discloses the main impacts generated by its activity, through the
response given in each material issue, for the different aspects of sustainability (economic,
environmental and social dimensions). Bondalti intends to create and disseminate a
comprehensive and balanced understanding of the measurement and evaluation of the
organization's impacts on its stakeholders and on the organization itself.
Restriction on use
This report is issued solely for information and use of the Board of Directors of the Company for the
purpose of communicating its annual sustainability performance in the Integrated Report 2020, and
should not be used for any other purpose. We will not assume any responsibility to third parties other
than Bondalti by our work and the conclusions expressed in this report, which will be attached to the
Company's Integrated Report 2020.
April 23, 2021
PricewaterhouseCoopers & Associados
- Sociedade de Revisores Oficiais de Contas, Lda.
Represented by:

António Brochado Correia, R.O.C.
(This is a translation, not to be signed)
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ACEGE
AIP
ANPC
AP
APA
APQuímica
AQP
ATEX
BAT
BCSD
Bondalti

Christian Association of Entrepreneurs and Managers
Portuguese Industrial Association

EFR
EIPM

European Institute of Purchasing Management

National Association of Rural Owners

Elnosa

Elnosa - Electroquímica del Noroeste, S.A.

Amoníaco de Portugal, S.A.

EMEA

Europe, Middle East & Africa

Portuguese Environment Agency
Chemical, Petrochemical and Refining Industry Association
Aliada Química Portugal, Lda.
Explosive Atmospheres
Best Available Technology
Business Council for Sustainable Development
Bondalti Capital, S.A.

Enkrott
Enkrott África
Enkrott Cabo Verde
Enkrott Espanha
Enkrott Madeira
EU
ETS

Bondalti Cantábria

Bondalti Cantabria, S.A.

Europaris

Bondalti Chemicals

Bondalti Chemicals S.A.

FEIQUE

Bondalti SGPS

Family Responsible Company

Enkrott - Gestão de Tratamento de Águas, S.A.
Enkrott África - Gestão e Tratamento de Águas, Lda.
Enkrott Química Cabo Verde
Enkrott España, S.L.U.
Enkrott Madeira - Gestão e Tratamento de Águas, Lda.
European Union
European Union Emissions Trading System
Europaris - Sociedade Imobiliária, Lda.
Business Federation of the Spanish Chemical Industry

Bondalti SGPS, S.A.

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

CEFIC

European Chemical Industry Council

GHG

Greenhouse Gases

CIP

Portuguese Business Confederation

GPS

Global Positioning System

Corporate Income Tax Code

GRI

Global Reporting Initiative

Carbon Monoxide

HCl

Hydrochloric acid

CIRC
CO
CO2 eq.

Carbon Dioxide equivalent

COTEC

Portuguese Business Association for Innovation

CSC

Portuguese Trading Companies Code

DGS

Portuguese Health Authorities

Dolopand
EBIT
EBITDA
EC
ECC

Dolopand - Investimentos Imobiliários e Turísticos, S.A.
Earnings Before Interest and Taxes
Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortisation
Executive Committee
Estarreja Chemical Complex

HSC

Health and Safety Committee

IAPMEI

Agency for Competitiveness and Innovation

ICEP

Portuguese Trade and Investment Institute

IIRC
INEGI
Innovnano
ISO
MBA
MDI

139

International Integrated Reporting Council
Institute of Science and Innovation in Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
Innovnano - Materiais Avançados, S.A.
International Standardization Organization
Master of Business Administration
Methylene diphenyl diisocyanate
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Miralcalis

Miralcalis - Activos de Produção de Cloro, S.A.

T

Turnover

MNB

Mononitrobenzene

TOC

Total Organic Carbon

MOC

Management of Change

VOC

Volatile Organic Compound

N2O

Nitrous Oxide

NaCl

Sodium Chloride

NCRF

Non-governmental organisations

NHS

National Health Service

NO2

Nitrogen Dioxide

NPV

Net Present Value

OD
OHSMS
PACOPAR

Occupational Doctors
Occupational Health and Safety Management System
Community Advisory Panel of the Responsible Care Program
Production of Aniline and By-products

PCA

Production of Chlor-alkalis

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PVC

Polyvinyl chloride

R&D

Research & Development

REACH
Renoeste

140

Research, Development and Innovation
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals
Renoeste - Valorização de Recursos Naturais, S.A.

SDG

Sustainable Development Goals

IMS

Integrated Management System

SGPAMAG

Wastewater Treatment Plant

Nutriquim - Produtos Químicos, S.A.

PAD

RDI

WWTP

Weighted Average Cost of Capital

Accounting and Financial Reporting Standards

NGO

Nutriquim

WACC

Sociedade de Granéis Parque de Aveiro Movimentação e Armazenagem De Granéis, S.A.

SNC

Portuguese Accounting Standardization System

SO2

Sulphur Dioxide
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
© Bondalti • 2021 • All rights reserved
The contents of the 2020 Integrated Report (hereinafter
“Contents”) are the sole property of Bondalti, licensors
and/or other holders of rights. They are protected
by intellectual property rights under Portuguese law,
European Union law and international conventions, and
they may be used only under the conditions set forth
under these Terms and Conditions.
The term “Contents” covers any and every intellectual
creation and information contained in this Report, texts,
images, drawings, illustrations, photographs, brands,
logos and design, as well as the Report itself as a graphic
creation.
The copying, reproduction, modification, distribution and
any other use of the Contents requires prior written
authorization from Bondalti.
The partial reproduction of the Contents pursuant
to free use conditions set forth under Law, namely
with the purpose of citing, for personal, associative
and professional purposes (excluding use for trade or
advertising purposes) is permitted only if accompanied
by the following requirements: (i) disclosure free of
charge; (ii) respect for the integrity of the Contents; and
(iii) identification of the Code of Ethics, by mentioning
the fact that the rights thereupon are reserved.

